The tale of a WOR success that opened a sponsor's eyes and left his competitors...well, breathless.

We took him to our bank of success stories and leafed them rather proudly.

“Very interesting,” he said. “But, look here—I’ve not only got their problems, but another one besides. I’ve got to reduce my newspaper and magazine costs. I’m dropping them entirely. Putting the load on WOR. Let’s see what you can do.”

“Well,” we said hesitantly...

There was nothing unusual about the WOR show. Just a cowboy, really; with a Texas drawl and a hot guitar. The time? Morning. Early. Between 8 and 9 o’clock.

In a little less than 6 months the story bulged to be released.

Had this ingenious citizen reduced his previous magazine and newspaper cost 30—maybe 40%? He had, dear Edgar, but the figure was 10% greater than he had hoped. 50%, to be exact.

Had he upped sales? He had, by 10%—in the face of a business recession, and in a field where competition was stronger than the whiff of a Lahayan cigar.

This man broke our bank of proud successes. But in doing so he may have set a precedent that will be cracked by WOR’s handling of your particular problem. May we try?

Our address is 1440 Broadway, in New York.
From 14 States

Farmers wrote, "We listen while we work"

ONE of many farm service features on WLS is "Bulletin Board," broadcast daily at 6:30 A.M. It includes weather information, livestock estimates, crop news and items of value and importance to farm listeners.

Many listeners wrote WLS they had radios in their barns and listened to "Bulletin Board," for its helpful information, as they did their chores. So the WLS "Radio in the Barn Club" was founded, with certificates of membership offered to those using WLS in this way.

Almost 2,000 farmers in 14 states responded - 2,000 farm listeners in Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Ohio, Colorado, California, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Texas, Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan and Wisconsin — using WLS as a part of their business.

The American farmer, particularly, has learned to depend on radio for its business value. Farm people over a wide area — far beyond the Mid-West alone — have learned especially to depend upon WLS, Chicago. They have confidence in WLS ... in what we tell them to do and in what we tell them to buy. They've proved this time after time. Write and ask us ... or ask any John Blair man.

The PRAIRIE FARMER STATION

Burridge D. Butler
President

Glen Snyder
Manager

MANAGEMENT AFFILIATED WITH KOY, PHOENIX AND THE ARIZONA NETWORK KOY, PHOENIX KTUC, TUCSON KSUN, BISBEE-Douglas REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR

890 Kilocycles 50,000 Watts NBC AFFILIATE
The Colonial Network, with 19 local “branches” has stock you can buy that returns profitable interest on your investment.

This stock has high goodwill value because it is “preferred” — has a friendly as well as financial interest, a sound background of prosperous production and a payment record of regular, substantial dividends over a long period of years.

The business it finances is located in New England, one of America’s most populous and responsive markets — a market where employment, income and buying power are at high peaks.

Stock is priced to fit thrifty budgets — 13, 26 or 52 time payments arranged.

INCREASE IN SUMMER VACATIONISTS

Mid-season reports from various points throughout New England show substantial increases over the customary 3,000,000 visitors from all over America. Keep in touch with these buyers of your products, and make new friends through The Colonial Network.
Yes, one station is the stand-out choice when "farm hands" in Nebraska reach for the radio dial.

KFAB is specifically programmed for rural listeners. Everything these listeners like...they get, on KFAB!

That's why KFAB is the most powerful selling influence you can use, for Nebraska and her neighbors. That's why KFAB can give you the biggest helping hand, when you point your efforts toward this prosperous rural market!

KFAB
LINCOLN, NEBR.
DON SEARLE, GENERAL MANAGER
EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC., NAT'L REP'R.
The Detroit News and WWJ

In response to a request from the Editor of Editor and Publisher for a statement of the position of The Detroit News with respect to the proposed Federal Communications Commission investigation of newspaper ownership of broadcasting stations, we submit the following:

It seems to The Detroit News that the Federal Communications Commission has an obligation to the public to see that radio stations are operated in the public interest, and that naturally entails its seeking assurance of the responsibility of those seeking licenses to operate. As the founder of the first commercial broadcasting station WWJ which we have operated daily since August twentieth, nineteen twenty, we ask for nothing more than a dispassionate examination of our record of service for twenty-one years including our pioneer efforts toward the development of broadcasting in ultra high frequency, and more recently in the frequency modulation fields. The traditions of ethical journalism are wholly harmonious with the commission's purpose to see that radio operates in the public interest, convenience and necessity. We could ask no better witness than the competitive stations in our own area and the public we have sought so diligently to serve. The original intent of The Detroit News in entering the radio field was to further reliable methods of communication as a natural step in the advancement of journalism, and increase our service to the public. To this end we operated our station for five years without accepting any revenue of any kind from any source. It is now, as always, our aim to maintain those standards of integrity in advertising which characterize not only good stations but good newspapers, and to put the public welfare and interest ahead of profit at all times. It would seem to us fundamentally unjust to judge any application for a new license or the continuance of an old one on any other basis than the good character, fitness and responsibility of the individual applicant.

The Detroit News

Licensee Stations WWJ and W-JSD
Having been in this business of radio station representation as long as the idea itself, we of F&P know that it takes a lot of digging to build a successful radio campaign.

Where are the best potential markets for your products? What are the listening habits, the program preferences, the favorite stations within those markets? What sort of merchandising assistance can be obtained from the available stations? What is the situation in a dozen other factors that influence radio results?

If you're in doubt about any of these factors in any of your territories, Free & Peters can probably help you. We believe we do more digging for right answers than any other single group in the radio business.

So—if you want facts that lead to wise decisions, give us a call. Our spadework costs you nothing!
House Group Revives 10 Million Tax Levy

Radio Would Be Assessed 5 to 15% on Net Time Sales; Hope Is Voiced for Dropping of Plan in the Senate

EXPECTED to nick the radio broadcasting industry for perhaps as much as $10,000,000 in additional Federal income taxes, the House Ways & Means Committee last Friday reported out and introduced to the House the $3,500,000,000 defense tax bill.

Despite previous indications that no specific levy on broadcast incomes would be included in the new measure, the committee at the eleventh hour wrote into the bill a provision calling for taxes ranging from 5 to 15% on net annual time sales of $100,000 and over.

 Debate on the measure, the product of three months of work by the committee, is scheduled to start Tuesday. House passage is expected by next Friday, Aug. 1, and the Senate Finance Committee probably will start public hearings within a week of House approval. The Senate hearings will last about two weeks, it was indicated.

The bill, premised largely on Treasury Department recommenda-
tions, is designed to bring in an additional $3,500,000,000 in taxes for the defense program.

A Heavy Burden

Although there was some disagreement between Treasury and industry estimates on the amount of revenue that would result from the levy on radio's net time sales, there was little doubt the tax would make a substantial dent in the economic returns of virtually all the larger stations, as well as national and regional networks. According to Treasury and committee estimates, the annualized tax scale would yield between $4,500,000 and $5,000,000 additional from the industry, but independent estimates, based on FCC income figures for the industry, indicated the yield might reach $10,000,000.

Since the exact language of the bill was not available Friday, there was uncertainty over the actual amount of the tax increase for the industry. Apparently the Treasury estimates were predicated on the deduction of the net time sales tax from the taxable income for corporate surtax and excess profits tax purposes, which in effect would mean an actual increase of about $5,000,000. However, in view of the uncertainty, industry observers cautioned that present consideration should look to a possible $10,000,000 increase.

As the full import of the "surprise" provision in the bill struck, station and network officials made plans to fight the levy, charging it was discriminatory against radio. Since it was indicated the bill probably would go to the House under a rule barring amendments from the floor except by committee members, small hope was seen for successfully opposing the provision in the House. However, some indications were seen for a successful fight against the levy in the Senate, particularly in view of its "discriminatory" characteristics.

NAB President Neville Miller last Thursday, in letters to Chairman Doughton and all members of the Ways & Means Committee, charged that the proposed tax was discriminatory and asked for reconsideration by the committee. Declaring that "the broadcasting industry does not and will not seek to evade its just and proportionate share of the tax burdens which of necessity must be increased because of the present emergency", Mr. Miller called the levy an "unwarranted penalty" on broadcasting.

Doughton May Delete Possibility of voluntary action by the House committee to knock out the radio tax provision was foreseen Friday following a conference of broadcasters with Chairman Doughton, of the Ways & Means Committee. NAB President Miller, F. M. Russell, NBC Washington vice-president, and Harry C. Butcher, CBS Washington vice-president, conferred with the legislator and left with him Mr. Miller's letter of protest.

The FCC last Saturday released a special tabulation grouping stations with net time sales aggregating $100,000 annually and over [see below]. The tabulation did not cover networks, which roughly

### Income Factors of Broadcast Stations Whose Time Sales Exceeded $100,000 in 1940

(As reported by the licensees to the FCC)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Time Sales Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Number of stations each with time sales within the amounts shown for the group.</td>
<td>$100,000 to $150,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Income.</td>
<td>$814,103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Sale of time to networks.</td>
<td>$1,171,368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Sale of time to others.</td>
<td>$231,256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Balance, net time sales retained.</td>
<td>$1,171,368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Total broadcast expenses.</td>
<td>$4,795,378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Total broadcast expenses, including all items of direct and indirect expense not including Federal Income Tax.</td>
<td>$4,795,378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Broadcast Service Income.</td>
<td>$231,256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1. Includes 1 stations whose reported broadcast expenses exceeded reported broadcast revenues by the aggregate amount of $9,190.
2. Includes 2 stations whose reported broadcast expenses exceeded reported broadcast revenues by the aggregate amount of $314,888.
3. Includes 2 stations whose reported broadcast expenses exceeded reported broadcast revenues by the aggregate amount of $157,614.
4. Includes 2 stations whose reported broadcast expenses exceeded reported broadcast revenues by the aggregate amount of $40,884.

Editor's Note—The 188 stations covered in first four columns would fall in 5% tax bracket under proposed Defense Tax Bill; the 42 in fifth column would fall in the 10% bracket; the 8 in sixth column would fall in the 15% bracket. Network earnings, also to be taxed in the 15% bracket, are not covered in this table.
Radio Slumbers: Presto! $10,000,000 Super-Taxes—An Editorial

SO RADIO, again victimized by the lobbyists, is going to be taken for another little buggy-ride to the tune of about $10,000,000 in super-income taxes on net time sales of more than $100,000.

The House Ways & Means Committee, without even as much as a word of industry testimony on the provision, has saddled the new graduated tax on broadcasting. It isn’t a franchise tax—that was killed during the hearings. But it is a discriminatory tax against radio advertising, spirited into the committee draft at the eleventh hour, after the confectionery, cutlery, metal-sign and other folk had been successful in rescinding about $25,000,000, which apparently had to be made up in some way.

Radio evidently has proved itself an easy mark in the eyes of both the legislative and the regulatory establishments in Washington. There had been ample warning that radio was being singled out for special treatment. Early this year, the Allied Printing Trades Assn., representing unions identified with the printed page, announced a colossal lobby to shake down radio with a special franchise tax, designed to yield about $12,000,000 and thus (heaven only knows how) to help the printing industry. After a preliminary foray from the industry, through the NAB, little was heard of this move. But the under-cover work went on.

are calculated to contribute between $5,000,000 and $4,000,000 of the aggregate super-tax. The FCC tabulated 238 stations with time sales of $100,000 or over, although it was explained that 13 of these reported expenses exceeding broadcast revenues, leaving 22 stations clearly subject to the proposed tax.

Network spokesmen were quick to deny any reported acceptance of the drastic levy without a murmur. They declared the tax proposal would not be accepted calmly, and that the networks would stand on Mr. Miller’s statement.

Mr. Miller also announced that the NAB has retained Ellsworth C. Allard, Washington tax counsel, to represent it at the hearings before the Senate Finance Committee.

Outlining industry opposition, Mr. Miller said the “special penalty on radio advertising” would drive advertisers to newspapers, magazines and other media. He declared that although the tax appears to be in the nature of an excise, it really is a tax on gross income of radio stations. The broadcasting industry, under general corporate levies, is paying its share of Federal taxes and will continue to do so, but the new levy would reduce net income of many stations by as much as 50%, he commented. Alluding to early proposals for a punitive tax on broadcasting, Mr. Miller stated that the American Federation of Labor had advised him that “it does not favor a special tax on broadcasting which would have the effect of penalizing certain of their members for the dubious advantage of other members employed by competing industries”.

Study Aided by FCC

If opposition forces were unable to remove the provision from the bill, it was believed a move would be made to lighten the burden on broadcasters by extending the levy to cover newspapers and magazines. The “discriminatory” nature of the levy was borne out further, in the minds of some industry observers, by the fact that the bill also includes a tax on billboard rates, ranging from $5 for billboards up to 200 square feet in area, to $8 from 300 to 600 square feet, and $11 over 600 square feet. Inclusion of the levy in the new bill climaxed efforts along this line by the Treasury and others. Representatives of the Treasury and the Ways & Means Committee have conferred on several occasions during the last several months with the FCC Accounting Department in an effort to determine the possible effects of such a tax. However, the FCC has indicated its activities in the matter have been of a completely objective nature, in response to requests from the department and the committee.

Indications of the possibility of a radio tax came early during committee hearings, with John B. Haggerty, president of the International Allied Printing Trades Assn., strongly advocating a Federal franchise tax on the gross receipts of radio stations.

Under the Haggerty proposal, a 10% levy would have been placed on gross sales between $25,000 and $100,000, 15% between $100,000 and $500,000, 20% above $500,000. The same day Mr. Haggerty appeared before the committee, May 18, Rep. Connery (D-Mass.) introduced a bill calling for a graduated gross income tax on station earnings, ranging from 10% to 20% on annual earnings of $180,000 and above. The Connery bill is still pending in the House. Early in July Rep. Sauthoff (Prog.-Wis.) also appeared before the committee in an effort to have a franchise tax for radio facilities included in the bill, but the committee failed to accept his proposal [BROADCASTING, Feb. 24, March 24, May 26, June 2, June 9, July 7].

Set Tax Raised

Although no official draft of the new bill was available Friday, it was understood the measure provided for a graduated tax on net time sales, as follows: No tax on...
Newspaper Inquiry Off to a Wobbly Start

Inaccurate Data, Vulnerable Testimony, Stifling of Counsel Mark Probe

OBVIOUSLY unprepared and working under forced draft, the FCC's widely publicized inquiry into newspaper ownership of broadcast stations got off to a shaky start for two days last week and then quit until Wednesday of this week.

Though every effort apparently is being made by Chairman James Lawrence Fly of the FCC to run the inquiry, things are not running smoothly through the balance of the summer, all signs pointed to an adjournment this week, or possibly next, until mid-September. Several other members of the Commission, including the Craven-Case minority which has opposed the inquiry from the start, are not disposed to sit through the summer. And the Commission's legal staff, tuned up during the first hours of the hearing by the inadequacy of exhibits and testimony, probably is yearning for time.

Hanson Stifled

A half-dozen witnesses, four of them subpoenaed by the Commission as experts, and two members of the FCC staff, were heard during the Wednesday and Thursday sessions last week. They appeared as Commission witnesses, presumably to lay the foundation for the case that might justify divestiture of newspapers owned by broadcast companies, either through regulation or recommended legislation to Congress.

That Chairman Fly, with or without consent of his colleagues, proposed to have the Commission take testimony before the question of jurisdiction is determined, was made clear before the hearing was five minutes old. He announced deletion of the petition of the American Newspaper Publishers Assn., challenging the FCC's jurisdiction, and cut short his counsel, Elisha Hanson, when he attempted to argue the issue.

Mr. Hanson then revealed he had suggested to four witnesses subpoenaed by the Commission that they refuse to appear in what he described as "illegal proceedings". He identified them as J. W. Stahrman, former president of the ANPA and publisher of the Nashville Banner, now on active duty as a lieutenant commander in the Navy; Edwin S. Friendly, business manager of the New York Sun; Arthur Robb, editor of Editor & Publisher, and William A. Thompson, director of the ANPA Bureau of Advertising.

Whether the FCC will attempt to force appearance of these witnesses by court action was the hot question. Though Chairman Fly, who spark-plugged the proceedings as he has in the past, said the matter should be "taken up in due course", extreme doubt was expressed that the Commission would allow the jurisdictional question to go off on a side issue.

Chairman Fly likewise refused to entertain a motion from former Judge Thomas D. Thacher, of New York, chief counsel for the Newspaper-Radio Committee, that the jurisdictional question be argued in advance of the taking of testimony. But he treated the former Solicitor General of the United States with extreme courtesy in contrast to the sharp tongue-lashing given Mr. Hanson.

Despite the lean-over-backward stance taken by Chairman Fly in his opening statement [see page 52] which expressed an open mind by the FCC on the question of newspaper-ownership, his interrogation of witnesses indicated he was seeking to build a case against the propriety of joint newspaper-ownership and operation of broadcast stations. The whole trend of questioning by Commission counsel was in that direction.

The preponderant view was that thus far the expert witnesses called by the FCC had boomeranged. Direct testimony that appeared to support the contention of unsuitability of joint operation (which was scant) promptly was exploded in questions largely from Commissioner T. A. M. Craven, or from Judge Thacher or Louis G. Caldwell, counsel for WGN, owned by the Chicago Tribune.

In the audience were some 50 or 60 publishers or executives of newspaper-owned stations, rallied largely by the Newspaper-Radio Committee, representing 120 stations, headed by Harold V. Hough, of WSB-PXGKO, and the Fort Worth Star-Telegram. The dominant view was that the FCC, or at least Chairman Fly, had already made up its mind to do something in the way of divestiture of newspaper stations, and that, on the long haul, the Administration, or at least the radical New Deal, Radio Committee, is going to get it.

The view also was freely expressed on the sidelines that the expert testimony of witnesses, subpoenaed by the FCC at government expense, is not of paramount importance but that the "between-the-lines" interpretations will count. In this regard, greatest importance thus far has been attached to the presentation of a batch of exhibits prepared by the FCC's Accounting Department showing the economic position of newspaper-affiliated stations as compared to non-newspaper stations and the stations owned or managed by the networks.

Sutton Supplies Data

DeQuincy V. Sutton, head broadcast accountant of the FCC, had just begun his explanation of these documents when the inquiry was recessed until Wednesday. He was the Commission's key witness during the chain-monopoly inquiry of 1938, which resulted in the eight punitive regulations now being reviewed after re-verification that ran from the White House to the Capitol. In the newspaper-divestiture case he probably will assay to show by figures that there is a concentration of earnings in such jointly-owned ventures, and that competitive advantages result.

The star witness, called by the FCC as an expert, proved to be 72-year-old Marco Morrow, veteran of the Capper Publications in Topeka and board chairman of WBW. He described radio as "inherently a part of journalism" and favored newspaper ownership of stations without qualification. He favored, too, ownership of the only station in a community by a widely-famed newspaper, contending that this does not increase the danger of monopoly but would make for better public service.

Examination of witnesses for the FCC was handled by Thomas E. Harris, senior assistant general counsel, and George M. Harris, chief assistant counsel, of the Inquiry Division, who is supervising the FCC's "field work" in the newspaper inquiry, with investigators rummaging through station press association and network files for ammunition. This activity, indulged in for the first time by the FCC, has won the recently imposed unit concept, a key innovation, the sobriquet "Super-Swoopers".

Hough Disappointed

Mr. Hough, following the first day's proceedings, expressed "keen disappointment" at the Commission's denial of "fair hearing" on an issue which he said should have commanded immediate and impartial attention. Alluding to Chairman Fly's refusal to hear Judge Thacher on his plea that the Commission had no power to make any classification of newspaper stations as any other common carriers, Mr. Hough said this "departed from normal and customary procedure" and "just does not seem on the square to me".

Pointing out that the Commission now is refusing to act on pending applications for licenses by newspapermen "contrary to the duties imposed by statute", he return said, "It is being granted an opportunity to present the legal considerations involved."

No Conclusions Formed, Fly Says at Opening

Fireworks developed at the hearing almost with the opening gong. Chairman Fly first read into the record his opening statement, in which he contended the joint control over newspapers and stations has been a topic of interest, "both in press and elsewhere."

After he had stressed the Commission's purpose as a "fact-finding" mission, he said no conclusions had been formulated and the facts developed at the hearings "may lead us to the conclusion that no rules or policies whatever need to be developed." Other alternatives, he said, are that the FCC might conclude recommendations should be made to Congress, or that it should lay down certain rules and policies within the jurisdiction already given it by Congress [see text of statement on page 52].

Even before opposing counsel

Table of stations identified by FCC with newspaper ownership and story analyzing FCC exhibits at Newspaper-Radio hearings will be found on pages 16-17.

THIS LEGAL BATTERY, opposing the FCC's inquiry, lined up in the following order. Among the many exhibits introduced by the FCC are (1 to 7) Louis G. Caldwell, who filed an appearance for WGN, Chicago; Sydney M. Kaye, associate counsel, Thomas D. Thacher, chief counsel, Abe Herman, associate counsel, and George Mournich, all for the Newspaper-Radio Committee; Elisha Hanson, chief counsel for American Newspaper Publishers Assn.
Hanson, Fly in Controversy

As ANPA's Plea Is Refused

CLEAR-CUT indication by the FCC that it intends to pursue its inquiry into the propriety of newspaper ownership of broadcast stations will be decided by court action, was given last Wednesday before the actual taking of testimony at the hearing.

The Commission announced its decision and order denying the motion of American Newspaper Publishers Assn. that the proceedings be vacated [BROADCASTING, July 21], and the Commission refused to permit Ellicott Hanson, general counsel of ANPA, to argue his motion.

Mr. Hanson, in a rough-and-tumble colloquy with the chairman, finally served notice that he intended to litigate the issue if, as and when the Commission sought to subpoena any of his clients. He told the Commission it would refuse the subpoena, indicating that in that manner the question would be brought before a properly constituted tribunal.

Later On, Perhaps

Chairman Fly likewise refused to comment on Judge Thomas D. Thacher, chief counsel for the Newspaper-Radio Committee, on the whole question of the propriety of the proceedings, Judge Thacher having called to the attention of the Commission that the Commission was powerless to do anything about newspaper ownership of stations under the existing law.

The position taken by Chairman Fly, presumably after consultation with the Commission before the hearings got under way, was that there would be ample time to dispose of the whole issue by a hearing question if, as and when the Commission decided to issue regulations.

Finding it necessary to dispose of the Hansons' motion before the proceedings actually were open, the Commission issued a 2½-page decision just before the proceedings started. It pointed out that the ANPA petition was filed July 15 —eight days before the hearing—and requested the Commission to vacate its Orders 79 and 79-A, on the ground that it has no authority to conduct such proceedings.

“Our jurisdiction to issue Order 79 and 79-A was considered prior to the promulgation of those orders,” said the opinion. “It seems inconceivable to us that an argument could be seriously advanced against the inherent power of the Commission to issue an order by statute with power to hold hearings, issue subpoenas, etc., to conduct general hearings of the type involved here.”

Even if the Commission concluded the proceeding was conducted as the Congressional intent, as reflected in the Communications Act, the Commission pointed out that without the subpoena, the question of newspaper ownership took on increased importance. It pointed out that of 116 applications for FM licenses, 45 filed by newspaper interests confronted the Commission with the necessity of determining whether granting of FM licenses to such interests would serve the public interest, convenience and necessity.

Can Study Anything

The Commission held that its authority under the Act to institute the proceedings on newspaper ownership is not limited, but that an inquiry may be authorized as “any matter” concerning which “any question” may arise under “any of the provisions of this Act”. Even if the questions arising under Orders 79 and 79-A were not clearly matters arising under Section 309, the opinion stated, the Commission could conduct “such a general inquiry preliminary to determining whether to make recommendations to Congress for additional legislation”.

In denying the petition the Commission concluded: “The instant petition appears to be less concerned with Order No. 79 and Order No. 79-A than with some possible regulations, the precise nature of which petitioner does not state, which it fears the Commission may promulgate at some future date. It would certainly not require a peremptory dispatch of business to permit petitioner to argue this time to argue the validity of purely suppositional regulations which may or may not be promulgated after the hearings are closed.

“If at the close of the hearings we do determine that the public interest makes regulation necessary or advisable, we must allow the opportunity to argue the validity or invalidity of such regulations at that time.”

Hanson Draws Wrath
Of Chairman Fly

Following a sharp interchange, Chairman Fly refused to permit Mr. Hanson to continue his preliminary argument, insisted he would have ample time later. Refusing to be silenced, Mr. Hanson said that witnesses of ANPA already subpoenaed by the Commission had no reason to refuse to appear, and Chairman Fly snapped back that their failure to answer the subpoenas "will be taken up in the record that he would not condone further interruptions and that the hearing would proceed. Mr. Hanson then placed in the record the argument he had prepared on the jurisdictional question.

After Mr. Hanson had stalked out of the room, he told newspaper advertisers that it had been advised not to appear in answer to subpoenas; James G. Stahlman, former ANPA president, and W. V. Wakeman, general counsel, announced they would now, on active duty as a Lieutenant Commander in the Navy; Edwin S. McCluer, executive secretary of the ANPA's executive committee; Arthur Robb, editor of Editor & Publisher, and William A. Thomson, director of the ANPA Bureau of Advertising. He said the FCC proceedings were "illegal," and that it had no power to force appearance of witnesses by subpoena.

Thacher Also Denied
Right of Argument

Judge Thacher appeared to impresse the Commission with his arguments, but Chairman Fly nevertheless, in the light of the ruling on its position, denied him the privilege of presenting his detailed statement. Mr. Thacher argued that the Commission, in a legislative proceeding under law hold up applications from newspapers, now in its files, whether standard or FM, since its conclusions must be in the nature of legislative recommendations to Congress.

Unless the present law is amended, Judge Thacher argued, the Commission cannot make a distinction between newspaper and non-newspaper applicants. He conceded the FCC's right to make the study, but said that whatever may be the eventual decisions, it is true that the Commission lacks authority to act unless there is a change in statute.

When Judge Thatcher suggested that the FCC first obtain from its contacts an opinion as to whether it has the legal right to distinguish between different classes of applicants or licenses, General Counsel Taylor expressed his belief that he would not venture to render such an opinion "until the facts are in the record" and added he knew of no reason why the Commission should not postpone its ruling on jurisdiction.

Exhibits Introduced
By FCC's Witnesses

Only two witnesses were heard on the first day—Allen W. Saylor, supervising investigator of the FCC, who identified and explained exhibits prepared under his direction and Elmo Roper, survey expert, whose public opinion studies appear in Fortune. Saylor was subpoenaed by the FCC as one of its expert witnesses, and analyzed the results of studies bearing on both radio and newspaper public opinion, conducted in the Fall.
who directed the field investigation work that precipitated an industry furor, Mr. Sayler identified and placed on the record a series of exhibits dealing with newspaper ownership of broadcast stations, relationship of set ownership to newspaper circulation, and other comparisons bearing on the two media.

He was frequently interrupted by members of the Commission, who questioned the manner in which certain of the exhibits were prepared and what they tended to prove. Because of inaccuracies which were detected, permission was given the Commission's staff to correct the exhibits and to change titles, headings and footnotes [See story on page 17].

The initial exhibit embodied a list of 298 stations which the FCC contended were associated with newspapers. Competent observers declared it was full of errors, and although described as being reasonably correct as of June 30, it failed to take into account a substantial number of changes authorized by the FCC itself prior to that date.

Chairman Fly Critical of Exhibits

Chairman Fly led most of the questioning, and he finally took to task FCC counsel because of the "lack of clarity" of the exhibits.

One of the exhibits introduced disclosed that the newspaper circulation in the United States increased from approximately 29,000,000 in 1922 to more than 41,000,000 in 1940, although the number of newspapers decreased from 2,038,000 to 1,877 during the same period. The number of radio stations during this period increased from an estimated 30 to 822, with the number of receiving sets jumping from 400,000 to 50,100,000.

Judge Thacher questioned the accuracy of the sets-in-use figure, pointing out that it probably was cumulative and that no accounting had been made of replacements.

The next witness was to have been L. D. H. Weld, director of research of McCann-Erickson, and research economist for Printers' Ink. Mr. Weld was absent due to illness, so the Commission received an identified exhibit tending to show estimated advertising expenditures in the five major media from 1928 through 1940, prepared by Mr. Weld.

Roper Describes Habits of Public

The data, published in past issues of Printers' Ink, showed that in 1940, of total advertising expenditures of $970,000,000, newspapers received $845,000,000; radio, $200,000,000; magazines, $160,000,000; outdoor, $50,000,000; farm papers, $15,000,000. This compared to $760,000,000 returned to newspapers in 1928 out of a total of $1,115,000,000 expended. In that year radio was credited with $24,000,000.

Prof. Roper, subpoenaed by the Commission as its third expert witness, described in detail the results of several surveys made for Fortune, covering "the press and the people". He explained these surveys were conducted by the personal interview method. Analyzing the results of these surveys [previously published in Broadcasting], Prof. Roper said they indicated that people in the prosperous class devote more attention to newspapers than to radio, but those in the middle and poor classes listen more and more for their news.

He said he did not think there was any documentary proof that radio is faster as a new disseminating medium than newspapers, but that the public "feels it is faster".

Responding to Judge Thacher, Prof. Roper agreed that the general tempo of war events since the Munich crisis has increased both the volume of newscasts and of radio listening. Things are happening more quickly, he said.

In answer to Commissioner Crowen, Prof. Roper said he did not believe the results of his surveys indicated any lack of confidence by the public in newspapers, but indicated that radio as a source of news has increased in importance with the acceleration of world events. While this increase has taken place, he said newspapers had not retrogressed, accounting for the increase in newspaper circulation.

He said that to compare radio with the press is to compare an infant industry with an old established medium. The press has entered what he described as probably the "consolidation stage, while radio is still in the mushroom growth era".

Prof. Charnley Tells Of Script Problems

Prof. Roper said his latest survey, made for a private client, showed that the tendency in the lower income level groups is to listen to the radio for news to an even greater extent, whereas for the prosperous group the newspaper remains the primary news source.

When the second Jay's session opened Thursday, Gov. Case was absent, due to illness. The Commission called as its first witness Mitchell V. Charnley, journalism professor at the U of Minnesota. In addition to teaching journalism, he has also specialized in radio script writing and explained that he was generally conversant with processing of news for radio, as well as newspaper handling.

Examined by Assistant General Counsel Harris, who alternated with FCC Attorney Lloyd, he said there was a substantial difference in writing for the two media, since radio technique requires the "ear" appeal while the newspaper is geared toward eye appeal. Moreover, he explained the radio audience is likely to be a group, whereas the newspaper is prepared for reading by one person at a time.

Defining other variations in writing for the two media, Prof. Charnley said that the long story on the radio is very much different from the long story published in the newspaper, since radio offers news in capsule form. He cited a number of taboos on the air, which are used in newspapers regularly. Among these were the words "rape", "blood" and even "snake".

Prof. Charnley agreed that if two persons handled the processing of news for radio, their judgments would be different, primarily on the smaller items, but that surveys have revealed that selection of important news is relatively uniform.

Finds Similarity In News Selection

It would be desirable in the case of joint newspaper-radio ownership to have separate staffs select the news, he said, but in either event the selection would be relatively the same. Whereas the newspaper story uses a "hard lead", he said, in radio a "soft lead" is desirable, with shorter sentences and "secondary stories".

Chairman Fly pursued the examination to ascertain how much of a news budget coming from the press association or associations into a station actually gets on the air.

Prof. Charnley said this would vary with the number of news services taken by the station and the amount of time devoted to newscasts, but would be only a fraction of that actually transmitted.

He agreed with Chairman Fly that people listen to important speeches on the air, whereas they probably do not read entirely through the same speeches when published in full text in the newspapers.

Chairman Fly said his effort was to ascertain who controlled the selection of news broadcast.

Cross-examined by Judge Thacher, Prof. Charnley said he had no information on the number of newspapers handled by race station; stations which used the same news staff. He declared his previous testimony was based on his own observations, but he had made no research on his own. As far as he was aware, he said, there was no basic difference between the news service provided stations and that supplied newspapers.

He said he was not in a position to express an opinion on competitive merits of newspaper affiliated stations and unaffiliated stations.

Questioned by WGN Counsel Caldwell, Prof. Charnley said the chances were very great that any story heard on a newscast would (Continued on page 52)
New York Keys of Networks And AFM Sign New Contract

Three-Year Arrangement Provides Two Sets of Wage Increases, Adjustment to Living Costs

CONCLUDING six months of union negotiations, the agreement signed last week by NBC, CBS and WOR, New York MBS key station, and the New York local (802) of the American Federation of Musicians governing musical network broadcasts until Feb. 1, 1944.

Contracts are retroactive to Jan. 20, 1941, when the broadcasters and union exchanged letters agreeing to continue the previous contracts except for certain provisions to be worked out in conference.

Wage Increases

Chief changes from the previous agreement include two sets of wage increases, one covering the years from Jan. 20, 1941 to Feb. 1, 1942, and the other covering the ensuing two years of the contracts; guarantees of ASCAP last week, and provision for adjustment of the wage scales if the cost of living should increase radically.

The three contracts are identical except for the minimum employment requirements, under which CBS agrees to maintain a minimum of 65 musicians, WOR 40 and NBC, for the first 11/2 weeks, 130 for nine months of the year and 115 for the remaining three months. NBC's contract also contains a provision that should either of its New York stations be disposed of, its minimum would be reduced to that of CBS, or 65.

New contracts also differ in full detail the matter of "delayed broadcast casts" for individual stations unable to carry network programs at the time of the network broadcasts and for the regional groups which cannot advantageously carry the programs at the time of the network broadcasts.

Limit on Delay

No extra charge is made by the musicians for these delayed broadcast casts, provided the regional recordings of the weekly network broadcast is recorded in New York or 48 hours if it is recorded elsewhere.

For instrumentalists employed a full 25-hour five-day week on commercial programs the weekly wage of $150 continues unchanged. Those employed for a 25-hour week on sustaining programs have been raised from $110 to $150 for the first year and for the two years beginning Feb. 1, 1942, will receive $180 weekly.

Instrumentalists employed for a 20-hour week on either sustaining or sustaining programs, whose weekly shows were raised this year from $185 to $210 weekly and for the week of $5 will receive another $5 increase for the duration of the contract.

Per diem rates for instrumentalists have been boosted from $32.50 to $35 and for vocalists, from $5 to $10. Straight overtime charges have been increased from $1.25 a quarter-hour to $1.50 and to $1.75 next February. There have also been minor changes in piece rates.

Arrangers working on sustaining programs were raised from $110 to $120 a week. Scale for arrangers working a 20-hour week on a mixture of sustaining and commercial programs remains at $112.50 a week until Feb. 1, 1942, when it becomes $130.

Boost for Conductors

Copyists will continue at $70 weekly until February, after which the contract's minimum increases to $75. Directors of music libraries remain the same, and their cost of living is raised from $130 for nine months of the year and 115 for the remaining three months. NBC's contract also contains a clause that should either of its New York stations be disposed of, its minimum would be reduced to that of CBS, or 65.

New contracts also differ in full detail the matter of "delayed broadcast casts" for individual stations unable to carry network programs at the time of the network broadcasts and for the regional groups which cannot advantageously carry the programs at the time of the network broadcasts.

Limit on Delay

No extra charge is made by the musicians for these delayed broadcast casts, provided the regional recordings of the weekly network broadcast is recorded in New York or 48 hours if it is recorded elsewhere.

For instrumentalists employed a full 25-hour five-day week on commercial programs the weekly wage of $150 continues unchanged. Those employed for a 25-hour week on sustaining programs have been raised from $110 to $150 for the first year and for the two years beginning Feb. 1, 1942, will receive $180 weekly.

Instrumentalists employed for a 20-hour week on either sustaining or sustaining programs, whose weekly shows were raised this year from $185 to $210 weekly and for the week of $5 will receive another $5 increase for the duration of the contract.

Per diem rates for instrumentalists have been boosted from $32.50 to $35 and for vocalists, from $5 to $10. Straight overtime charges have been increased from $1.25 a quarter-hour to $1.50 and to $1.75 next February. There have also been minor changes in piece rates.

Arrangers working on sustaining programs were raised from $110 to $120 a week. Scale for arrangers working a 20-hour week on a mixture of sustaining and commercial programs remains at $112.50 a week until Feb. 1, 1942, when it becomes $130.

Boost for Conductors

Copyists will continue at $70 weekly until February, after which the contract's minimum increases to $75. Directors of music libraries remain the same, and their cost of living is raised from $130 for nine months of the year and 115 for the remaining three months. NBC's contract also contains a clause that should either of its New York stations be disposed of, its minimum would be reduced to that of CBS, or 65.

New contracts also differ in full detail the matter of "delayed broadcast casts" for individual stations unable to carry network programs at the time of the network broadcasts and for the regional groups which cannot advantageously carry the programs at the time of the network broadcasts.

Limit on Delay

No extra charge is made by the musicians for these delayed broadcast casts, provided the regional recordings of the weekly network broadcast is recorded in New York or 48 hours if it is recorded elsewhere.

For instrumentalists employed a full 25-hour five-day week on commercial programs the weekly wage of $150 continues unchanged. Those employed for a 25-hour week on sustaining programs have been raised from $110 to $150 for the first year and for the two years beginning Feb. 1, 1942, will receive $180 weekly.

Instrumentalists employed for a 20-hour week on either sustaining or sustaining programs, whose weekly shows were raised this year from $185 to $210 weekly and for the week of $5 will receive another $5 increase for the duration of the contract.

Per diem rates for instrumentalists have been boosted from $32.50 to $35 and for vocalists, from $5 to $10. Straight overtime charges have been increased from $1.25 a quarter-hour to $1.50 and to $1.75 next February. There have also been minor changes in piece rates.

Arrangers working on sustaining programs were raised from $110 to $120 a week. Scale for arrangers working a 20-hour week on a mixture of sustaining and commercial programs remains at $112.50 a week until Feb. 1, 1942, when it becomes $130.

Boost for Conductors

Copyists will continue at $70 weekly until February, after which their minimum increases to $75. Directors of music libraries remain the same, and their cost of living is raised from $130 for nine months of the year and 115 for the remaining three months. NBC's contract also contains a clause that should either of its New York stations be disposed of, its minimum would be reduced to that of CBS, or 65.

New contracts also differ in full detail the matter of "delayed broadcast casts" for individual stations unable to carry network programs at the time of the network broadcasts and for the regional groups which cannot advantageously carry the programs at the time of the network broadcasts.

Limit on Delay

No extra charge is made by the musicians for these delayed broadcast casts, provided the regional recordings of the weekly network broadcast is recorded in New York or 48 hours if it is recorded elsewhere.

For instrumentalists employed a full 25-hour five-day week on commercial programs the weekly wage of $150 continues unchanged. Those employed for a 25-hour week on sustaining programs have been raised from $110 to $150 for the first year and for the two years beginning Feb. 1, 1942, will receive $180 weekly.

Instrumentalists employed for a 20-hour week on either sustaining or sustaining programs, whose weekly shows were raised this year from $185 to $210 weekly and for the week of $5 will receive another $5 increase for the duration of the contract.
Mr. Carleton Covney
John Blair & Company
Chamber of Commerce Building
Los Angeles, California

Dear Mr. Covney:

Mr. Wilkerson of Lord & Thomas has told me of your fine cooperation in connection with our spot broadcasting activities. Thank you, and please convey my appreciation to your stations which are carrying our business.

While our campaign employs all basic media, we are mindful and appreciative of the opportunity which spot radio affords in supplementing and augmenting the coverage of other media on short notice where conditions in this quickly changing business make such effort advisable.

It is of value to us in our campaign, for example, to remind the public of the value of hot lemonade in centers affected by flu epidemics. We also find it productive in bolstering distribution in particular areas, to put pressure behind especially competitive markets and to fill in the gaps not covered by our network program. Spot broadcasting enables us to adjust our advertising to local situations effectively — and quickly.

Again, please accept my thanks for your cooperation.

Sincerely yours,

Russell Z. Eller

---

"SPOT BROADCASTING
enables us to adjust our advertising to local situations effectively—and quickly"

... says Mr. Russell Z. Eller for Sunkist

In the fast moving produce business, local problems frequently arise—seasonal, competitive or market-wise—which "national" advertising is too inflexible, too slow acting to deal with. That is why Sunkist and many another large network advertiser turns to Spot Radio for local action where and when the action is needed. It's a way to bring advertising and sales management a long step closer together...to the boundless benefit of both!

- Spot Broadcasting assures maximum effectiveness because you have unrestricted choice of stations and of spots with known audience.
- Ask a John Blair man.
American stations will be added after completion of the first three, Mr. Guy said.

Preparing for another period of crisis, such as those at the time of the Nazi occupation of Czechoslovakia, the Munich days and the time immediately preceding the beginning of hostilities in 1939, NBC has equipped the post with sleeping quarters so the post’s staff may be available at any moment.

Radio Is Ready

Explaining the importance of the post’s operations, Mr. Trammell stated: “Radio waves, unless they are harnessed, as in our democracy, for the entertainment and public service of its people, can be as deadly to morale as bullets are to bodies. Britain, in the early days of the war, watched as her friends and allies weakened, became confused and were split by the barrage of radio propaganda from Berlin. We can profit by those mistakes.

“American radio is ready and trained for this barrage, if it should ever be directed at us. Careful planning, long study, has taught us to differentiate between news and propaganda, between fact and fancy. In many languages—French, German, Spanish, Norwegian, Italian, Dutch and English—NBC’s monitors listen to these broadcasts. Broadcasts are translated, summarized, evaluated and then broadcast and given to our free press. They are available to all in order that we in a democracy can hear all sides, and with our free and undistorted minds, decide what we believe to be the truth.”

Ted Church Quits GOP’s Radio Post
Cites Inactivity and Lack of Funds for Resignation

WELLS (Ted) CHURCH, for three years director of radio for the Republican National Committee, has announced his resignation from that post effective Aug. 1. Lack of committee funds and inactivity, Mr. Church said, brought about the decision. He said he had definite plans for the future, but they were still of a confidential nature.

Mr. Church took over the radio activities of the GOP in July, 1938, handling the 1938 bi-election campaign, the 1940 convention and the 1940 election. He estimates that when he took over the Republican speakers were in a 3-to-1 minority on the air, subsequently swinging this situation on to an even keel.

Mr. Church paid high tribute to the fairness of the radio industry as to politics. “I was given every assistance,” he told BROADCASTING, “the pleasant incidents far outweighing the regretful ones. My only regret is that there are still a few station managers in the nation who fail to see that a black ledger is inextricably linked with public service operation.”

“For a simple case in point, but last week a GOP member of Congress received a letter from a station executive refusing to carry monthly 15-minute talks by the Congressmen on the ground that ‘the broadcasting of your programs would place us in the vulnerable position of having to grant equal time on the air for the opposition to any point of your discussion, and, frankly, this we cannot afford to do.’ As long as such faulty thinking exists in high places, the radio industry will have trouble.”

Mrs. Roosevelt Program Is Booked for 32 Weeks

PAN AMERICAN COFFEE BEAN, New York, on Oct. 5 will start a quarter-hour period of news comment by Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, Sundays 6:45-7 p.m., on 111 NBC-Blue stations with possibly more stations to be added.

The program will stress the good neighbor policy and further cultural relations between the Americas while plugging greater consumption of coffee with the theme, “Get more out of life with coffee—America’s favorite drink”. The contract is to run for 32 weeks with options, while spot radio tests may be made later. The bureau is composed of representatives of seven South American countries. Agency is Buchanan & Co., New York.

All-Night for WAAT

ANOTHER station in the metropolitan New York area goes on a round-the-clock schedule when WAAT, Jersey City, begins 24-hour operation daily except Sunday, starting at midnight July 28. L. E. Gross, known on the air as Mayor Elliott, recently with WHT, Baltimore, will m.c. the midnight-to-7 a.m. show.
As far back as radio goes, as far back as the first attempts at radio surveys go, WKY has enjoyed a decisive leadership in Oklahoma among listeners, among dealers, among advertisers.

This leadership has been maintained continuously, year after year, under permanent, unwavering policies of sound management, skillful programming and endless exploitation. WKY's record of past leadership accurately mirrors its future.

More complete details of the surveys capsuled at the right are available upon request.

WKY • OKLAHOMA CITY NBC-RED NETWORK • 930 KC.
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FCC Newspaper Data Draw Criticism

Edi tor & Publisher Yearbook, the 1939 Ayer's Directory of Newspapers and Periodicals and 1940 census data. In connection with those and other tables, he also said the Broadcasting and Radio Daily Yearbooks were used.

FCC EXHIBIT IX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of Broadcast Stations</th>
<th>Total Radio Sets in Use</th>
<th>Number of Daily Newspapers</th>
<th>Total Circulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4,000,000</td>
<td>2,000,000</td>
<td>23,800,098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>4,500,000</td>
<td>2,050,000</td>
<td>26,360,328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>5,000,000</td>
<td>2,000,000</td>
<td>23,800,098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>6,000,000</td>
<td>2,050,000</td>
<td>26,360,328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>6,500,000</td>
<td>2,000,000</td>
<td>23,800,098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>7,500,000</td>
<td>2,050,000</td>
<td>26,360,328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>8,500,000</td>
<td>2,000,000</td>
<td>23,800,098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>9,000,000</td>
<td>2,050,000</td>
<td>26,360,328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>10,000,000</td>
<td>2,000,000</td>
<td>23,800,098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>11,000,000</td>
<td>2,050,000</td>
<td>26,360,328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>12,000,000</td>
<td>2,000,000</td>
<td>23,800,098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>13,000,000</td>
<td>2,050,000</td>
<td>26,360,328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>14,000,000</td>
<td>2,000,000</td>
<td>23,800,098</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 For the years 1922 and 1932 through 1941, the number of broadcast stations shown is as of Jan. 1 of each year. For the years 1923 through 1931, a date other than Jan. 1 is used. (See page 11, 1941 Broadcasting Yearbook.)

2 These figures include auto sets in use, portable sets and additional sets in use in homes. The number of auto sets in use advanced from 100,000 in 1931 to 3,500,000 in 1936 to 8,000,000 in 1940.

3 Number of Broadcast Stations, Records of FCC Total Radio Sets in Use, Estimates by O. H. Caldwell, editor of Radio Today, Number of Daily Newspapers and Total Circulation of Daily Newspapers, Editor & Publisher Yearbooks.

ed as identified with the Poughkeepsie Star & Enterprise, Eagle News & Sun Courier, although these newspapers were affiliated with the Spiegel chain some months ago, and the station is independently owned by Richard E. Coon, former editor of the newspapers.

6. WLYW and WSAI, Cincinnati, are identified along with WING, Dayton, and WIZE, Springfield, as having newspapers interests identified with them. WLYW is identified by the reason of the fact that Charles Sawyer, counsel for the Crosley Corp. and director of that company, also edit the WSAI. WING owns the Lancaster (O.) Eagle Gazette in addition to WING and WIZE.

7. The Minneapolis Star-Journal and Columbus Citizen are identified with WTSP, St. Petersburg, along with the St. Petersburg Times, although there is no interlocking interest whatever among these newspapers. WTSP is person-ally owned by Nelson P. Poynter, a member of the Newspaper Committee's steering committee, and editor of the St. Petersburg Times and who once was employed by the Minneapolis Star-Journal and Columbus Citizen.

8. KOBI, Albuquerque, is identified not only with the Albuquerque Journal, of which T. M. Pepperday is publisher, but it is also identified with the Scripps-Howard group of stations, apparently because Mr. Pepperday in an independent capacity represents the Rocky Mountain Division of that chain; newspapers having no interest whatsoever in KOBI.

9. The list omits entirely the four stations in Hawaii—KGB, Honolulu; KGB, Honolulu; KBBW, Hilo; KBB, Hilo—which have definite newspaper affiliations, and the one in Alaska—KFAR, Fairbanks. This omission is inexplicable view of the fact that all territorial stations are licensed by the FCC and in practically all respects are treated like continental United States stations, operating under exactly the same regulations.

Breakdown of Ownership

Exhibit II broke down the Exhibit I list of stations in which newspapers were directly the licensees; 71 in which more than 50% of the stock of the license company is owned by newspaper interests; 20 in which more than 50% but less than 90% of the stock is held by a combination of interests of the newspaper and of executives, stockholders or employees of the same newspaper; 3 in which exactly 50% of the stock is held by newspaper interests; 84 in which more than 50% of the stock is held by executives, stockholders or employees of a newspaper; 9 in which more than 50% of the stock is held by a person or persons having newspaper interests; 16 in which less than 50% of the stock is owned by newspapers; 89 in which less than 50% of the stock is held by executives, stockholders or employees of a newspaper. [See tables opposite page.] The (Continued on page 50)
Fly Relents, Giving Nets Breathing Spell

‘Orderly Sale’ of Property Basis

Of Delay

A BREATHING SPELL until Sept. 16 on the network-monopoly rules was authorized last Tuesday by the FCC following a series of conferences of top network officials with FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly.

Indicating a sudden change of attitude, Chairman Fly last Monday (July 21) announced that NBC and CBS, without opposition from MBS, had petitioned the Commission for postponement of the rules, scheduled to become effective Aug. 2 (the FCC mentioned the effective date as July 30) until Sept. 16.

‘Orderly’ Sale

The following day the Commission announced approval of the petition, with the further proviso that those rules which would force sale by NBC of its Blue Network, as well as sale by both NBC and CBS of stations owned in other than key markets, would be extended from time to time to permit "orderly disposition of properties.

Under the agreement, all networks will maintain the status quo in their relationship with affiliates and their over-all operations until the rules are changed and contracts are revised accordingly. In effect, the networks have a 45-day extension.

At the time of the postponement, which Chairman Fly previously had indicated would not be authorized on all of the rules, it was disclosed that Telford Taylor, FCC general counsel, would carry forward intensive conversations with the network executives toward revision of the regulations. These got under way Monday after the Tuesday and were continued Thursday and Friday.

The objective, it was understood, is to procure an agreement on revised rules at least 30 days in advance of the new effective date, to give the networks ample time to revise affiliate contracts in accordance with the rules as agreed upon. Meanwhile, the matter of possible court test of the Commission’s jurisdiction to issue the regulations, as well as the question of new legislation, have not been overlooked, it was reported.

Chairman Fly's conciliatory attitude developed over the weekend after the major networks had put but despaired of hope.

Last Monday when the NBC and CBS contingents entered the conferences, they were accompanied by their chief counsel, they were prepared to announce they immediately would litigate the whole question in case there appeared a possibility of obtaining changes in the rules. Mr. Fly, however, reopened the question of postponement of the regulations and the agreement on the petition ensued. What transpired over the weekend was not clear, though it was thought there had been intercession from other quarters.

Wheeler Informed

Chairman Wheeler (D-Mont.) of the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, who originally suggested the conference method, was in town. Whether he interceded was unknown, though it has been apparent he has kept abreast of virtually all aspects of the conversations. He had previously urged that ample time be given to compromise differences, and Chairman Fly, during his testimony before the committee last month on the White Resolution, had committed himself to an effort to work out the rules in amicable fashion.

Following the Monday session, at which time it was agreed that conferences should be continued with General Counsel Taylor toward revision of the rules, the Commission issued a joint statement on behalf of Chairman Fly and representatives of the three networks. Conferences at the all-day session, in addition to Chairman Fly and General Counsel Taylor, included Niles Trammell, Frank E. Mullen and F. M. Russell for NBC; William S. Paley, Edward Klauber and Harry C. Butcher for CBS; and Fred Weber and Louis G. Caldwell for MBS. They had been the conferences during the preceding week.

Text of Statement

The text of this announcement follows:

At the close of a conference today between James Lawrence Fly, chairman of the FCC, and representatives of NBC, CBS and MBS, the following joint statement was issued by the three networks:

"On petition from National and Columbia, without opposition by Mutual, the Commission is being requested to postpone the effective date of the Order of May 2, 1941, from July 30 to Sept. 16, 1941. This postponement is being requested by National and Columbia in order to permit more time for the discussions that have been going on during the past ten days in which the various problems that confront the Commission and the networks are being explored.

"The officials of the networks are hopeful that the additional time will permit of a satisfactory solution of the various problems involved.

"Chairman Fly agreed with the networks to present the motion to the Commission at its meeting tomorrow morning (July 22) and expressed appreciation for the cooperative attitude of the network officials and for their willingness to devote themselves continuously to a discussion of the problems.

Time Options

At the Tuesday session Mr. Taylor and Seymour Krieger, FCC attorney identified with the monopoly proceedings, met with Messers. Trammell and William S. Hedges, the last-named NBC vice-president in charge of station operations, for NBC; Paley and Klauber for CBS, and Weber and Caldwell for MBS.

Primary attention still is being devoted to the question of time options, with several alternative plans suggested. Difficulty is encountered apparently, only in cities having fewer than four fulltime stations. It is generally felt that regular affiliation arrangements can be maintained in those markets. Some thought has been given to a plan whereby two hours out of each five-hour bracket of the day would be optioned to a particular network, with the right to option additional time as sold, based on past network sales experience on the stations. It is likely that several alternative propositions will be argued before a formula is devised.

The Blue Network appears to be the most vulnerable aspect of the entire proceedings. NBC, if it must dispose of the group, wants to have it operating on a going basis, with sufficient contracted time to make it a desirable venture. On the other hand, the FCC is looking for MBS to find it in major markets strikes most directly at the Blue. It appears to be conceded that the Blue eventually will go, though under the order as adopted by the Commission ample time will be given NBC to permit what the Commission describes as "orderly disposition" of the properties.

NBC and CBS have maintained throughout they do not want to weaken their position in possible compensatory action. As a matter of fact once the rules finally are agreed upon and promulgated, it is expected a friendly suit will be instituted in the hope of clearing up the jurisdictional question.

Possible Legislation

On the legislative end, steps are being taken toward introduction of legislation which would radically revise the Communications Act of 1934 and establish a new definition and delimit the FCC's functions. In this respect it was reported that Senator Barkley (D-Ky.), majority leader, was canvassing this matter and was believed to be in close touch with Chairman Wheeler about such a legislative move. Senator White (R-Me.) already has drafted a proposed bill (Bill No. 721) and this may be the measure that ultimately is introduced.

At the Monday morning session, the NBC and CBS delegations for the first time were accompanied by their head counsel—former Judge John J. Burns for CBS, and former District Attorney John T. Cahill of New York for NBC. They were prepared, it was understood, to tell Chairman Fly they would litigate immediately, since there appeared to be no working out of an amicable agreement in time, since affiliated stations were becoming extremely restive with respect to the deadline. Thereupon, the postponement of the postponement was worked out and a break was averted.

Considerable question arose over the propriety of network contracts and of licenses, now restricted to one year, though the law permits three-year licenses. Chairman Fly indicated that a two-year license might be acceptable, but nothing concrete was settled.

Both NBC and CBS are opposed to the rule requiring disposition of station licenses in markets other than New York, Chicago and San Francisco; Los Angeles, or a maximum of three stations each. NBC owns, leases or manages 10 stations. CBS 8. Chairman Fly indicated each of these matters could be handled on their individual merits since a regular rate of hearing is prescribed for hearing and appeal.

Difficult to Change

Under the procedure agreed upon, every effort will be made during the ensuing weeks to come to an agreement on the rules, so that at least a month will be available during week for talks on network contracts and affiliate contracts. The Commission's action eliminated the necessity of contract cancellation or revision as of the effective date, for which many affiliated stations have been clamoring. Since it is not now known precisely what the required

(Continued on page 45)
Give your new radio program a **WORK-OUT** this summer—to score a **knock-out** next fall!

An economical 13-week summer test on the Columbia Pacific Network gets your program in trim for next fall’s competitive sales battle...lets you check copy appeals—offers—dealer tie-ups.

- **Only on the Pacific Coast** are all these important program-testing conditions available in one package...

- **Regular C. E. Hooper “Pacific” ratings** to measure relative popularity and exact month-by-month audiences.

- **Nielsen and Facts Consolidated Reports** to check your Pacific Coast sales increases in regular test cities.

- **Seven “basic” CBS stations** — broadcasting full CBS schedules, perfectly duplicating coast-to-coast network schedules and competition.

- **Low cost.** A 13-week summer campaign on the Columbia Pacific Network at a time-cost as low as 21 cents per town by night—14 cents by day!—is ample to test your own program, or to satisfy yourself of the sales impact of one of our Columbia-perfected shows.

- **Hollywood production.** Then, when all the “bugs” are out of your program—your **perfected** show with the identical cast, technicians, and producers, can go coast-to-coast from Hollywood, West Coast production headquarters for CBS!

- **New programs now ready!** The new Columbia-perfected programs are now ready for your audition. They will save you weeks of worry, lost time, and costly experimentation. To hear them—and to get complete details and the surprisingly low costs—call your nearest Radio Sales office for information.

**Columbia Pacific Network**

A DIVISION OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

Palace Hotel, San Francisco—Columbia Square, Los Angeles. Represented nationally by Radio Sales with offices in New York, Chicago, Detroit, St. Louis, Charlotte.
RFC Grants Loan For 425 Millions to United Kingdom

Will Obviate Need of Selling Holdings In This Country

TO PROVIDE Great Britain dollar exchange without forcing sale of its securities and investments in this country, the Reconstruction Finance Corp. has authorized a $425,000,000 loan to the United Kingdom. Federal Loan Administrator Jesse Jones announced last Tuesday, bearing the approval of President Roosevelt, that all appearances will make unnecessary the liquidation of British financial holdings in this country, as advocated by Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau [BROADCASTING, June 30].

Specific Authority

The huge loan was made under specific authority granted the FCC by Congress, and the proceeds will be used by Great Britain to pay for war supplies in this country contracted for before enactment of the lend-Lease Bill, the RFC explained.

Collateral advanced by Great Britain includes about $205,000,000 in securities of U.S. corporations listed on the New York Stock Exchange, $115,000,000 in unlisted securities and $150,000,000 in capital stock of 41 British-owned U.S. insurance companies, the RFC stated. In addition, the earnings of the U.S. branches of 41 British insurance companies not incorporated in this country, whose U.S. branches have net assets of about $200,000,000, will be assigned to the RFC.

Interest and dividends on this collateral, together with earnings of the insurance company branches, however, amount to some $36,000,000 annually for the last five years, RFC commented. All of this return will be applied to interest and principal of the loan, which bears a rate of 3% and 4%, according to RFC. It was estimated the available income would amortize the loan in approximately 15 years, on the basis of the last five years.

Jones-Morgenthau

Authorization of the loan was interpreted in some circles as a victory for the British Purchasing Commission and American proponents of the loan plan, chief among whom was said to be Mr. Jones, who contended that forced sale of British gold in this country would effect our own economy adversely, Secretary Morgenthau, as late as June 26, said publicly that he felt these investments immediately should be sold, although the sales should be postponed until a more favorable time for putting the investments on the market.

Packers Plan Radio

WHILE THERE has been no decision as to how or when radio will be used in the Packers' educational advertising campaign to be conducted by the American Meat Institute, Chicago, Institute officials stated that "radio is definitely in the picture." The meat packers individually are large users of radio as medium of most successful users of the medium. The Institute has done considerable research on the use of radio in the forthcoming campaign," it was stated. Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, handles the account.

KNAC, in San Antonio, Gets 1240 kc. Fulltime

FULLTIME was granted KNAC, San Antonio, by the FCC July 22, the station being relieved from time-sharing with KONO in the same community by assignment to 1240 kc. With 590 watts it operated with 250 watts on 1400 kc.

KCLN, Rhytheville, Ark., purchased in 1939 by Fred O. Grinwood, former consulting engineer of Evansville, Ind., was granted a construction permit to increase its power from 100 watts daytime to 1,000 watts daytime by 1290 kc.

Four rival applications for the same facilities in the Baton Rouge, La., area, 250 watts on 1290 kc., were ordered set for joint hearing. They are Air-Waves Inc., Henry Norman Surfage, Louisiana Communications Inc. of Baton Rouge, the last seeking the local at Port Allen, across the Mississippi from Baton Rouge.

Harmon Goes Radio

MICHIGAN'S All-American Tom Harmon realized his ambition—to become a radio announcer—when he signed last week as sports director of WJR, Detroit. Here he signs a contract with G. A. (Dick) Richards, WJR president, at the latter's Beverly Hills home. Harmon is now in Hollywood making the pictures "Harmon of Michigan." After its completion he will play in the All-Star game in Chicago Aug. 15, the station announced it has signed WJR where his first assignment will be to handle all Michigan games this fall.

KDKA Signs With F & P

FOLLOWING the granting of a construction permit to KDAL, Duluth, to operate with 1,900 watts fulltime on 1440 kc [BROADCASTING, July 21], Odin Ramsland, newly appointed commercial manager of the station which he represents with Free & Peters as exclusive national representatives. The station will shift from its present 250 watts on 1490 kc. as soon as the new transmitter is completed in early fall.
Why small stations go for the 23C...

23C Speech Input Equipment

is engineered by Bell Labs to provide a complete audio system in one factory-wired and tested unit. It offers uniform frequency response from 30 to 15,000 cycles—a total gain of 96 db—and high quality that makes it ideal for FM as well as AM.

Like earlier models of the Western Electric 23 Type equipment, the 23C is compact—neat in appearance—simple to install, operate, and maintain. For full details on this popular studio Speech Input, get in touch with Graybar.

Western Electric
Novel Program Secures Immediate Distribution, Sales of Cereal

BY J. J. WERNER
Sales and Advertising Director, Miller Cereal Mills Co., Omaha

LUCRE ALURE and lots of it, provides hook for the radio campaign of Miller Cereal Mills, Omaha. The way they work it is an interesting story of distribution. Starting from scratch, Miller has introduced a muffin mix by radio. Better still, it has even made a successful effort to sell corn flakes in January.

That was the acid test of radio, as far as Miller was concerned. All this is done by the simple means of phonning some people during a radio program, and offering them $1 for each Miller corn flake box in the kitchen. So—the housewives keep some Miller’s boxes around just in case, and the stores have to stock the item to keep their customers supplied.

At each home where Miller’s Corn Flakes are found, a natural phone conversation is struck up by the announcer. Thus, he is enabled to slip out the housewife’s reaction to the product ... learn why she prefers Miller’s to other brands. Repeating her words back to her—naturally conversation—she tells the product, but from the unusualness of the product.

In this type of promotion, distribution secured is not merely that of placing the item on the grocers’ shelves. The entire program is based on consumer demand. The distribution secured is a guarantee that the product will move off the shelves, because it gets on the shelves only because the consumer had demanded it be put there.

Here’s an example of that. One small grocer wrote: “As you know, I sell Miller’s Corn Flakes, and it has always been my policy to stock only those items which my customers demand. Previously, I did not find it necessary to handle Miller’s products, but after the third day of your broadcast, the repeated demands for Miller's Corn Flakes made it necessary for me to stock them. That was only a few weeks ago, and since then I have sold several cases of Miller’s Corn Flakes, and Miller's Wheat Brandies. At the present time I have 31 different types of breakfast food in stock, and I am glad to report that Miller’s outsells all the rest!”

How It Began

The Miller Money Program had the most difficult initial test it is possible to conceive for any form of promotion. Its first job was to put over a new item. Not a new brand of an old item, but an entirely new item, one for which demand was expected to be extremely limited.

Sometime during last fall, our research department turned out a recipe, and started planning for making cornmeal muffins. It was naturally a luxury item, a prepared mixture that needed only eggs and milk added for muffins or waffles.

The product, Miller’s Muffin Mix, was placed at the mercy of the Money Show promotion that has just been suggested to us by our agency, Allen & Reynolds, Omaha. On the suggestion of Harold Roll, agency executive who handles our account, the Money Show was given the complete task of putting over Miller’s Muffin Mix. No other form of advertising was used—no merchandising other than the usual brokered sales.

We could not say “our muffin mixture is better than someone else’s”. With a fairly high retail price, sales, not say “Miller’s Muffin Mix will save you money when you use it to make muffins”. We could only hope that the unusualness of our Money Show would create the demand.

And that it did!

Miller’s Muffin Mix began to move, and in a hurry. Jobbers who hadn’t yet attempted to sell the product to grocers were phoned, even wired, “Where can we get Miller’s Muffin Mix?” And the demand that was thus created by that first test last October, in first one market, then several, still continues.

With such results from our test, should we expand operations without limit? Now we are cautious at the Miller Cereal Mills. Maybe this was a “fluke”, we considered. Perhaps the popularity came from not the program, but from the unusualness of the product.

So we gave the radio show the acid test—that of selling corn flakes in January, an unheard of time for cold cereal promotion. Not only did the test prove that the Money Show could sell, but its popularity grew so rapidly, its effectiveness in any market demonstrated so definitely, that now there’s no limit! We copyrighted the show, and went at things in earnest.

Nebraska came first. Next came the South—Texas, Oklahoma. It worked there. Currently running in 17 states, the list is being expanded rapidly.

Under our usual practice, time (Continued on page 48)

THERE WASN’T any problem disposing of 11,000 pamphlets describing the Miller Money Program, when these charms graced the WIBC booth at the recent Indianapolis Home Show.
OVER the rich Arizona market more completely with Arizona's largest radio network. ABC's seven stations guarantee local reception throughout the state. Join the increasing number of national and local advertisers who are getting better results through ABC coverage.

**KTAR**

**Key Station of the**

**Arizona Broadcasting Co., Inc.**

Represented Nationally by

PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY

New York  Chicago  Detroit  San Francisco  Los Angeles

**ABC Stations**

**KTAR-Phoenix**
5000 W - 620 KC

**KVOA-Tucson**
1000 W - 1290 KC

**KYUM - Yuma**
250 W - 1240 KC

**KGLU-Safford**
250 W - 1450 KC

**KCRJ - Jerome**
250 W - 1340 KC

**KWKB - Globe**
250 W - 1240 KC

**KYCA-Prescott**
250 W - 1490 KC

**NBC RED and BLUE Network Stations**

**Other ABC Stations**

AFFILIATED WITH THE PHOENIX REPUBLIC AND GAZETTE
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Western Canada Broadcasters Criticize Domination for Delay in Power Increases

By JAMES MONTAGUES

AN ATTACK on Ottawa "red tape" and slow granting of new channel and power allocations to Canadian stations, and discussion of news and advertising rate structures, highlighted the two-day session of the Western Assn. of Broadcasters at Harrison Hot Springs, B. C., July 14-16.

In his presidential address, George Chandler, CJOR, Vancouver, criticized the delays of Ottawa in granting new allocations to Canadian stations competing for air advantage with American stations under Havana Treaty regulations. Mr. Chandler urged "this matter of granting technical facilities be smoked out in the public interest." He cited the comparative advantages that Canadian stations would have if made following applications in the United States.

Mr. Chandler touched on the wartime effort and called on WAB members to meet increased obligations. He warned against lobbying by various factions at Ottawa and told the convention to be on guard against future drives directed against their interests.

Glen Bannerman, president and general manager of the national organization, the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters, discussed news and advertising rate structures. Representatives of British United Press and the recently-formed Press News, Canadian Press subsidiary, were on hand.

At the opening session the main speaker was Squadron Leader SHEIL of the Royal New Zealand Air Force, who was introduced by C. P. MacGregor of Los Angeles, and spoke on "Broadcasting in the Antipodes." At the banquet on July 15 Dr. Robert E. Barton Allen, director of radio of the U. of Iowa, spoke on "Broadcasting in the United States."

Mr. and Mrs. Ed Dowell, British United Press, Montreal; P. R. Elphick, CJRC, Winnipeg; Vie Fournier, Northern Electric Co., Vancouver; Les Hawkins, Canadian Broadcasting Co.; Don B. Mustardman, CFJC, Kenlo, B. C.; R. W. Warner, the 1,000-watt CJYF, the Advertiser, Toronto; Mrs. L. E. Laws, CJOR, Vancouver; J. G. Lawlor, British Columbia Tel. and Tel.; H. G. Love, CFBC, Vancouver; R. A. M. Love, British Canadian Broadcasting, Toronto, to A. Murphy, CFNC, Sackatoon; C. P. McGregor, Inc., Los Angeles; Duke McCleod, CFAR, Flames, President; James A. Maclean, British United Press; Winnipeg; Joseph H. McGilivray, New York.

Advertising of Vitamins is Restricted in Canada

CANADIAN BROADCASTING Corp. regulations pertaining to food and drug advertisers in connection with current advertising, which were to have gone into effect last Jan. 1, were recently placed in operation after numerous minor changes had been made between the advertisers, the CBC and the Department of Pensions & National Health at Ottawa.

Under the new amendments to the Food & Drug Act, claims for vitamin content are allowed within strict limitations; testimonials re commercial sponsorship of vitamins may not be used; no assurances may be made regarding results obtained by use of vitamins. All advertising copy must be submitted to the Department of Pensions & National Health, either directly or through the CBC.
FULL-TIME WIBC-MUTUAL HONORED BY SPECIAL PROCLAMATION FROM GOVERNOR

WIBC is grateful that the State of Indiana through its Governor, Henry F. Schricker, dedicated a WIBC-Mutual Day in recognition of this station.

The proclamation in part reads: "Meritorious public educational and entertainment service which has become a vital civic asset to our City and State and an important part of the daily lives of our citizens." Aside from all the whereases it's just another way of showing the loyalty of Hoosierland for the radio station that it likes the best.

If you want to reach the folks in the State of Indiana, in one convenient package, you can't do better than the full-time, clear channel of WIBC.

Indiana's Friendly Station

WIBC

Affiliated with the Mutual Broadcasting System

INDIANAPOLIS

OFFICES AND STUDIOS ON NINTH FLOOR - INDIANAPOLIS ATHLETIC CLUB
SOUND PERSPECTIVE IN MIKE
New RCA Pickup Device Said to Function in
Manner Resembling the Human Ear

IT'S 10 FEET LONG, this latest "sound perspective" long-shot microphone designed in the RCA Laboratories. Because it is so sensitive and directional, it is used for early sound recording. The microphone functions in a manner akin to the human ear. Instead of being placed immediately in front of, just above, or at the side of the sound source as the conventional microphones, the new device can be positioned out in front, in a spot more nearly approximating that of the audience.

Vivid Effects
Such a device could be set up at the edge of a large crowd to pick up the voice of a speaker in the center or standing on a relatively distant platform. The smack of football players crashing together on the field would be within reach, or the music of a symphony orchestra near by. There would be no loss of 100 feet or more, according to the engineers.

Mounted on a rolling tripod, the new microphone is 10 feet long, a few inches in diameter and is encased in a thin perforated metal sleeve. Inside the sleeve is an assembly of quarter-inch pipes of varying length and open at one end.

The openings serve as pickup points for sound waves, which are relayed through the pipes to a ribbon transducer, the element which changes the waves into electrical impulses.

Important for the device will be found not only in broadcasting and television, but in the theatre and in motion pictures as well.

Herbert Rosen Arrives,
To Continue Work Here
HERBERT ROSEN, editor of Broadcasting Program Service, formerly of Paris and Marseilles, has arrived from Europe and established an office at 45 W. 45th St., where he intends to continue both his Radio Press Service and his representation of transcription firms.

A veteran German broadcaster, now a refugee, Mr. Rosen first arrived in Berlin and then in France distributed American transcriptions, sound effect records, scripts and programs to stations in Europe, Africa, South America, Asia and Australia, and in turn exported their program products to the United States. When the war broke out, he was interned in France but later released upon the intercession of American friends. He left with his wife and nine-month-old son from Lisbon on the French liner Winnipeg, bound for Martinique, but the ship was captured by the British and taken to Trinidad.

The usual one-week voyage to this country took more than two months.

KHMO, Hannibal, Mo.,
To Take Air in August
THE NEW KHMO, Hannibal, Mo., owned by the Courier Post Publishing Co., has completed organization of its staff and expects to begin operation the first week in August, it was announced last week by George Losey, general manager. The station is authorized by the FCC Feb. 5, 1941, will operate on 1340 k e, with 250 watts fulltime.

Mr. Losey was formerly with WLJ, Chicago; WDZ, Tuscola, Ill.; and WIZZ, Springfield, 0. Staff members include Earl Dougherty, formerly of WMBI, Joplin, commercial manager; Bob Williams, formerly of WDZ and WLW, Cincinnati, program director; Ben Parrish, formerly of KWOC, Poplar Bluff, Mo., chief engineer; Walter A. Collins, station manager; Stanley Cross, formerly of KYMR, Denver, and James-Lou Johnson, formerly of KTSW, Emporia, Kan., continuity and traffic director.

Announcers include George Moon, formerly of WUI, Iowa City; Tuckerman Stadler, late of KFRU, Columbia, Mo., and Harry Becker, who was formerly with KVAK, Atchison, Kan. Turley Perry, of Hannibal, is staff musician, and Ruth Stout, also of Hannibal, secretary and receptionist.

WLOL Names Husted
As Shurick's Successor
K. WALLACE HUESTED, formerly with WCCO and WLW and recently with WWJ, Cleveland, of BBD, has been named general manager of WLOL, Minneapolis, succeeding Edward P. Shurick Sr. Mr. Shurick, with the station since its inception in 1929, has been detailed by Judge John P. Devaney, the former chief justice of the Minnesota Supreme Court, who controls the station, to work on national defense matters in connection with Judge Devaney's recent appointment by President Roosevelt as one of the defense coordinators. He will continue as consultant for WLOL.

Mr. Husted has assumed his new duties July 21. At one time he was assistant general manager and sales director of WCCO, where he started in 1929 as an announcer. Later he resigned to join WLW, but returned to Minneapolis to join the agency's branch staff.

Insurer's Series
PILGRIM NATIONAL LIFE INSURANCE Co., Chicago, is testing a live musical quarter-hour, The Hayden Family, six times a week on KWTO, Springfield, Ill., and via transcription three times weekly on KDTH, Dubuque, and KMA, Shenandoah, Ia. Agency is J. L. Stewart Inc., Chicago.
LUBBOCK and the Panhandle South Plains Are on the ZOOM!

Here's what the recent establishment of a U. S. Army Air Corps Twin-Engine Advanced Training School at Lubbock means to this already rich and steady market:

- A 4½ Million Dollar Building Project!
- Huge Payrolls To An Army Of Workmen During A 4-Month Construction Period!
- The Addition Of 4,000 Army Men To The City's Population!
- Added Industrial Activity—Building Boom—Skyrocketing Sales—Increased Prosperity!

Add this huge bonus to Lubbock's annual 40 Millions in retail sales and you have a picture of the advertising returns you can expect from this market which is open to you through the area's dominating station—

Get The Attractive Combination Rate On These Four Close-knit Stations:

KGNC AMARILLO KFYO LUBBOCK KTXA SAN ANTONIO KRGV WESLACO

CENTRAL SALES OFFICE—805-6 Tower Petroleum Bldg., Dallas, Texas
Telephone Riverside 5663  Ken L. Sibson, General Sales Mgr.  TWX Dls 297
Advertising streamers distributed courtesy announcements, half brochures for General a definite, "Elmer" as a dog, listeners are invited to suggest a new appropriate name for the pup. Three pairs of Nylon stockings will be sent in the name selected, with a pair each for the next 12 runners-up.

WHAL Plugs for 50 TO CELEBRATE its shift to 50,000 watts and affiliation with NBC, WHAL, Baltimore, is distributing guest cards to radio editors and agency writers, entitled them "WBAL-50,000 watts". Idea is the brainchild of Harold C. Burke, WHAL, and the cocktails can be found at Longchamps restaurants and the Warwick Hotel, New York; the Warner theater, Los Angeles, and the Benjamin Franklin Hotel, Philadelphia.

Round of the Fairs THE BIG Studio Plane of WCKY, Cincinnati, is making its second annual round of fairs and festivals within 100 miles of Cincinnati. Last year more than 500,000 inspected the de luxe mobile unit. Don Dean, WCKY farm field reporter, conducts interviews which are recorded and broadcast the following day. Voice recordings are made and played back every day for fair visitors. Listener-promo material is distributed.

** KKXOK in Communities AROUND Missouri, Illinois, Indiana and Kentucky, KKXOK is placing display ads in 82 rural newspapers, to be followed by a Salute to Cities program. Bill Seat, KKXOK promotion manager and creator of the animal series of ads used by the station, is making the tour. In addition to the salute program, items from the papers are read on the After Lunch Club.

** BROCHURES


WOR, New York—14-page booklet "Veelee World", illustrated by Roger Duvoisin, containing a description of the services and facilities of WOR's Recording Division, headed by Ray Lyon.

DUNKEL SPORTS RESEARCH SERVICE, Mountain Lakes, N.J.—cover booking the 13-week Dunkel football prediction service.

KMMJ, Grand Island, Neb.—Booklet giving the story of KMMJ, "Nebraska's last buy per yard spent".

WDRG, Hartford, Conn.—Die-cut "Exeudo" brochure in Food for Thought series.


drug store

** WHY DOES CKLW'S 800 KC.

MAKE THIS STATION THE STAND-OUT IN THE DETROIT AREA?

BECAUSE CKLW'S INCREASED COVERAGE NOW REACHES OVER 8 MILLION PEOPLE—35% MORE RADIO FAMILIES THAN LAST YEAR. ALL THIS, AT NO RATE INCREASE!

5,000 WATTS DAY AND NIGHT • CLEAR CHANNEL

Representative: Joseph Hershey McGillivra

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

Merchandising & Promotion

Sales in Summer—Angler's Bulletin—Name for Pooch—Plane at Fairs—For Ruralities

TO INSURE rapid distribution of membership cards for Par Soap Co.'s For Housewives Only Club, KDKL, Salt Lake City, sent several comedy misses, like the one at right, to visitors personally every major grocery store in Salt Lake City, Ogden and Provo. Listeners join the club by sending in the name for membership card to the one here being handed the shopping housewife. The thir-week For Housewives Only Club in Chicago, an example, is aluminum, and the name selected, with a pair each for the next 12 runners-up.

TO STIMULATE interest in drug products, KMOX, St. Louis, has started a new weekly promotion program as a test for the retail drugstores of St. Louis. Each program invites consumers to visit his neighborhood drug store and look over special offers on related groups of drug articles. Groups are changed weekly to fit the continuity. More than 900 drugstores are participating in the promotion, building displays of KMOX advertised products in return for the time. The stores also keep an inventory of sales to give KMOX drug advertisers an index on the sale of products in particular markets. The deal was engineered by J. Soulard Johnson, KMOX sales promotion director, through the Retail Druggists Assn. of St. Louis.

Available FOR THE benefit of advertising agencies located in Chicago, WMCA, New York, is preparing a series of programs, including news and sports commentaries, musical and variety shows and a quiz series. The album will be kept at WMCA's Chicago studios where special facilities will be maintained for audition of the discs.

Drug Stimulus

** Fish AS MERCHANDISING service for the client, Fred D. Fleming, KILZ, Denver news editor and fishing enthusiast, gets out a weekly sportsman's bulletin, "Fishing in Colorado", for the Dave Cook Sporting Goods Co., sponsor of the show. The morning quarter-hour newscast on the station six days weekly. It gives a picture of fishing conditions throughout the State, runs five to seven to ten pages weekly and is now being printed by the hundreds to answer the demand of sportsmen who obtain it free at the sponsor's store. The station provides a special bulletin board in the store, where daily bulletins, wired in by wardens of the State Game & Fish Department, are posted.

** Groceries List COOPERATING with retail grocers of Northern California and food manufacturers and processors using time on the station, KSFO, San Francisco, has published a 10-page listing of all grocery products promoted on KSFO programs. The listing incorporates all existing grocery lists, showing those using programs, announcements and contests and special offers.

** Food for Families COOPERATING with the Rock Island (Ill.) Argus, WBBF, Rock Island, entertained the 17 farm families entered in the contest of the Illinois State Fair to select a typical Illinois family, at a special banquet tendered at the local Hotel Fort Armstrong.

** Who's Elmer? WPEN Philadelphia, has started a teaser contest among listeners seeking a new name for a pup picked up by the office girls during the recent rains. Announcer's ads, all shows made aside remarks to an "Elmer" in the studio, giving no indication as who or what the "Elmer" might be.

Last week, "Elmer" was introduced to the listeners through advertisements in the local newspapers, with which the station has time-for-space swap deals. A picture recently published as "Elmer" as a dog, listeners are invited to suggest a new appropriate name for the pup. Three pairs of Nylon stockings will be sent in the name selected, with a pair each for the next 12 runners-up.

Melvin M. Albertson, KWLW, (KIAW-FM) Winter Park, Fla., announces two programming moves. The station has been purchased by the Detroit chain and will become WDAW.

Melvin Albertson, recently announced for WDAW, Station of Detroit's Albertson Broadcasting Co., Inc., to take the station's WDAW call letters, has announced that the station will change its name to WDAW, Station of Detroit's Albertson Broadcasting Co., Inc., to take the station's WDAW call letters.

Melvin Albertson, recently announced for WDAW, Station of Detroit's Albertson Broadcasting Co., Inc., to take the station's WDAW call letters, has announced that the station will change its name to WDAW, Station of Detroit's Albertson Broadcasting Co., Inc., to take the station's WDAW call letters.

Melvin Albertson, recently announced for WDAW, Station of Detroit's Albertson Broadcasting Co., Inc., to take the station's WDAW call letters, has announced that the station will change its name to WDAW, Station of Detroit's Albertson Broadcasting Co., Inc., to take the station's WDAW call letters.

Melvin Albertson, recently announced for WDAW, Station of Detroit's Albertson Broadcasting Co., Inc., to take the station's WDAW call letters, has announced that the station will change its name to WDAW, Station of Detroit's Albertson Broadcasting Co., Inc., to take the station's WDAW call letters.
Gold Plaque Awarded For "Outstanding Radio Paper"

The WOW Radio News Tower was awarded a gold plaque, presented by St. Louis University, at the recent NAB convention. It was adjudged the best publication of its type in the nation.

July News Tower Features New Summer Shows

Photos and special articles on summer replacement shows, program format changes, new stars and renewed accounts, will get the big headlines in the July issue of the WOW Radio News Tower Magazine.

WOW Wins Peabody Citation

The George Foster Peabody citation, for "outstanding meritorious public service" during the year 1940, was given to WOW for its enterprise in originating the President's Birthday Ball broadcast of 1940, carried by more than 450 radio stations throughout the world.

It is such enterprise, combined with ample power and good wave-length that makes WOW the dominating station in the Omaha-Great Plains Market area.

Ideal Medium For Client Publicity

Eight thousand WOW families pay $50 a year for WOW's unique "point-of-sale piece" — the Radio News Tower Magazine, through which every WOW program is interestingly publicized to a "cream-of-the-crop" group of listeners in the large Omaha-Great Plains market. The News Tower is a "must" item by the loudspeakers of these listeners.

The Radio News Tower Is Just One WOW Plus

Wise time buyers select WOW because it is the predominant station in a rich, balanced (half-agricultural, half-industrial) market. The News Tower supplements the WOW time purchase as merchandising cooperation.

Other WOW "extras" include quality of local programming, consistent listener promotion, special events, news service, and expertly planned sales merchandising for each individual advertiser's special needs.

Every day, every night, the News Tower reminds folks to set their dials exclusively to 590 kilocycles — and to keep them there to hear all the red network, the best national spot programs, and the popular WOW local features.

Why WOW Folks Pay To Read Client Publicity

The Radio News Tower (June issue) included 34 photos of radio stars . . . 36 feature articles . . . 6 newsy (or breezy) Columns by staff celebrities . . . 72 snappy radio news bulletins or "brighteners" . . . a full page (11x14) United Press war map . . . a full (back) page accurate WOW program schedule.

Every month pictures and features are new and different. (The better to give good publicity to every WOW client!) Recent stand-out features included a full-page feature on radio stars' salaries with list and photos of top ten . . . a complete list of new wavelengths of all U. S. stations after reallocation . . . double-truck (with 12 photos!) on eleven shows currently on WOW for one major client . . . Haynes Radio Log in chart form . . . series of six full-page United Press war maps.

Almost every item and every outline included the name of a WOW program, its sponsor, or its product.
PURIFIED PROGRAMS

A SPORTS QUIZ bee which admits only the women as participants has been produced by WGAR, Cleveland, and named "Ladies’ Day at the Mike." The quiz, a half-hour in length, and heard on Tuesday evenings at 8:30, is sponsored every Bob Kelly, WGAR sports editor. Kelly's questions cover all fields of sports, and there are cash prizes and baseball tickets for the winners. The ladies are teamed in pairs for the quiz, and the competition eliminates all but the teams who battle for the top honors and the cash prizes, with the baseball tickets awarded as consolation prizes to the losing team. 

In the Service

NAVY NIGHTS will be inaugurated by WFIL, Philadelphia, Aug. 5. Originating at the Auditorium of the Philadelphia Navy Yard, a variety show using Navy personnel exclusively will be introduced, to be known as Navy Night. Uniformed men and women stationed at the Navy Yard will be selected each week for the program's talent, music to be provided by a band of a battleship. A similar program, to be known as Navy News, as a sequel to its Army show from Indiantown Gap, Pa., we’re in the Army News, was announced last month by WCAU, Philadelphia.

Biblical Group

NORMAN CORWIN, CBS writer-producer-director who is currently presenting "By Corwin Sunday nights on CBS, is preparing a trilogy of Old Testament stories for presentation Aug. 10, 17 and 24. For the last of the three programs, Deems Taylor, commentator for the New York Philharmonic broadcasts, is writing special music, and Charles Laughton will play the title role of "Job." 

Laws That Are Strange

UNUSUAL laws in various American communities will be revealed on the five-minute series "It's A Law," starting July 29 on WMCA, New York. Series will be based on the feature appearing in the American Magazine written by Dick Hyman and illustrated by Otto Seglow.

Military News

WLW, Cincinnati, began a series of weekly broadcasts July 15, bringing officers of the Army, Navy and Marine Corps to the microphone. Scheduled each Thursday, the programs aim to tell, through interviews, what is news in military circles.

Voice of Youth

USING students of the U of Toledo speech department, WTOL presents a weekly forum devoted to views of young folks on national topics. After the participants have presented their views, members of the audience participate, asking questions of the speakers.

Pine Camp Programs

WITH the entire personnel of the Fourth Armored Division participating in one way or another, WWNY, Watertown, N.Y., last Wednesday started the first of a series of special programs broadcast from the outdoor amphitheater of Pine Camp. The first program was written and produced by Private George Greaves and Jay Williams both of whom have had professional theatrical experience.

Inside the Army

A COMPLETE INSIGHT into workings of the new Army, from soup kitchens to schools for flying cadets, will be given on Your Army, new MBS series. The programs will feature interviews with representatives of each phase of Army personal including the commanding officers, lieutenants in the Army nursing service, hostesses, commandant of the bakers' and cooks' school and others.

Outstanding Georgians

TRIBUTES to three Georgians who have accomplished notable deeds during the week are paid on WSB, Atlanta, as a feature of the Home Folks program. Aired at a statewide audience, an editorial forum is also incorporated in the broadcast, presenting outstanding Georgia newspaper editors.

Famous Heels

NEW five-weeks quarter-hour series, titled Heels of History, has been inaugurated on NBC-Pacific Blue stations by Richard Brooks, commentator. Unveiling those who have been dubbed "heels" by their fellowmen, he reveals historic proof that the accused is not always the villain implied.

Club Quizzes

TRANSCRIPTS are made by KANS, Wichita, of quiz contests conducted by the station at meetings and luncheons of civic groups as part of the Quiz Business program. The discs are then rebroadcast the following evening by KANS.

TWICE IN FIVE YEARS the Lone Ranger program, produced at WXYZ, Detroit, for a coast-to-coast MBS network as well as transcribed, has won the annual award of the C. I. T. Safety Foundation as the radio program contributing the most to traffic safety during the preceding year. The Lone Ranger series won the award first in 1957. Here the Lone Ranger himself (Bruce Beene) accepts the latest award, made July 14, from John Darr (left), representing the Commercial Investment Trust of New York City. Both engraved plaques have been framed and are displayed in the business offices of Kings-Trendline Broadcasting Corp., in the Stroh Bldg., Detroit, along with other awards bestowed on the program.

Farm News

LOCAL farm news in addition to the regular coverage of national farm reports is now included on Columbia's Country Journal program heard Saturdays on CBS at 2 p.m. Elsewhere the Farm News Network has been expanded to 269 CBS stations in 34 states.

Man in the Pool

SOMETHING new in the way of question programs is claimed by WDSA, Champaign, Ill. Hank Miller of the station announcing staff, does a 15-minute "man in the pool" broadcast from the Urbana Park swimming pool seven days a week.

Knows the News

AMARILLO National Bank is sponsoring a series of programs featuring questions on current news, plans while the program is in progress by listeners and answered by Wes Izzard, KGNC newscaster.

Telephones reflect business advance. Telephones in Boise have increased 6.84% over last year. The number of telephones in Boise has shown an increase every month during the past five years.
Listening Groups Found Successful
Survey Shows 8,363 Having Membership of 200,000

NEW and highly successful educational technique has been found in radio listening groups organized throughout the country, according to a pioneer study conducted by Frank Ernest Hill of the American Assn. for Adult Education and published by the Columbia U Press.

Mr. Hill reports that his "unfinished census" reveals there are 8,363 known radio listening groups in this country, numbering around 200,000 persons. He estimates that on the basis of the figures he has on hand and the possibilities for getting information, it is reasonable to assume there are actually 15,000 organized groups meeting together to hear radio programs and their activities touch 300,000 to 500,000 persons.

They Do Things

The groups, Mr. Hill reports, as a whole include both men and women but with women predominating. They show a great range of income, the report says, but the majority are from families receiving from $1,000 to $3,000 a year.

The census was taken through questionnaires to radio stations, colleges, libraries, CCC camps, NYA state directors, labor councils and directors of radio programs.

In discussing the radio listening groups, Mr. Hill said, "They already do things on a greater scale, in proportion to the effort expanded, than any nonradio agency can hope to rival."

Butler Group Controls KTUC

The group of stockholders headed by Burridge J. Butler, owner of WLS, Chicago, and KUN, Phoenix, assures control of KTUC, Tucson, Ariz., under transfers of stock approved July 22 by the FCC. John Merino, owner of 100 shares, sells 40 shares to Ralph A. Hilly, Tucson attorney, and one share to Mr. Butler. The stockholding lineup now is Mr. Butler, 60 shares; Mr. Hilly, 50; Glenna Snyder, WLN, Chicago, 50; George R. Cook, WLS, 50; Mr. Merino, 50; Louis F. Long, 30; Frank Z. Howe, 1. Mr. Butler paid $1,335 cash for the Morris shares and assumed $2,000 in obligations of Mr. Morris, Mr. Butler and Mr. Hilly together assume $7,000 in stock subscription obligations of Morris and Merino.

A Beautiful Picture of Popularity

In every single quarter hour between 5:30 and 9:00 a.m., KMOX has more listeners than any other St. Louis station. In every single quarter hour but one, KMOX has more listeners than all other St. Louis stations combined. And even in that one quarter hour, KMOX has better than twice the audience of the second place station.

That’s the beautiful picture of KMOX’s popularity provided by the latest Gill survey in St. Louis. But to be absolutely fair to the other St. Louis stations, consider the period before the big CBS network shows come on the air—the period before 7:45 a.m. when local show competes with local show for the audience. (A period, incidentally, with still a good choice of broadcasting times for advertisers.)

What’s the result? KMOX has 59% of all radio homes listening to St. Louis stations between 5:30 and 7:45 a.m.

That, sir, is popularity!

*KThis survey, covering the period 5:30-9:00 a.m., was conducted by Samuel E. Gill and consists of 2554 personal interviews with radio families in St. Louis and 16 "outside" counties in Missouri and Illinois, including all counties with a city of 10,000 or more population within the day and night Primary area of KMOX. The "outside" cross section is representative of an area comprising 65.4% of the total radio families in KMOX’s Primary area. Complete details available on request.

KMOX THE VOICE OF ST. LOUIS • 50,000 WATTS

Owned and operated by the Columbia Broadcasting System. Represented nationally by Radio Sales with offices in New York Chicago • Detroit • Charlotte • San Francisco • Los Angeles
Same Old Story

IT DIDN'T take long to learn which way the regulatory wind blew in the newspaper-ownership proceedings which got under way last Wednesday before the FCC sitting en banc. Only a matter of minutes after the hearing opened, FCC Chairman Fly, in characteristic fashion, shut off any preliminary argument on the question of the FCC's jurisdiction to "legislate" on the ownership of stations by newspapers, and "reserved" that discussion probably until the end of the inquiry, which is expected to be months hence.

The opening gun in the proceedings was strangely reminiscent of what had transpired in the television fiasco of a year ago, and in the oral arguments presented to the chain-monopoly regulations last December. Elisha Hanson, counsel for American Newspaper Publishers Assn., was stopped in his tracks by the chairman when he attempted to argue the Commission's authority to conduct the proceedings, or to subpoena witnesses. And former Judge Thomas D. Thacher, distinguished chief counsel for the Newspaper-Radio Committee, while treated with deference, nevertheless was not permitted to argue his contention that the Commission, without a change in statute, could not distinguish between newspaper and non-newspaper ownership of stations.

It is another example of the FCC sitting as prosecutor, judge and jury, with the parties in interest utterly helpless until the same Commission at its own strategic convenience permits them to raise the jurisdictional question. It is a modern version of star-chamber proceedings, streamlined and air-conditioned.

Thus far, the Commission apparently is attempting to build its foundation with expert testimony and with slanted (and often ridiculously inaccurate) exhibits, some comparing the relative effectiveness of newspapers vs. radio and, presumably, their competitive results. It is too early yet to glean what the "prosecution" proposes to prove. That apparently doesn't matter if the Commission is to be judged on its past performances.

Newspapers should profit by the experience of those who have recently run the gauntlet of FCC "legislating" proceedings. Their only salvation, it should be clear, is to get the question in the courts or before Congress before the Commission's majority attempts to do its own legislating, probably to the tune of a funeral dirge.

Advertising Under Fire

MANIFESTING their cooperation with the Government's defense oil conservation program and their good faith toward their customers, some of the leading oil marketers, particularly along the Eastern Seaboard, are revising their advertising copy to the conservation theme. They are telling motorists how to handle their cars to reduce gas consumption, and are even urging a reduction in their driving.

That certainly does not look like venality on their part. Accepting the nation's requirements as basic, they nevertheless regard advertising as a business necessity not only to continue moving their goods but to keep brand names before a public which one day inevitably will again be free buyers.

Yet earlier this month the Dept. of Justice, in an apparent crackdown drive via the intimidation route, virtually takes the oil companies' advertising to task by requiring all of them to fill out questionnaires giving in minute detail their total advertising expenditures in all media, samples of copy used, including radio scripts, names of all media used, names of agencies and amounts spent in each category.

The advertising fraternity has good reason to fear that this is another step by the New Deal's fast boys toward scrutiny of advertising as a whole. In the questionnaires, a paragraph of the questionnaire: "A statement outlining the necessity and desirability of advertising the branded products of your company, together with the available statistics showing cost of advertising per dollar of sales, cost of advertising per unit of commodity sold (gallon of gasoline, quart of lubricating oil etc.) and the extent to which competitive forces have compelled the adoption of advertising methods and policies of the company."

No question is asked about truth in advertising or possible violation of law; rather the inquiry is into its "necessity" and "desirability." When oil companies, or any other companies, are probed along these lines, the obvious inference is that the bureaucratic mind thinks it, rather than management, should pass upon purely internal business practices. We echo the sentiment of the St. Louis Star-Times, always a staunch New Deal supporter: "There is a time for all things—and this is not the time for a witch-hunt against advertising as an institution, operated by the praeatorian guard of the Administration's most radical left wing."

The RADIO BOOK SHELF

FOURTH in a series of academic and professional guides to develop use of aural instruction in schools, School Recording Technique, written by Prof. Karl S. Van Dyke, Wesleyan U., has been published by the Committee on Scientific Aids to Learning, New York, Prof. Van Dyke also is author of Sound Recording Equipment for Schools, published by the Committee in 1940. Text of the manual presents usable information for educators on the technique of recording for educational purposes, and the 82-page volume incorporates a foreword by Irvin Stewart, director of the Committee and former FCC member, along with a factual review of the recording program at Wesleyan U., directed by Prof. Van Dyke. Other publications in the series are Broadcast Receivers & Phonographs for Classroom Use and Central Sound Systems for Schools.

Via Transcription

IN THESE DAYS of world turmoil, when the conquests of Caesar and Napoleon are eclipsed almost weekly, the making of history in our own restricted bailiwick may be overlooked. President Roosevelt, it should be noted, did it again last Monday. He resorted to transcription in going to the public with his message to Congress on legislation to extend beyond one year the military service of selectees, National Guard and Army reserves.

No reason was assigned for the President's unprecedented move. But it is easy to fathom. To have delivered the message in person before the combined houses of Congress would have meant a noon presentation, which would have been picked up by the networks. A peak audience would not have occurred then. The issue, striking at virtually every home in America, was all-important. The Chief Executive wanted the body politic to hear in his own words his exposition of a vital national problem. The answer was via recording.

Thus America could listen at home, and while at leisure. All stations and networks could broadcast and rebroadcast the message (which they did). There was flexibility of time not possible if the message had been picked up "live". There were all of the voice inflections, the highs and the lows, which have made Roosevelt radio's leading personality. No one thought of it as a "canned" speech. Transcriptions have outgrown that catch-phrase stigma. And the networks, which even now shy at transcriptions, carried it without complaint or criticism, by invitation of the President.

There will be more of this "pre-planned" broadcasting on important events in the future. By his action of last week the President has given transcriptions the highest recognition possible.
JOHN HUTCHENS, formerly in the drama department of the New York Times, has been appointed publisher of the newspaper, the T. E. Kennedy, Jr., who has been editing radio editor since joining the paper last year, will handle technical and feature matters in the radio department. Assistants are Sid Lehman and Rudy W. Stewart.

MRS. C. M. JANSKY jr., wife of the Wrist Watch company executive, was elected grand president of Alpha Gamma Delta sorority at its recent convention in Austin, Tex. She was formerly first vice-president.

LEONARD F. ERIKSON, CBS West Coast sales manager, with his headquarters in Chicago, has been given direct supervision over sales operations in the CBS Detroit office, according to William C. Gittings, CBS vice-president in charge of sales. Mr. Erikson has been in the agency, magazine and newspaper field since 1930 for CBS, Mr. Erikson was previously in the agency, magazine and newspaper field since 1930 for CBS.

B. F. McLAIN, NBC traffic manager, on Aug. 15 is leaving NBC to accept an executive position with the National Broadcasting Company.

JANE KILBOURNE, formerly secretary to John McMillin, head of the radio department of Compton Inc., New York, has been appointed as to Your Own Man, of the New York sales staff of John Blair & Company, station representative.

COMMISSIONER Paul A. Walker of CBS is scheduled for an announcement of the progress of television, appearing in the current issue of the Saturday Review of Literature. The announcement will be given to NBC and ACF.

WILLIAM R. WATSON, former president of the Tuban State Fair, has been appointed executive director of the fair. He has always been interested in the business and has actively participate in formulating policy. This precept is reflected in the bitter editorial squabbles that frequently have gone on between the papers. Attesting his business acumen, Oklahoma Newspapers Inc., formed in 1925, went through one of the worst droughts in the history of the Southwest and a national depression - without loss of a nickel to bondholders or stockholders.

Central Newspapers Inc., Indiana Newspapers Inc., Oklahoma Newspapers Inc., Lebanon Newspapers Inc., Huntington (Ind.) Newspapers Inc., Vincennes Newspapers Inc., and Vincennes Newspapers Inc., all of which he heads.

In radio circles he is well known, not only as a successful individual operator but as a leader in the radio department of the NAB and as a solid good industry promoter. As president and executive head of Indianapolis Broadcasting Inc. and Central Newspapers Inc., he is top man at WAB and WAOV.

To many of his friends, lampl, lampadary Gene Pulliam still is essentially the newspaperman. Although he proved a genius at bringing large-scale financing into circulation of relatively small publishing properties, he nonetheless likes to sit down at a news desk and bat out stories and editorials with the rest of the boys. One of his cardinal principles of operation has been his enthusiasm for local autonomy in the properties he owns. Always he has required that individual publishers of the newspapers hold an interest in the business and actively participate in formulating policy. This precept is reflected in the bitter editorial squabbles that frequently have gone on between the papers. Attesting his business acumen, Oklahoma Newspapers Inc., formed in 1925, went through one of the worst droughts in the history of the Southwest and a national depression - without loss of a nickel to bondholders or stockholders.

Gene Pulliam's present status as an executive in large-scale business operations represents the culmination of but one of the choices of success open to the ambitious youth in 1910 or so. Back in those days, when the automobile began to hold more appeal for young gay blades than the bicycle, Gene was a crack police reporter and feature writer on the Star, working under the paper's late famed publisher, William Rockhill Nelson. As things turned out, he decided to go on with the publishing business on his own, first in the Southwest and later expanding eastward. But he has continued as a reporter, he doubts less today would be reading his by-line in magazines than in the newspapers rather than his signature on business letters.

Born May 3, 1889, in a semi-dug-out on the wind-swept prairies of Grant County, in Western Kansas, Gene was the son of a pioneering Methodist minister. After graduating in 1906 from Baker U's prep school in Baldwin, Kan., he attended DePauw U, in Greencastle, Ind., graduating in 1910. At DePauw he was a founder of Sigma Delta Chi, national journalism fraternity.

After college he went to Kansas City, worked on the Star for two years and on Feb. 23, 1915, married Myra Smith. That same year he went to Atchison, Kan., as editor of the local paper, the Champion. Three years later he became editor and subsequently owner of the Franklin (Ind.) Star, in 1923 also became editor of the Lebanon (Ind.) Reporter and 10 other Midwestern dailies. In 1929 he formed Oklahomia Newspapers Inc. Right now his newspaper interests include Athletic Club in Indianapolis; National Press Club in Washington. Under his chairmanship the Ulen Country Club's annual Beefsteak Dinner has become nationally famous.

His family includes Eugene Smith Pulliam, Jr., son of last wife who died in 1917; Martha Ott Pulliam, whom he married in 1919, and their two daughters, Martha Corquodale, named farm director of the station. He has announced WOR's Foster's Family Feature for the several years. In addition has handled the Man on the Farm feature.

KATE SMITH, who conducts her own program on CBS for General Foods Corp., New York, on July 25 received a special award from the Treasury Dept. awarded to her by Secretary of the Treasury Henry C. Morganthau, Jr. "for distinguished patriotic services rendered for national defense.

CHARLES FOLL, formerly of KFRC, St. Louis, has been appointed KMO. Tacoma program director, succeeding Dick Ross, who re- signed to take a job in Los Angeles.

Hilfe Barnes, formerly in dramatic work, has joined the station as announcer, while Ralph Erickson, new to radio, has been made summer relief announcer.

ARTHUR SATHERLEY, New York executive of NBC Recording Corp., is in Hollywood to supervise the recording of series featuring noted artists.

HENRY JACKSON, western manager of CBS Radio Sales, Chicago, on July 19 married Mary Brooks, of New York.

BRIAN G. SHELLON, manager of CJKL, Kirkland Lake, Ont., a lieutenant, has joined his regiment on active service. He has managed CJKL for seven years.

HAROLD HUSNO, CBS Pacific Coast representative, has sold an original film story, "That Certain Woman," to Republic Productions.


W AYNE STEFFNER, salesman of KSFO, San Francisco, on Aug. 1 is to be the new host of CBS in San Francisco. Before joining KSFO 18 months ago, Steffner was time and talent manager for McCann-Erickson in San Francisco.

ED DUTY, formerly chief engineer of KCUB, Watsonville, Calif., has been named vice-president, in charge of both production and technical operations.

STUART STANDISH, new to radio, has joined the sales staff of WSGC, Charlotte, N. C., replacing Vera McCraggules, resigned.

FDR Selects Ethridge To Head Racial Probe

MARK ETHRIDGE, former president of the NAB and at present vice-president and general manager of the Louisville Courier-Journal and Times, operating WHAS, has been appointed by President Roosevelt as chairman of a committee to investigate complaints of discrimination against Negroes seeking work in defense industries and with government contractors. RCA president, is a member of the committee, which also includes William Green, AFL President; Philip Murray, CIO President; Milton F. Webster, vice-president of the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters; and Earl B. Dickerson, an attorney. The latter two are Negroes.

Serving without pay, the committee will investigate complaints growing out of allegations of discrimination which led President Roosevelt to issue an Executive Order declaring certain aspects of the policy of the Government against discrimination against any workers in defense or Government because of race, creed, color or national origin.
ELMER H. DRESSMAN, director of publicity and continuity at WCKY, Cincinnati, has been appointed chairman of the Public Information Committee, Disaster Service, Kenton County (Ky.) Chapter, American Red Cross. He has also been named a member of the publicity committee of the local Surplus Foods Committee.

BOB FIRMING, announcer of WELI, New Haven, has enlisted in the Army Tank Corps for a three-year period. Philip L. Bynum, jr., WELI sports editor, and Charlotte Backley, of Jacksonville, Fla., have announced their engagement.

EARL HARPER, sportscaster of WATL, Jersey City, on July 25 received the Sporting News award as the most popular announcer in the International League.

PAUL NORRIS, traffic manager of WSOQ, Charlotte, N. C., and president of the Camera Club of Charlotte, has been signed by H & H Photo Co., of Charlotte, to write and produce a weekly program on photographic technique.

CLIFF CARPENTER, actor on the CBS Woman of Courage program, sponsored by Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey City, and Pauline Masterman of the CBS sales department, were married July 26.

WALTER ARNOLD, formerly of KPOX, Long Beach, Calif., has joined KMIR, Beverly Hills, Calif., as announcer.

MAX RICE, KXO, Tacoma announcer, and Margaret Jane Barnes, of Olympia, Wash., were married recently.

MARJORIE COONEY

STARTING her radio career at WSM, Nashville, eight years ago with a piano-patter-singing act, Marjorie Cooney is known to her audience as "Ann Ford" and her featured program is A Woman Looks at the News, a five-day-a-week newscast that has been sponsored for the three years that Marjorie has been at the helm. She holds a card in the local musicians union and is featured with the staff bands on several shows. At one time she held the distinction of being a full-fledged announcer for a whole year over WAXA, WSM's ultra-high-frequency experimental station. This diversi-field 5 ft. 5½ in. of red-headed vim, vigor and vitality, in addition holds regular talent auditions, has written commercial continuity, has conducted surveys, delves into research for WSM's educational programs, and at one time conducted a woman-on-the-street program.

JAMES McGUILLA, announcer of WHIO, Des Moines, is convalescing after an emergency appendectomy in mid-July.

DON HOPKINS, formerly farm manager of WSOY, Decatur, Ill., has joined the announcing staff of WKMO, Kokomo, Ind., replacing Warren Williams.

NEIL NEARLES, former announcer in Detroit, has joined the announcing staff of WANG, Cincinnati, replacing Bill Ford, now at Camp Lea, Va.

GARUS SCARBOROUGH, formerly of WSAV, Savannah, and WHJP, Jacksonville, has returned to WSAV as program director.

GEORGE HINDS, of the guest relations staff of KOA, Denver, recently married Helen Beards. He will move to Delta, Col., in September to fill a teaching post.

BOB DWANS, producer of KGO-KF, San Francisco, is the father of a baby girl born July 15.

RUP EWERLING, promotion manager of WHB, Olympia, Pa., has been appointed to the Cheltenham Township Defense Council.

PAUL H. GIROUX, music director of KTAR, Phoenix, and Miss Mary Evans, will be married Aug. 9 in Phoenix.

RALPH XIMMONS, program director of WFAA and KGKO, Dallas, has been promoted to first lieutenant in Co. B, 29th Battalion, of the Texas Defense Guard.

DAVE RUSSELL has been transferred from the announcing staff of WFAA-KGKO, Dallas, to head a new department for the development of program ideas.

GEOEGE COPPEDGE, formerly of WMFR, High Point, N. C., and Mer- vin Platt, of New York, have joined the announcing staff of WAIR, Winston-Salem, N. C.

WESLEY HAINES, cowboy singer of WHHP, Roche Island, Ill., is the father of a baby girl, born recently.

HERB LATEALI has been promoted to chief announcer of KYOQ, Tulsa, Okla., succeeding Lou Kemper who has become vocal artist and announcer with Bob Wills and his Texas Play- boys. The Playboys are in Hollywood for the filming of "Go West, Young Lady" by Republic Studios.

MARJORIE MILLS, newscaster of WXAC, Boston, and the Yankee-Colonial network, was recently tendered a silver anniversary party at the Hotel Statler, commemorating 25 years of newspaper and radio work.

SELLING MANY GIRDLES IN BROAD BOTTOM (Ky.)?

Don't give it a thought if your sales in Broad Bottom (Ky.) are slightly un-sensational. The simple truth is that Broad Bottom's purchasing power ain't sitting so pretty. To do big business in Kentucky you need the big Louisville Trading Area. This Area buys twice as much as the rest of Kentucky combined! .

And it's wholly accessible with WAVE, alone—the only NBC Basic Red Network Station within 100 miles! Send for the whole story!
GENE HAMILTON, NBC announcer for Aslan Hat Stores, and "Dr. Gino Hamilton" on the NBC Blue Chamber Music Society of Larger Radio Street programs, has been shifted to the NBC production staff under Wilfred S. Roberts, NBC production director. Jack McCarthy will be m.c.-announcer on the Radio Street show. Also promoted on the announcing staff is Dick Dudley, now a senior NBC announcer as well as assistant producer of the "Who's Blue?" program, now off the air until this fall.

JIM HARKINS, right-hand man to the radio comedian, Fred Allen, and known as "Lute Jim" on Allen's programs, is serving on the CBS television program staff as special assistant to Ruth Norman, CBS television casting director. Well-known in vaudeville and radio, Mr. Harkins will check actors and actresses for the suitability on television programs and acts as m.c. at television auditions.

RALPH BURGIN, announcer of WPPF, Raleigh, N. C., has been appointed by Gov. J. M. Brough, as a member of the committee of the campaign organization of Old North State Fund, a licensed chapter of British-American Ambulance Corps.

JERRY LANKING, formerly of WTHY, Troy, N. Y., has become program director of WAAS, Springfield, Mass.

CHARLES BALTIM, nationalization director and announcer of WHOAM, Jersey City on Aug. 10 is to marry Evelyn G. Hoffman of New Brunswick, N. J.

PETE de LIMA, formerly radio manager of Everett N. Crosby Ltd., Hollywood talent agency, has joined KFKE, Los Angeles, as writer.

PAUL SUTTER, former Chicago radio actor, has joined NBC as a producer and director. Also new on the NBC production staff is Ed King, Yale graduate.

JACK NEGLEY, announcer of WBWS, New York, has been assigned the lead role in a motion picture to be made by Nash Motors to show salesmen and dealers how to sell service on Nash cars.

PAUL PHILLIPS, formerly a scriptwriter for CBS, has joined the NBC script staff and is working on programs for full production.

IRVING REIS, former Hollywood radio producer-writer, under his new RKO Radio Pictures director contract, has been assigned to direct "A Date With the Falcon".

PHIL FRANKENBERGER, assistant in the publicity department, has been named publicity head of WFIN, Philadelphia, replacing Ira Walsh, who becomes special events director.

K. K. ALLEN, announcer of WKIR, Altona, Pa., has joined the announcing staff of WRNC, Glenside, Pa.

JOHN A. GUSSAN, announcer of WCAT, Philadelphia, disclosed this week that he had married Jean Carroll in Scranton, Pa., last Jan. 9, while an announcer of WRGB in that city.

GENE KERN, production director of WFIN, Philadelphia, takes leave of absence, starting Aug. 1 to join a summer theatre company at Newport, R. I.

EATON WENNERSBERGEN of CBS Hollywood publicity department, has been hospitalized with influenza.

MYRON HUTTON and Michael Maffett, NBC Hollywood, are handling summer production of One Man's Family, sponsored by Standard Brands, during absence of Carlton E. Morse, author of the series.

DEE McCULLOUGH, formerly a radio instructor at the University of Utah, Salt Lake City, has joined KTFL, Twin Falls, Ida., as operator-announcer.

HILLY ARZT, Hollywood musical director of the weekly CBS Holiday program, sponsored by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., (Coral cigarettes), has been contracted for a similar assignment on the CBS Bob Burns Show, starting in September. Sponsor is Campbell Soup Co.

BILL HAMPTON and George Dunn, Hollywood lyric writer and music arranger, respectively on the NBC King Kongo's College of Musical Knowledge, sponsored by American Tobacco Co., have formed their own publishing firm, Beverly Music Co., headquarters at 4050 Hollywood Blvd. Their first number, "The Old Looking Glass," is being released through BMI.

WARTEN CHAMLIN, at one time with KOOK, St. Louis, and recently at WIKR, Cincinnati, has returned to KOOK as announcer. Harry K. Ben- fros has been named KOOK news editor and publicity director. Bob Seat has been named promotional manager.

WALTER LINDSAY, Hollywood writer, left for New York where she will work on a radio version of Gone With the Wind for fall sponsorship.

GRIFFIN COBB Jr., formerly of KNAL, Solita, Kans., has joined the announcing staff of WLVA, Lynchburg, Va.

DOUG EDWARDS, newscaster of WSB, Atlanta, is the father of a baby girl born July 16.

LILLIE MARTHUR, formerly of WSNF, Hingham, recently added to the staff of KBEV, Glendale, Calif., has been elevated to program director. She succeeds Wallace McClain, resigned. Gene Hales, formerly of KELO, Centra- lin, W. Va., has been added to KBEV as announcer, with Fred Gwy as turner to the station after several months absence.

NATHAN FLEISCHER, foreign-language news analyst of WDAS, Philadelphia, recuperating from a serious illness, will continue his nightly broadcasts, starting July 25, from the Breakers Hotel, Atlantic City. Frank Unterberger, WDAM chief engineer, becomes Atlantic City at the same time to handle the remote broadcasts.

EART A. EBB, director of NBC Chicago, has resigned to return to motion pictures as a free lance actor.

Won't be long now... before KFYR goes 5000 watts day and night

Just another step in our continued efforts to serve our clients better.

More than ever The regional station with the clear channel coverage

NBC Affiliate

KFYR

Meyer Broadcasting Company

Bismarck, N. Dakota

Ask any John Blair man
Today is the time to get up to the minute information on this major market.

Of the 50 New England Cities and Towns in the WLAB Primary Market...41 have no Daily Newspaper.

**WLAB**

5000 WATTS • 680 KC.

**COMMERCIAL SOLVENTS** Corp., Philadelphia (anti-freeze), to Gray & Rogers, Philadelphia, for its anti-freeze division.

**NORTH BROS. MFG. Co., Philadelphia** (Yankee household tools), to Gray & Rogers, Philadelphia.

**SIX O'CLOCK Co., Norristown, Pa.** (tapices and ginger bread mix), to Norman S. S. MacArt, Philadelphia.

**BROWNING KING & Co., Philadelphia** (men's clothing), to L. A. Goldman & Co., Baltimore, H. N. Goldberg, of the agency's Philadelphia office, handling the account.


**MACMILLAN PETROLEUM Corp., Los Angeles** (Kring-Free motor oil), to Roy E. Dusine Inc. N. Y.

**BRAU BREWING Corp., Fort Wayne** to sqrtco & Co., Fort Wayne.


**CONSUMER'S SUPPLY CO., Des Moines** (auto supply distributors), to Cary-Ainsworth, Des Moines.

**SUM & MAPLE TOBACCO Corp., New York** to Raymond Director Co., that city. Radio being considered.

**Malto-Meal Returning**

**CAMPBELL CEREAL Co., Minneapolis** (Malto-Meal), is preparing a schedule of announcements varying in length to be placed on about 50 stations starting in October. Agency is H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago.

**THE COLUMBIA CLAN** over-ran KIRO, CBS affiliate in Seattle, when the station recently entered the 50,000-watt class. Surrounding H. J. (Tubby) Quant, KIRO manager (front, center) are Herbert V. Akerberg (left, front), CBS station relations vice-president, and Donald W. Thurman (right, front), Pacific Coast vice-president. In back row are Fox Case, CBS Pacific special events director; W. B. Lodge, CBS chief audio engineer; J. G. Gude, station relations manager.

**LIBERAL BENNY**

JACK BENNY, radio comedian now on vacation from his NBC program for General Foods Corp., New York, may kid himself on his programs about being tight with his money, but you can't convince Clay Morgan, assistant to the president of NBC, that Benny really is "Scotch". Mr. Morgan just received a diamond-studded watch from Benny and thanks for his work in arranging the party last May given for Benny in honor of his ten years in radio.

**SOUVAIN EXPANDING**

HARRY HOFF, formerly of Transamerican and General Amusement, has been named associate producer of Henry Souvain Inc., New York, incident with that program production firm's contemplated expansion. He will concentrate on daytime dramatic shows. Associated with Mr. Hoff will be John M. Young, author of among others The Second Mrs. Burton, and Irving Vendig, author of the Folger Coffee and Family & Friends series.

Souvain is planning several new shows for the coming fall. Among those now produced are Bringing Up Father, Listen America and Whirlwind the Magician, as well as the full broadcasts of the Metropolitan Opera series sponsored by the Texas Co.

**MABEL FLANLEY TO AFA**

MABEL G. FLANLEY, eastern director of Consumer Relations, Burden Co., New York, has been elected a vice-president of the Advertising Federation of America and chairman of its Council on Women's Advertising Clubs, following her resignation as Federation secretary. Miss Flanley is succeeded by Clara H. Zillesen, advertising manager of Philadelphia Electric Co., Philadelphia.

**MAXON'S BROADCASTING**

MAXON Inc. has virtually doubled its physical capacity in Detroit, with the opening of a separate new building adjoining its present location at 2701 East Jefferson Ave., which will continue to be its headquarters. The new building, which will provide for expansion of the Maxon research and merchandising division. The enlarged research facilities will serve not only the Detroit office, but the branches in Chicago, New York and Bridgeport, Conn., as well as the Maxon field force.

**RICHARD AND BARBARA STEVENSON**, husband and wife writing team, have joined the J. Walter Thompson Co., Hollywood staff to work on scripts of the weekly CBS Melody Ranch, sponsored by Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co. They are working under direction of Brad Browne, producer. Mrs. Stevenson was formerly assistant to Frank Striker, author of The Lone Ranger.
McAvity Resigns

THOMAS A. McAVITY, vice-president in charge of radio for Lord & Thomas, New York, has resigned, effective July 18. Mr. McAvity joined Lord & Thomas October 1932 and for many years was director of radio for the agency's New York office. In 1937 he opened a Hollywood office for Lord & Thomas and managed it until January of this year. He was elected vice-president in October 1940 and for the past six months has headquarted in New York. He is leaving shortly on a several-week vacation after which he will announce future plans. Carl Stanton, in charge of the Lucky Strike account for Lord & Thomas, is in temporary charge of the department.

When you see this...

When you see this sign on radio programs you know it is a message by Ted Bates Inc., your New York radio agency. Ted Bates Inc. is the largest and best qualified local radio agency in New York, the West Coast, Canada and the East Coast.

...Only then you'll see a lower cost than WTAM's...

.000073 cents per family

That's the lowest quotation per family in the Cleveland Market. WTAM, with its Primary Coverage Area of over a million and a quarter families, not only reaches more families but costs less per family.

Compare WTAM on this basis: Divide the 15 minute Daytime Rate of each Cleveland Station by the number of families each claims in its Primary Area. WTAM has the minimum cost. But don't stop there. Go a step farther.

Take a Survey... any Survey and look at the number of actual listeners each station has, all day, all night, all week. WTAM leads again. More listeners. More regular listeners. The "lowest-cost-per-ear" station in Cleveland.

That's why WTAM is the first choice of smart network, spot and local time buyers... coast to coast.

Announcer Wanted

Announcer wanted by Eastern network station in large city. Must be between 26-35, not subject to draft. Must be a college graduate with not less than three years' experience with an NBC or CBS outlet. Must be able to talk and write in simplified English. Send complete information concerning training and experience including photographs and transcription of your voice and references of former employers. Earnest possibilities only considered. Must be available for Skycalls. Box 741, BROADCASTING.

WTAM

CLEVELAND-OHIO

50,000 WATTS

NBC RED NETWORK

OWNED AND OPERATED BY NBC

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY SPOT SALES OFFICES

FM with Simplified Circuit Design

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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KWKH, Shreveport
American Chicle Co., Long Island City, aas a series, thru Badger, Browning & Hunter, Inc., 316 North Charles Street, Baltimore, Maryland.

Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia (Saturday Evening Post), a series, 13 weeks, thru BBDO, N. Y.


General Mills, Minneapolis, 6 series, thru Roger Arndt, Inc., Minneapolis.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, at series, thru N. W. Ayers & Son, N. Y.


Pepsi Cola, Inc., New York (Biff White), thru McDonald & Son, Chicago.

Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Dudley & Allen), 3 weeks, thru Compton Adm.

Studebaker Corp., South Bend, 2 series, thru Rehe, Williams & Cunningham, Chicago.


KFRC, San Francisco
Standard Baking Co., San Francisco (soft drinks), 13 weeks, thru Emil Reinhard,

Hedrick, Oakland, Cal.

Landsendt United Bakersies, San Francisco, 4 weeks, thru Leo Livingston, San Francisco.

Southern Pacific Co., San Francisco (transportation), 10 weeks, thru Lord & Thomas, San Francisco.

Pepsi Cola, Inc., Sacramento, Cal. (chiropractor), 3 week, thru Ewing C. Kelly, San Francisco.


Sunnyvale Packing Co., San Francisco (pork and ham), thru Lord & Thomas, San Francisco.

RTBS, Shreveport
Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia (Saturday Evening Post), as a series, thru Badger, Browning & Hunter, Inc., 316 North Charles Street, Baltimore, Maryland.

Continental Baking Co., Pocina City, Okla. (Coco-Cola), 24 ft. thru Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.

Gulf Oil Corp., Cleveland (Gulfspur), 2 weeks, thru Young & Rubicam, N. Y.


Jaques Mfg. Co., Chicago (RK baking mix), as series, direct.

Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati (Dudley & Allen), thru Conover, Colburn & Ploumig Inc., Memphis (Mexican Hot Powder), as series, thru Lake-Spiro-Shenandoah.

WHK-WCLE, Cleveland
Boo Co., New York (mill amplifier) as weekly, thru Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.


Dr. B. Caldwell Inc., Monticello, Ill. (proprietary), as weekly, thru Sher- ron & Sons, Chicago.

Gardner Nurseries, Osage, Ia., as a series, thru Northwest Adm Co., Seattle.

Plugs With Sparks
WLW, Cincinnati, points with pride as it tells this one.

Western Auto Supply, Kansas City, two weeks ago de- cided to conduct a test of WLW's sales promotion, beginning July 12 and continuing for four straight Saturdays.

Western Auto was to highlight spark plugs on the weekly Boone County Jum- boire. Second Saturday of the test, Ralph McGrew, Western Auto District man-ager at Cincinnati, called William Robinson, WLW sales representative, and told him to cancel the spark plug copy—Western Auto sold the area's station had sold out of spark plugs.

WEEI, Boston
Ward Baking Co., New York (bread), 20 weeks, thru Sherman Ells & Co., N. Y.


Mass. Dep't of Agriculture, Boston, prod. as a series, thru Badger & Browning, Boston.

Webster Thomas Co., Boston (Matchless cars), thru Blake-Best & Co., Boston, & Wawle, Boston.

John E. Cain Co., Cambridge (condiments), as series, thru Chambers & Wawle, Boston.

KSRO, Santa Rosa, Cal.

Dr. J. C. Campbell, San Francisco (chian dental system), 14 weeks, thru Mon- roe Adv. Agency, San Francisco.

General Electric Co., Santa Rosa, Cal. (refrigerators) 4 weeks, thru McDonald & Son, Chicago.

Pittsburgh Paint Co., Santa Rosa, Cal. (Paints and varnishes), thru Poty & Sons, 4 weeks.

Petri Cigar Co., San Francisco, 6 weeks.

WBMM, Chicago
Burlington Trainings, Chicago (bus travel), 3 weeks, thru Relache, Ellis, Young- green & Finn, Chicago.


Beatrice Cremery Co., Chicago (Cheese and Beatrice Salad Dressing), 3 weeks, thru Lord & Thomas, Chicago.

KFI, Los Angeles

Advo. Service Co., Los Angeles, weekly.

Gardner Nurseries, Osage, Ia., as a series, thru Northwest Adm Co., Seattle.

DATA ON RECORDS

**SUBMITTED BY NAB**

**STATISTICS showing that 30.9% of all broadcast time is devoted to record ads.**

**A program organized by the NAB to establish uniform costing standards for transcription and transcription equipment firms.**

Figures were a result of 182 audits showing that by the end of July, 60 stations had sent out recently to radio stations to gather information on various programs. They showed that there is a lack of uniformity in recording standards. Further findings were that 57.9% of all recordings are by the same personnel, 21.3% by vertical transcription; and 29.9% by phonograph records.

Further work on the standardization will be undertaken by a subcommittee appointed by the representatives of 14 recording firms sent pending last month's conference in Detroit. They are: Howard Chinn, CBS; C. Luaud Jr., World Broadcasting System; Robert Morris, NBC, chairman; E. T. Mottmann, Bell Telephone Labs; I. F. Rod- man, Chicago World Broadcasting Corp. It was decided to hold the next meeting of the main committee coining with the fall meeting of the Association of Broadcasters, America in New York, Oct. 24-25.

**Win WOR Prizes**

JUNE winners among staff members of WOR, New York, who received checks totaling $30 were: Ada Riggs, Miss America of the department; Margaret Morris of the engineering department, and Roy Collins, page boy.

Leon Henderson Urges Bakers to Cut Costs by Curtailing Advertising

LEON HENDERSON, administrator of the Office of Price Adminis- tration & Civilian Supply, recently recom- mended last week that bakers offset higher ingredient costs and avoid a possible price increase of bread by reducing operating costs, including advertising.

In a letter to the bakers, Mr. Henderson said that because of higher costs his organization un- derstood the need for some adjustment in the price of bread. "However," he said, "we were seeking, "for the most part these adjustments should not take the form of price increases. The national emergency requires first that every effort be made to reducing to a minimum any en- counter with members of the industry, for example, have indicated that savings could be made by reducing the number of packages and, by using less expensive wrappers, and by cutting advertising expenditures."

Mr. Henderson said OPACs had learned that ingredient costs in the baking industry had increased about 100 percent from 1934, as a rough estimate, for the nation. There have also been increased labor costs in some areas.
Radio Advertisers

WASHBURN WILSON SEED CO., Moscow, Idaho. (Washburn's Quick Cooking Pans) and Penick & Ford, New York, (M-T-Fine desserts) have bought participating time on "Dear Imogene," woman commentator's program broadcast Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays on WOR, 6 p.m. through H. B. LeQuatte Inc., the Washburn agency. The contract is for 52 weeks, beginning Aug. 5. Penick & Ford signed for 13 weeks, beginning Sept. 5, placed through BRDG. The two contracts now give "Dear Imogene" 10 participating sponsors. The others are California Fruits, Megrower Educator Biscuits, Gorton-Pew Fisheries, Blue Moon Cheese, Pure Food Factor, Possoni Masarotti, P. Duff & Sons, Duff-Mott.

EVANS FUR Co., Chicago (fur retailers), has signed a 26-week contract for 4½ hours a week on WGN, Chicago. Schedule includes Academy Awards Theatre, Sunday half-hour, transcribed dramatic program featuring Hollywood stars; Don McGinty quarter-hour news commentary six days a week; and two daily quarter-hour musical programs—Voice of Romance and Twilight Serenade. Critchfield & Co., Chicago, is agency.

CAPITAL Co., Los Angeles, subsidiary of the Bank of America, has radio to promote Green Valley Lake subdivision, in a brief test campaign is currently sponsoring a five weekly quarter-hour early morning program, 'Adventures in Living,' on KMPC, Beverly Hills, Calif. Featured in Leo Cleary in homey philosophy with music Holden Associates, Hollywood, has the account.

OTTO ERLANGER BREWING Co., Philadelphia, has started on WFIL, Philadelphia, a six-weekly 15-minute spot periods, at 7:45 p.m. Contract is for 32 weeks. Program, handled by Al Stevens, is known as The Erlanger Sportscaster. Agency is J. M. Koren & Co., Philadelphia.

SUPREME BAKERY Co., Los Angeles (Town Talk Hour), to sponsor a four-week campaign ending Aug. 13, is is sponsoring a five-week quarter-hour newscast on KECA, that city. Sidney Garfinkel Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, has the account.

INTERNATIONAL SHOE Corp., St. Louis (Conformal shoes), to a local dealer tie-in, is using 26 transcribed announcements weekly on KRKD, Los Angeles. Contract is for eight weeks, ending Aug. 21. Agency is Henry, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.

WHEELING STEELMAKERS program, which goes on NBC-Blue Oct. 5, was discussed at a luncheon recently given by E. R. Boorff, sales manager of the NBC-Bus Central Division. Present were (1 to r) Jules Herbeuex, NBC Central Division program manager; E. K. Hartenbower, NBC salesman on the account; J. L. Grannis, general advertising manager of the Wheeling Steel Corp.; W. C. Smith, manager of the Wheeling Steel Corp.; Harry C. Kopf, general manager of the NBC Central Division; James L. Stinson, manager of Central Division program and talent sales.

JOSEPH TETLEY & Co., New York (tea), recently renewed for another 15-week period its Mystery Chef on KDKA, Pittsburgh; WFAA, New York, and KYW, Philadelphia. The program has already completed a 26-week run. Agency is Mason Inc., New York.

ADOLPH MILK FARMS, Los Angeles (dairy products), on July 16 started for 13 weeks, three weekly participation in Art Baker's Notebook on KFI, Los Angeles. Firm also sponsors a weekly musical program, Golden Hour, on KFI, Hollywood. Lord & Thomas, Los Angeles, has the account.

INTERNATIONAL Ladies Garment Workers, AFL, Los Angeles, placing direct, in a two-week educational campaign ending July 31, is sponsoring daily quarter-hour talks on KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.

RAMIREZ FERAUD CHILE Co., Ventura, Cal. (Los Palmos Chile products), new to radio, is placing direct, is using daily spot announcements on KRKD, Los Angeles.

FRI PACKING Co., Seattle, is sponsoring a weekly sports commentary with Bud Foster on KFAB, Fairbanks, Alaska.

Williams Anniversary

J. B. WILLIAMS Co., Glenshaw, Pa., first client of WLW, Cincinnati, will celebrate its first year on the air in August. The program it sponsors, El Noticiero de Buena Vecindad, is broadcast Monday through Friday at 8:15 p.m. (CDST) and features news of interest to the Americas. The company becomes the oldest continuous shortwave advertiser on any of the North American International stations, according to WLW. The program is written by Oscar H. Ronaghas and announced by George Mayoral.

INTERNATIONAL Red Network

Continues to Lead in Star-Program "Firsts"

Despite seasonal vacation changes, KSD holds its leadership in St. Louis in listener preference programs. In the C. E. Hoover, Inc., monthly popularity ratings, KSD carried "FIRSTS" as follows:

5 of the FIRST 7
(Month of JUNE)

Were on KSD

MILLIONS for DEFENSE

Are stimulating all retail lines in the rich, responsive KSD area.

KSD for Listener Preference

A Distinguished Broadcasting Station

Station KSD—The St. Louis Post-Dispatch

POST-DISPATCH BUILDING, ST. LOUIS, MO.

FREE & PETERS, INC., NATIONAL ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES

NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT ATLANTA SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES
Sale of Artists’ Bureau Announced by WCCO

SALE of WCCO Artists’ Bureau Inc. to John Williams and Urbane Bowdin, formerly associated with the firm was announced last Monday by Earl H. Gammons, president of the bureau and manager of WCCO, Minneapolis. The new owners, to operate under the corporate name, The Artists’ Bureau, will take over Aug. 1, Mr. Gammons stated.

Al Sheehan, for seven years manager of the Artists’ Bureau, and his assistant, Mildred Simon, both will remain with WCCO. Mr. Sheehan has been named operations director of the station.

The new company will be located at 510 WCCO Bldg., 625 Second Ave., South. Jack Kilmarin has been retained as stage director, along with Ann Fairbanks, in charge of wardrobe. Additions to the staff are to be announced shortly, it was stated.

Duz Station Breaks

PROCTOR & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Duz), during the week of July 14, started a series of station breaks for that product on the following stations: NEW WMAT-WGCN-WGL-WRC-Agency is Compton Adv., New York.

BECAUSE a two-thirds vote is required to enable it to dispose of its artist bureau properties [BROADCASTING, July 11], the CBS board is urging all stockholders to mail their proxies before the special meeting of stockholders in New York Aug. 11.

Network Rules Postponed to Sept. 16

(Continued from page 18)

ments of the revised rules will be, it was pointed out, it would be impossible to amend such contracts.

In event the discussions again reach a stalemate, it is expected the networks will go to court promptly on the unsettled jurisdictional question. Litigation is likely in any event, it is thought, even if the rules are revised in livable fashion, to settle the question of jurisdiction.

Following the conferences during the week of July 14, Chairman Fly on Saturday, July 19, suddenly called a press conference to discourse on the conversations, declaring that he wanted to impart the true story, since “rumors might leak out.”

Explaining that he had held three conferences during the week with network officials, he said the general spirit was good and that the conferences were of a constructive nature and that everyone “is in splendid mood.” At that time, in advance of the Monday sessions, NBC and CBS officials were in anything but a favorable mood.

Mr. Fly said no decision had been reached in a definitive sense, but that they were trying to lay a basis for such modifications of the regulations as would be workable.

Discussing major points covered, Chairman Fly said he would recommend any amount of time needed under any particular rule, such as affiliation contracts and disposition of the Blue. On the question of language of contracts, he said the matter of a two-year license had been studied and it was thought this might be a stabilizing factor. The Commission will consider this when the time comes, he declared.

Confirming reports that time options had been the main topic, the Chairman said he did not know whether the conference would arrive at any figure that might be submitted to the Commission. He said that in the binding of four or more stations, the Commission could be more liberal than in those where there are a limited number of stations, not enough to go around for the existing networks. Unused option time is a problem, he said, and the amount of time options should be related in some way to the time used. The rule, when finally evolved, will apply to all networks in terms of actual result, he said, with no complete blanket ed-in day provided.

He said there had been no extensive discussion of the Blue, exclusivity or rate control on local business. (The latter already has been knocked out by NBC, the only network which contractually had provided for it.) Moreover, the question of stations owned by the nets could be handled individually, he said.

Tell Stations ‘Sit Tight’

Asked by Broadcasting about the dilemma of individual stations, Chairman Fly said he was telling them to “sit tight three or four days more”, indicating a probable adjournment. Action came the following Monday when the agreement was reached on the Sept. 16 postponement, approved the following day by the Commission.

Following is the text of the FCC order, adopted July 22, postponing the network-monopoly rules until Sept. 16:

At a meeting of the FCC held at its offices in Washington, D. C. on the 22d day of July, 1941, the Commission having under consideration the petitions of the National Broadcasting Co. and of the Columbia Broadcasting System requesting that the Commission postpone the effective date of its order entered in Docket No. 5000 promulgating regulations applicable to radio stations engaged in chain broadcasting:

It is ordered, that the last paragraph of the said order of May 2, 1941, entered in Docket No. 5000, is, and the same is hereby, amended to read as follows:

“It is further ordered, that these stations shall come effective immediately: Provided that, with respect to existing contracts, arrangements, or understandings, or network organization station licenses, or the maintenance of more than one network by a single network organization, the effective date shall be deferred until Sept. 10, 1941: Provided further, That the effective date of Regulations 3.106 with respect to any station and of Regulation 3.107 may be extended from time to time in order to permit the orderly disposition of properties.”
*FALL GUY: the radio station executive who says, “Let’s start our promotion in the fall, when business is up.” He forgets that appropriations are made, schedules set, stations selected in the heat of the summer.

* * *

AUGUST and September spell golf, fishing and cool nights in the mountains to a lot of fellows. But to the boys on Boul Mich and Park Avenue (the advertising fraternity, we mean) they’re just double doses of hard work. It’s no secret that when the thermometer’s at a new high, the schedule makers and media selectors are putting in their best licks. That’s when they eat, sleep and dream fall and winter schedules. That’s when your station is really on the spot.

Sales Management’s survey of AAAA agencies revealed that the three summer months are the second most important quarter of the year for the preparation of advertising campaigns.

It goes without saying, now’s the time to get in your best licks.†

† How? Tell your story through BROADCASTING . . . the 100% radio magazine. BROADCASTING’s 9500 circulation blankets national and regional radio advertisers and their advertising agencies. BROADCASTING is the dominant 1st with advertisers and agencies (write for 5 surveys).
Outside Studio

WGN, Chicago, has erected amplifiers in the Nathan Hale Court outside the main studio building. Several hundred benches and chairs will be set up for persons who wish to listen to WGN programs outdoors.

ONE OF THE nation's foremost cow- boy bands, Al Closser and his Oklahoma Outlaws, has been signed by WHBF, Rock Island, and will be heard twice daily over that station, as well as originate two programs a week to MBS.

KMO, 1,000 WATTS, on Aug. 24 marks its 15th anniversary with a staff yacht cruise and picnic. Two days later station will inaugurate operation of its 5,000-watt transmitter.

KFI, Los Angeles, has started a new series of station breaks. The new tag line goes, "KFI, Wichita, the Air Capital of the Nation. Keep 'em Flying."

NBC Signs Magidoff

ROBERT MAGIDOFF, American newswoman in Russia, has been appointed Moscow correspondent of NBC. Mr. Magidoff has had six years of newspapering experience in the Soviet Union. He will be heard on the NBC-Red News of the World and other NBC overseas programs, succeeding HERMAN HABICH, who is returning to America.

BESIDE THE PLANE that carried him to London is Raymond Gram Swing (center). Greeting him are Morris, Eckerley (left) and Sinclair of the BBC. Swing made the round trip by plane.

Steinway at Last!

WHEN Steinway & Son, New York, on Sept. 9 begins sponsorship of Symphony Hall on WQXR, that city, it will be the first time in the near-century history of the firm they will have used radio to advertise their famous pianos. Contract is for 13 weeks. W. N. Ayer & Son, New York, handles the account.

George Henry, staff music of W3IG, Greensboro, N. C., recently was awarded one of the first prizes by the National Federation of Music Clubs in its biennial contest for compositions of American composers. Mr. Henry's "Partita," for piano and two violins, was the prize-winning composition.

Soviet Embassy Has Own Listening Post

FOLLOWING consultations with the State Department, the Soviet Government has installed a powerful shortwave receiving post in Washington to keep abreast of news and other broadcasts from Russia. Although the receiving station incorporates an elaborate harmonic receiver array, Soviet Embassy officials indicated that no transmission activities were planned, and that the regular channels of commercial radio communication would be relied upon for official business.

The installation was made to enable Soviet embassy officials in Washington to keep in constant touch with news reports and other broadcasts from Russia. For several years the American Embassy in Moscow has operated a similar shortwave receiving station, capable of receiving the regular news bulletins prepared by the State Department and broadcasts by a Navy Department transmitter, it was stated. The British Embassy also operates a shortwave receiving post in Washington.

GIRL'S BODY FOUND

Newscast on WESX Leads to Discovery of Corpse

A MOTHER'S appeal for the return of her missing daughter, carried in a regular newscast on WESX, Salem, Mass., last week lead to the discovery of the body of Miss Frances Cochrane, 19, of Lynn, Mass., who had disappeared two days before.

Announcer Joe Tobin read the appeal in his regular 1 p.m. newscast. A half-hour later Tobin received a telephone call from a man who gave the exact location of the body. News Editor Walter Mackie of the station notified police who found the body near Swampscott, Mass.

40.7%

WFBM • More Listeners

than the next two highest ranking stations combined

AS SHOWN BY ROSS FEDERAL RESEARCH CORP.

WFBM

18.3% 16.6% 15.9%

THE HOOSIER STATION • INDIANA

2,108 telephone calls made in Indianapolis over a 7-day period between 12:15 and 12:30 P.M. showed that

WFBM had more listeners than the other two local stations combined.

had more than double the listeners of any other station!

In Indiana WFBM consistently has the largest audiences, together with a merchandising and promotional service that makes it the state's outstanding outlet.

5,000 Watts Day and Night

ONLY BASIC CBS OUTLET IN INDIANA

BEFORE YOU'RE UP-- YOUR SALES CAN BE!"
Transradio's Deal Related by Moore

Says Service Not Connected With Transocean Group

TRANS RADIO PRESS Service has had no connection whatever with Transocean News Service beyond ordinary contractual agreements available to any qualified news agency, Herbert S. Moore, Transradio president, testified July 18 before the U. S. District Court for the District of Columbia.

Mr. Moore appeared briefly in the Government's case against Transocean, in which the Government charges that the German-controlled news service did not register as a foreign propaganda agency, as required by law.

Tracing Transradio's dealings with Transocean, Mr. Moore explained that any person interested in subscribing to Transradio service may do so, with certain restrictions on the geographical redistribution of the news.

Subscriber Agreement

He stated that in November, 1938, Dr. Manfred Zapp, Transocean chief, who along with other Nazi agents, escaped from the United States with several hundred other Nazi agents, discussed the possibility of subscribing to Transradio's domestic news service, shortly reaching a subscriber agreement "patterned after other agreements in force between other American press services and other foreign services".

Under a supplementary agreement between Transocean and Radio News Assn. Inc., a Transradio affiliate, RNA agreed to subcontracts with Press Wireless Inc. to provide outbound transmission facilities for Transocean reports to South America. Mr. Moore explained. He described RNA, which has no transmitting facilities of its own, as "a news distributing organization concentrating on wireless". He declared that direct tele-type connection was maintained between Transocean and Press Wireless and that Transocean reports did not pass through Transradio's hands. He stated also that Transradio had no contact with Transocean news material or its news staff.

The press services' business connections were "progressively cancelled" by exercising cancellation provisions in the contract, Mr. Moore explained, commenting on the breaking off of business relations between the two. When suspicions of Transocean's pro-Nazi activities grew conclusive, RNA withdrew from its supplementary agreement, and Transocean then engaged the same facilities directly with Press Wireless, Mr. Moore indicated.

Transradio continued to supply its general American ticker news service to Transocean, under the subscriber agreement, until early June, when the U. S. Government set the date for the complete withdrawal of Transocean from the American scene, he stated. At that time Transradio took up its right to terminate the agreement completely, he said.

The Busy Uteys

CLIFTON UTLEY, news analyst and director of Chicago Council on Foreign Relations, and his wife, Frayn Utley, are establishing some sort of a record as Chicago's busiest commenting couple. Mr. Utley, whose day starts at 4:30 a.m., does the daily quarter-hour early morning newscast for Skelly Oil Corp. on NBC-Red; a quarter-hour commentary six nights a week for Studebaker Corp., and a Tuesday evening quarter-hour news program for Chas. A. Steiner department store on WGN. Mrs. Utley, aside from her household duties, conducts a weekly quarter-hour commentary on WJJD, the weekly Women in Defense program and the daily quarter-hour From Utley—a World of Interest on WBBM.

The Other Fellow's VIEWPOINT

Mexican Network

EDITOR, BROADCASTING: We have read the article in the July 14 issue of your magazine concerning a new network in Mexico (Page 11). We wish to state that a slight error has been made as to the call letters of various stations broadcasting the Embaja- dores program. The complete list of stations is as follows: XEQJ, C. Victoria, Tamaulipas; XEQW, Cordoba, Veracruz; XEDR, Guadalajara, Jalisco; XEBF, Monterrey, L. N.; XEMR, Monterrey, N. L.; XEPP, Orizaba, Veracruz; XECZ, San Luis Potosi, S. L. P.; XES, Tampico, Tamaulipas; XEBQ, Torreon, Coahuila; XEHV, Veracruz, Ver.

This list, however, does not include the complete roster of stations affiliated with XEQ and does not include the stations that form the network headed by XEQ of Mexico City. There are two networks in Mexico at present, one headed by XEQ and the other by XEO.

We control radio stations in 19 key cities in Mexico under contract. The network programs are sent by telephone line to the majority of the cities but where no telephone line is available we record the program and send it to the stations that have no direct wire to Mexico City. We have at present the best RCA recording equipment in Mexico, using the Orthacord 3000. The cities having radio stations under contract to us are: Guadalajara, Jalisco; Monterrey, N. L.; Leon; Tampico, Tamaulipas; XEPP, Orizaba, Veracruz, Ver.; Mazatlan, Sin.; Acuascalientes, Ags.; Irapuato, Gto.; San Luis Potosi, S. L. P.; El Parral, Chih.; Chihuahua, Chih.; Piedras Negras, Coah.; Cordoba, Ver.; C. Victoria, Tamaulipas; Tampico, Tamaulipas; XEPP, Orizaba, Ver.; Merida, Yucatan; Culiacan, Sin.; Tepic, Nayarit; Mexicali, B. C.; Torreon, Coah.

Radio Programs of Mexico, S. A.

Clemente Serna Martinez, Manager.

July 21

Drama Disc Library

AN ALL-DRAMATIC transcription library, described as the only one of its kind, is set for an Aug. 15 debut by Charles Michelson, New York transcription firm. It will fill a function in the dramatic field similar to that of the musical libraries. Mr. Michelson has handled such transcribed series as Chandu the Magician and The Shadow.

HELEN HIEFT. NBC's girl war correspondent and commentator, on July 29 made her initial appearance on the CBC "We Have Been Three" program, during which she described her experiences during 1940 in France, Spain and Gibraltar.
Amateur Band Is Shifted
To Plane Pilot Training

FCC last week moved to provide adequate radio communication facilities for military pilots undergoing training when it notified operator applicants that 350 kilocycles from 3650-3650 normally allocated to amateur use will be assigned for pilot use. The frequencies will not be withdrawn immediately but will be transferred by degrees between September and March.

The Commission said it intended to rearrange the amateur allocations to make additional frequencies within the remaining amateur bands available for amateur radio-telephone. It was said the frequencies would be used for military aviation for the duration of the emergency.

Kenneth B. Warner, managing secretary of the American Radio Relay League, national organization of radio amateurs, endorsed the FCC action. Mr. Warner said, "The action taken by the FCC was with the prior knowledge of the American Radio Relay League and its details were worked out with our active collaboration. We are proud to make the sacrifice for the sake of a project such as aeronautical-sounding purposes and of such importance to every American Citizen."

French in Quebec

AS THE RESULT of a survey made by the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. among French-speaking Canadians in Quebec province, it was found that 85 to 95% of French-Canadians listen faithfully to stations and broadcasts in their own language. Newscasts came first in popularity, with quiz shows, serials, drama, French chansonettes, variety and comedy programs in that order. Only six of the 25 programs named in the survey received unfavorable mentions.

FM Interest Noted

INCREASED interest in frequency modulation is considered by Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co., Rochester, as a principal reason for the rise in employment at its radio and telephone equipment plant, already past the 1940 hiring peak, although the top production of 1941-42 radio receivers will not be reached for the next few months. According to McCann-Erickson, New York, the Stromberg-Carlson agency, the company's production of FM radios during the coming year will account for 80% of its volume in radios and radio-phonograph combinations.

"Mousetrap" Revised

A REVISED edition of the booklet that inspired much favorable comment when distributed to the trade last year, "Broadcasting's Better Mousetrap," by Dick Dorrance, general manager of FM Broadcasters Inc., has been issued by that organization. The new edition, reduced in size to 4 x 6 inches and brought up to date, tells the story of FM in the language of the layman explaining the ABC of radio's new marvel.

STores DOUBLE radio time

San Francisco Shift to the Air Medium Noted

- With Department Stores in Lead

DEPARTMENT STORES, specialty shops and large men's clothing companies, among the last to recognize radio in San Francisco, have climbed aboard the bandwagon in the past year and are spending approximately 200% more on the medium than a year ago.

The majority of the city's largest department stores are on the air with programs others with spot announcements. The store is true of specialty shops, exclusive furniture houses and large men's clothing companies.

KFRC, Mutual-Don Lee affiliate, currently has the White House, which sponsors Let's Go Shopping five mornings weekly from its store, featuring interviews by Mary Roeder and Mr. Vento, store's sales staff; Hastings Clothing Co., which sponsors Brain Battle, a weekly quiz show and cooperatively sponsors Fulton Lewis jr.; Roos Bros., which presents Whodunit, a murder mystery audience participating game; O'Connor, Moffatt Co., which presents Last Minute News with Phil Starnes, Monday through Friday, 8:30 a.m.; Bond Clothing Co., nine newscasts weekly.

KSFQ, CBS affiliate, has Hale Bros. department store on a participation on Housewives Protective League, and the following who use spot announcements: I. Magnin Co., Weinstein's, Carolyn Kelsey, Miller's, and Foreman & Clarke.

KFOQ, NBC Red network affiliate, has Moors Inc., announcements; Sprouse-Reitz Co., participation.

KGO, NBC Blue network affiliate, has M. L. Preseler, newscasts; City of Paris, Milady's Music Box five times weekly; Brunner's The Old Cabinet Maker weekly program; W. & J. Sloane Co., participation; Foreman & Clarke, six newscasts weekly.

NEW FM STATION

GRANTED LANSING

A NEW FM station in Lansing, Mich., was authorized by the FCC July 20, and the construction permit was WJIN Inc., licensee also of the standard broadcast station WJ-L in Lansing. The grant covers 47.7 mc., stipulating an area of 3,800 square miles and a 250,000 population. The antenna will be located atop the WJIN tower.

In connection with the grant to CBS July 16 of an FM Class C station WBNM, the FCC granted 43.2 mc. and a service area of 38,000 square miles embracing San Diego and Bakersfield. [BROADCASTING, July 21,]

Marine Bill Voted

GROWING out of hearings during the last several months on subversive activities in the merchant marine, the House last Tuesday passed a bill (HR-5074) amending the Communications Act to allow the FCC to deny licenses to subversive radio operators. The bill is now pending in the Senate. During the hearings it was developed that present law does not give the FCC the right to make inquiry into the character or technical qualifications of radio operators. The bill amends the Act to enable the FCC to inquire into personal character and background of applicants for operators' licenses.

Crosley Defense Head

TO REPRESENT the Crosley Radio Division with numerous regional and national defense agencies in national defense matters, Howard A. Holmes, Detroit, has been appointed manager of the Crosley defense products division, according to a July 16 announcement. In Cincinnati, Mr. Holmes also will supervise the Crosley Washington office in the Munsey Bldg., which continues to be operated by Quinton Adams. Until recently Mr. Holmes was in charge of the Crosley Detroit office and associations with National Steel Co., Inland Steel Co. and Chrysler Motors Corp.

Milwaukee FM Exhibit

DEMONSTRATION of FM interference will be on display at this year's Milwaukee Midsummer Festival by W50M, the Milwaukee Journal's FM station. A hand-crank lighting device in the form of a 20,000-volt spark gap was set up near a combination FM and AM receiver. The hand-crank lighting smoothed the AM program and reduced the background of noise, but didn't bother FM reception.
Got His Tools

STYMIED for more than six months in an attempt to obtain a new rotary aerial to cut discs of stainless steel for defense orders, H. L. Grapp, executive of the Despatch Oven Co., Minneapolis, happened to tune into Minnesota to the defense on WCCO, Minneapolis. Hearing of the OPM's remarkable success in obtaining certain materials and acting on the suggestion of the announcer, Mr. Grapp contacted the OPM office with his problem. Within 24 hours the much-needed machine tool was located in Albany, N. Y. and dispatched to Minneapolis.

"Dr. I. Q." Protected

GRANT ADV., of Texas, has enjoined Lew Valentine from appearing or advertising himself as "Dr. I. Q." or any variation of same, in the United States, Mexico or Canada. Injunction was granted after a suit was entered by the agency in a Salt Lake City District Court against Mr. Valentine, Larry Kurtze, Intermountain Theaters and Saltmant Theaters. Mr. Valentine was at one time the m.c. and portrayed the part of Dr. I. Q. on the Dr. I. Q. program on NBC-Red.

Bass Construction Jobs

BASS CONSTRUCTION Co., Cleveland, is installing the three-tower directional antenna and transmission system of the new 50-kw. WLAC, Nashville. One of the towers will be 350 feet high, the other two 165. Bass is also installing four 300-ft. towers for the new WAYS, Charlotte; one 300-ft. tower for WCHV, Charlotteville, Va.; two 200-ft. towers for WOR, York, Pa.; one four-section turnstile FM antenna for Gateway Electric Co. atop the Graybar Bldg., New York.

Technicians Exempt

AMERICAN citizens enrolling for service abroad with the British Civilian Technical Corps (Broadcasting, June 23) are exempt from drafting in the United States Army, according to a memorandum sent to all draft boards by the national headquarters of the Selective Service System. Radio technicians of draft age registering for the Corps will be placed in Class H-B.

Look to Lingo

... for PEAK PERFORMANCE
... for LOW MAINTENANCE COST
... for INSURED STABILITY

- Our engineering staff will be pleased to supply you with technical data as it applies to your own station, for either AM or FM installations. Write today, and please state location, power and frequency of station.

FM Radiators

... The proven, accepted antenna for this new field! The Lingo Turnstile FM Antenna embodies new, patented features that are the result of years of research and development. They are now available for installation. Quotations will be gladly offered and include essential steel mounting pole, turnstile elements, coupling equipment, transmission lines feeding the elements, etc. Climbing steps, lighting equipment and steel melting units are also available as optional equipment.
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Mayor's Use of WNYC Is Criticized in Council

USE OF WNYC, New York City municipal station, by Mayor LaGuardia to announce his candidacy for a third term as chief executive of the metropolis was criticized last week by Vice-Chairman Joseph Sharkey, of the City Council. Mr. Sharkey, leader of the Democratic majority in the Council, said the station was airing "nothing but Fusion medicine shows" at a cost of $195,000 a year. The Mayor is running on a Fusion ticket.

Threatening action to curtail the activities of the station, Mr. Sharkey said, "The larger stations have to explain to their stockholders how they apportion their time. It's different with WNYC—its mixies are at the beck and call of the Mayor on a 24-hour schedule and we betide WNYC's yes-men if a mix is not at hand and time available whenever the Mayor wants to back-slap his administration."

Independent Publishers Draw Up Constitution

FORMAL constitution and by-laws were drawn up at the full meeting of Independent Music Publishers Assn., group of some 50 small music publishers, for adoption early in July to act as a "buffer" between publisher members and BMI [Broadcasting July 14]. According to Peter Doraine, Doraire Music Publishing Co., chairman of the IMPA, another meeting will be held Aug. 4, at which final organization details will be completed and the full executive committee and officers elected.


BMI Band Catalog

BROADCAST MUSIC Inc. has published a new band and orchestra catalog listing music and arrangements of approximately 2,500 compositions copyrighted since formation of BMI publishers than a year ago. The 48-page catalog is divided into sections covering band, orchestra and string orchestra music.

National Advertisers

Get Greatest Coverage per Dollar Spent

in HARTFORD

America's Test City

General Offices: 54 Pratt St., Hartford, Conn.

BROADCASTING • Broadcast Advertising
32 Members Enrolled By BMI Since April 1

THIRTY-SEVEN new BMI member stations have been signed since April 1, status of the publishing company's second year, according to an announcement on July 24 by Broadcast Music Inc. Membership now totals 66 exclusive of non-commercial stations, it was stated.


‘Chats’ on Stage

INSPIRED by the favorable comment of patrons on the stopping of screen performances at Raleigh, N.C., theaters to present the President’s talk through the facilities of WPTF, the movie men have decided to present all future talks from the stage with WPTF courtesy announcement as the solution to the problem of empty houses on “Fireside Chat” nights.

Gen. Foods Income Up

GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York, extensive user of radio, reports for the six months of 1941 to be $7,181,578, after provision of $357,500 for preferred dividends, or $1,355 a share on 5,821,440 common shares. This compares with $7,014,628 a year ago, also after provision of $557,500 for dividends on 150,000 shares of $4.50 preferred stock, or $1,315 a share on the common. In the second quarter of 1941 net earnings on common stock were $2,847,400 or 54.2 cents per share, compared with $2,704,861 or 51.5 cents a year ago.

O’Sullivan to Return

O’SULLIVAN RUBBER Co., Winchester, Va. (O’Sullivan’s rubber heels) sometime in September will launch its first extensive advertising campaign in ten years with spot announcements in key markets and schedules in some national weeklies. A new trade character for O’Sullivan’s heels will be featured, with display material used in conjunction with the campaign which is to last through the remainder of the year. Bermuda, Castleman & Pierce, New York, is the agency.
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source was given as the FCC’s records. Exhibit II purported to show the “trend in number of all broadcast stations and newspaper-associate broadcast stations, 1931-41.” The sources of these figures were given as Editor & Publisher, 1931-40; Broadcasting, 1933-40; Radio Daily, 1937-40. This table, whose 1931-34 figures were challenged, indicated a drop in the number of newspaper-associated stations between 1931 and 1934, which led Commissioner Craven to inquire as to their accuracy.

Mr. Sayler replied that the figures for those years were derived from the Editor & Publisher Yearbook. Mr. Craven then asked how these figures could be more accurate inasmuch as the FCC and its predecessor Federal Radio Commission did not keep records itself of minority interests in broadcast stations until a few years ago.

Exhibit III purported to show “the number of all broadcast stations and newspaper-associate broadcast stations, 1931-41,” and was based on records in the United States, Hawaii and Alaska identified with newspaper interests as of Jan. 1, 1941. There have been numerous changes since the 1941 Yearbook, due to new license grants, sales and purchases of stations, deletions etc. While Mr. Sayler stated that the source of the Editor & Publisher figures were that publication’s questionnaires, Broadcasting recalls that the former publicity man of the FCC and the old FCC frequently asked it for its newspaper tabulation, to be made available to comply with requests. It was apparent until recently that neither the FCC nor its predecessor FCC ever kept any record of its own of newspaper ownership.

Trends Shown

The FCC’s purported “trend” table (Exhibit III) follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>No. of Newspaper-Station Stations</th>
<th>Associated Associated Stations Stations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>638</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>601</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>605</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>632</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>635</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>621</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>594</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>591</td>
<td>339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941</td>
<td>802</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941 (June 30)</td>
<td>897</td>
<td>332</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Exhibit IV was a chart based on the foregoing table.

Exhibit V purported to show FM applications by newspaper interests in the 73.9% of last June 30, totaling 99 applicants seeking 116 stations, of which 77 already were standard broadcast licensees. These latter filed 93 applications, the table showed.

FM Licensees

Exhibit VI showed that there were 42 newspaper licensees of 48 FM stations, of whom 34 already were in the standard broadcast field as licensees of 40 stations.

Exhibit VII compared all corporate, commercial and newspaper-associated broadcast stations by type of corporation and by type of business organization. It showed 780 licensees of commercial stations as of June 30, of which 45 were licensed to partnerships, 116 to individuals and 619 to corporations. These stations were identified with 33.2% of these stations as a whole as of July 30, as partnerships; with 11% of the licensees to individuals, and with 37.9% of the corporations.

Exhibit VII consisted of a series of tables, which Mr. Sayler identified as having been compiled by the Office of Radio Research, Columbia University, at the request of the FCC and at the expense of the Newspaper-Radio Committee. These tables purported to show the affiliation of newspapers with radio stations, affording counts of newspapers with radio stations, by size of town in which newspaper was located by geographical area in which newspaper is located; by size of town by powers of stations (also broken down by geographical areas); by network affiliations.

It was indicated by these tables that 44.2% of the so-called newspaper stations were located in areas of newspapers with 100,000-250,000 circulation; 42.6%, 50,000,100,000; 39.2%, 25,000-50,000; 25.9%, 15,000-25,000; 19.4%, 10,000-15,000.

Fifty percent of the newspaper radio stations were said to be in towns of 250,000-1,000,000; 39.8%, in towns of 50,000-100,000; 28.1%, in towns of 100,000-250,000; 24.7%, in towns of 25,000-50,000. Another table of Exhibit VIII purported to show that 20.8% of the newspaper stations were in the West South Central area, 22% in the South Atlantic area and 16.5% in the East South Central area.

Craven at Odds

When a table was introduced showing that 42.8% of the stations of 10,000, 50,000, 15,000, 25,000-50,000, 25,000-50,000, 15,000-25,000, 10,000-15,000, 50,000, 100,000, 250,000, 1,000,000, 50,000, 100,000, 250,000, 1,000,000, the number for the country was broken down by powers, but the newspaper stations were handled percentage-wise. This table also purported to show that newspaper interests were identified with all but 70% of the 100-watt stations; 64.8% of the 250 watt; 70.8% of the 500 watt; 61.2% of the 1,000 watt; 75% of the 2,500 watt; 57% of the 5,000 watt; 42.8% of the 10,000 watt; 75% of the 50,000 watt.

The Commission’s exhibits were concluded with Exhibit IX [see table on page 16] setting forth the number of broadcast stations and receiving sets compared with the number of newspapers and their circulation for the years 1922-1941, with Exhibit X a graph based on the table. The broadcast station figures were taken from FCC records and the other figures from industry sources.

FOR THE many Americans now in London, the BBC has arranged a series of American Night trams to be heard in this country MBS, starting July 22, Tuesdays, 9:15-9:30 p.m.

The Most Intimate and Effective Sales Approach to America's Largest Market.

5000 Watts Directional

Over Metropolitan New York

The Populor Station National Representative: John Blair & Co.

WBXN

New York

WBNX

The Most Intimate and Effective Sales Approach to America's Largest Market.

5000 Watts Directional

Over Metropolitan New York

The Popular Station National Representative: John Blair & Co.
Crane Deplores Unbalanced News
Says Wheeler Not Involved In Dropping Commentators

CATEGORICALLY denying accusations implicating Senator Wheeler (D-Mont.), isolationist leader, in the action of Z-Bad Net-work stations in discontinuing network commentators’ programs, Ed Crane, operator of KGIR, Butte; KPPA, Helena, and KRBM, Bozeman, in a July 17 letter to Quincy Howe, of the National Council on Freedom From Censorship, charged that national networks make no effort to achieve “balance” in present commentators who mirror both pros and cons of controversial matters.

He urged that networks use their own option time on the stations to present controversial comments, rather than station option time.

Mr. Crane declared in the letter that Z-Bad, network, which already has refused to carry three NBC commentators—Walter Winchell [BROADCASTING, July 14], Basukhage and H. V. Kaltenborn—will not resume such commentators until this balance is provided by the networks.

Described As Unfair
Commenting that the FCC has placed the responsibility for the broadcasting of all network shows “squarely in the lap” of individual affiliated stations, Mr. Crane declared the stations have deleted the commentator programs “as a protest to a very unfair system of presentation that is not conducive of free speech and therefore is unfair to the American people”.

“Under the present system the networks have no way of even calling to the attention of listeners, at conclusion of one speaker’s talk, the time a speaker of differing views will be heard from that network. The listener has no way of hearing both sides and radio does a disservice to the American people.”

“The networks should schedule all controversial issues on their option time for commercial programs so they can assure equal facilities to all sides of controversial issues to which they give any time. This should be done even though the individual affiliate stations have to give more option time. The networks are the only ones who are in a position to give equality of time on national issues, and they can do this only by scheduling such programs in option time.”

Anti-ASCAP Bill Dies
Pennsylvania’s Anti-ASCAP bill, introduced Feb. 24 by State Senator Dent, was dropped with adjournment of the Legislature July 10. Since the day it was introduced, the measure was buried in committee.

McSwain At His Best
Describes, From Empty Stands
Game 5 Miles Away

AFTER TWO YEARS of radio in Kansas City, using KCMO, Crown Drug Co. has signed a contract with KOME, Tulsa, for a show that will continue through the 12-2-41 edition of KCMO. Here are (1 to r) Harry Schwartz, KOME president; Frank Starke, a Tulsa supervisor for Crown; Jack Whitney, KOME manager; H. P. Bickley, Crown sales manager.

Time and Again
INTERESTED in finding out how much time an average station contributes to Federal Government activities, WENY, Elmira, N. Y., recently went back to its log-books for a comprehensive 10-month survey of this type of broadcast service. The survey showed that the station, an MBS 250-watt outlet, from December, 1935, to May, 1941, had carried a total of 40 hours and 30 minutes of network programs and 62 hours of local programs for Government agencies of one kind or another, in addition to 643 local announcements. Biggest user of time was the Army, with 27 hours, 10 minutes, and 355 announcements, followed by the Navy, with 19 hours, 30 minutes, Works Progress Administration, 12 hours, 15 minutes, Farm Credit Administration, 11 hours, 15 minutes, Selective Service Board, 10 hours, 15 minutes.

“TIME OUT”
With Radio’s Gayest Threesome
TED STEELE • GRACE ALBERT
and “NELLIE THE NOVACHORD”

TED STEELE—Blue Network Star and radio’s acknowledged master of the Novachord—is aided and abetted by lovely Grace Albert in this NBC Recorded Series of boy-and-girl, song-and-banter programs. TIME OUT has an irresistible charm for every member of the family—sparkling dialogue, romantic duets, and instrumental interludes when Ted gives out on “Nellie the Novachord.”

Take “time out” to find out about this gaily new, pleasantly different series. It has all the earmarks of a live show because provision is made for three commercial announcements with Ted and Grace setting the stage for each message. 26 fifteen-minute programs available . . . and it’s definitely the best bet in its field!

Write today for details regarding rates and availability. Or, your local radio station can arrange an audition.

Plane School Spots
AIRPORT GROUND SCHOOLS, Hollywood (flying cadet training), new to radio, in a test campaign is currently sponsoring a daily quarter-hour recorded musical program on KIRV, Glendale, Cal., and a similar 30-minute weekly broadcast on KRKD, Los Angeles, with eight and six spot announcements per day on KFOX and KGER, Long Beach, Cal., respectively. In addition quarter-hour recorded programs and spot announcements are being sponsored alternatively on KOMA KGFI, WMC. Other stations will be added to the list. Ideas Association, Glendale, Cal., is the agency. John B. Panushka is account executive.
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be found in the average newspaper. When Chairman Fly said what he wanted newspapers to be, Mr. Morrow, member of the Board of Cap-

per Publications, former executive director of the operations and at present the "titular head" of WGN, Chicago, said that the word "newspaper" data procured by the FCC in connection with the hearing.

Morrow Cites Rise
In Newspaper Costs

Subpoenaed by the Commission as an expert witness, Morrow, member of the Board of Cap-

per Publications, former executive director of the operations and at present the "titular head" of WGN, Chicago, said that the word "newspaper" data procured by the FCC in connection with the hearing.

Chairman Fly's Statement on Scope and Purpose of Hearing

"OPENING these hearings pursuant to Order No. 79, I should like to Comment briefly on two or three matters.

The general question of joint control of newspaper and radio stations has been a topic of interest, both in Congress and elsewhere, for a long time. When the Radio Act of 1927 was being debated, for exam-

ple, there was a joint committee of the bill, pointed out the need for such a break, and what was the idea of one newspaper in a city showing a radio station when other newspapers did not.

The FCC has indicated the need for a Federal commission to regulate broadcasting (67 Cong. Rec. 4130-4131). There was discussion of newspaper ownership of broadcasting stations before the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce in January, 1930, at which it was said by Senator Neely, the sponsor of the bill, and Brookhart indicated an awareness of the problem (before the hearings had even been held).

There were two debates on this subject in the Senate, one in January, 1930, during the hearings on the Senate query, and one in Congress, in March, 1930, when the Senate adopted a resolution favoring newspaper association with radio.

The 72-year-old elder statesman of journalism recalled how many newspapers started on shoestrings and how much costs rather than lack of available press association service or radio competition. When Commissioner Craven asked whether national advertising in small newspapers had decreased since the advent of radio, he said there was a certain amount of the advertising dollar not only from small newspapers but from other media. He added, however, that the advertising of newspapers in the city would be increased by the fact that advertising of all sorts helps all advertising and that when a competitive medium gets business, it opens up new vistas of revenue for other media.

Going into the question of newspaper competition, Morrow cited the Kansas City Star as "one of the outstanding newspapers of America". Other newspapers had been mentioned as monopolies in a particular market, but that if the pub-

lisher is "decent", he would give the minority side, which would serve the public interest. If that is not done, he said, it always de-

velops, irrespective of the economic situation, that a competitive pub-

lication crops up.

Heavy Responsibilities of
Newspaper Publisher

In its decision to maintain a "fran-

chise to serve the public with news, Mr. Morrow said. He de-

clared that he would do radio as a news medium and thought it would be allied with and add to newspapers, "But newspapers must keep abreast of developments, he said. For example, he said that when a better press is devised we will see if we can get on the street earlier, it must be acquired if the newspaper is to remain progressive.

He called radio "a new mechanical development that could help the newspaper to do its job" and repeated that he regarded radio as inherently a part of journalism.
the same danger is there if the newspaper is published alone without a radio station. The station, even under the same ownership, provides the opportunity for a better service to the public, he said. Furthermore, he added that the newspaper publisher has greater social responsibilities than the department store, the grocer, butcher or banker. While it is a commercial enterprise, the newspaper, he said, is on a higher plane than most such enterprises.

FCC Attorney Lloyd took up the questioning of Mr. Morrow on the difficulty of procuring adequate press association service for the inauguration of a new newspaper. Mr. Morrow said there is no one complete service that is absolutely essential. He said he had been “black-balled” by one press association, but that he took the United Press, which he found equally good and in some instances better for his publications.

Can't Have Publication For Every Cause

Asked by Commissioner Graven whether from the standpoint of service to the public he knew of any reason why a newspaper should not own a radio station, Mr. Morrow said he could not think of any reason for it, adding that he would dislike to have the assignment of writing the reasons if his job depended on it.

When Chairman Fly asked what outlets minority groups would have if one organization controlled the media in one community, Mr. Morrow said it would be ideal if there could be as many such outlets as there are minorities. He said he felt publishers by and large afforded ample opportunity for this purpose, irrespective of the amount of competition, and added there would always be complaints even if there were 10 newspapers in a community. Multiplying the number of newspapers would not help this situation, he declared. He insisted there could not be a publication for every cause.

Returning to the stand after the morning recess, Mr. Morrow, replying to Attorney Harris, said he thought it was desirable both as a business and a profession to have newspapers and stations operated jointly. He said that if a community could support two or three avenues of intelligence, that would be desirable, but thought it was a great deal better to have one operation performing a good job. He cited a situation where four churches, only slightly different in denomination, were maintained in a community, whereas one church could provide a far better “public service”.

When Mr. Harris cited the example of class pulp advertisers, such as PM and the New York Sun, which he said went to totally different readers, Mr. Morrow asserted that to attempt to have a separate publication for every school of thought in a community of about 100,000 would cause as much trouble as “PM is having”.

Prof. Lee Sees Change In Advertising Technique

Alfred McClung Lee, associate professor of marketing at New York U and author of several books dealing with newspaper publishing trends, before presenting a series of exhibits he had prepared, discussed the purpose of the Printers Ink exhibits prepared by Mr. Weld. He said these curves showed that since 1929 much more scientific use of advertising expenditures is indicated. The tendency in the case of display advertising, he said, is toward making smaller ads just as attractive as larger ones, as against the old theory that the bigger the ad, the bigger the smash and the better the result.

The decline in newspaper advertising return, Prof. Lee said, may be attributed to the over-all trend,
Resume of Newspaper-Radio History Explains Problems in Hearing at FCC

AS BACKGROUND for the hearing which started before the FCC July 23, the Newspaper-Radio Committee last week sent to all daily newspapers in the country, to members of the Federal Communications Bar Assn., a Washington newspaper correspondent and others a 23-page brochure prepared by Carlton K. Matson, of the New York public relations firm of Martin Dodge & Carlton K. Matson.

Titled The Newspaper-Radio Issue Before the FCC, the booklet carries a foreword by Grove Patterson, editor of the Toledo Blade and past president of the American Society of Newspaper Editors, which asserts: "This statement of the case affecting newspapers now before the FCC should be required reading for every editor and editorial writer, in fact, for every working newspaperman in the news-rooms of America." An outline of the newspaper-radio issue is carried in the fore part, followed by the text of the FCC's Order No. 79 and 79A, and the text of the FCC's questionnaire to stations in preparation for the hearing.

Called Discriminatory

The statement refers to Order 79 as "an ominous and discriminatory move against newspapers" and asserts that the whole status of the operation of newspapers is affected. "By this order," it says, "for the first time in their history across the country, it is suggested that newspapers and newspapermen should be classified in a separate category as persons who may be given lesser privileges under the law than other citizens of the United States. Bankers, lawyers, merchants, any other business group or any other combination of business groups in the country...taking into account the "political and economic views of newspapers," Advertisers, he said, have tended to buy less space, not only because of the change in advertising technique but also because there are fewer newspapers, resulting in less of an over-all appropriation." Prof. Lee introduced an exhibit showing that the total number of towns having a daily newspaper increased from 1,338 in 1926 to 1,429 in 1941. As against this tabulation, he described an exhibit showing that the number of cities with "allegedly competing dailies" decreased from 288 in 1930 to 181 in 1940. Cities with admitted or known local monopolies have increased from 1,114 in 1930 to 1,270 in 1940. What he described as "one-daily newspaper cities" increased from 1,002 in 1930 to 1,092 in 1940. The number of daily newspaper cities increased from 1,402 in 1930 to 1,426 in 1940.

Thacher Contests Value of Testimony

Prof. Lee returned to the stand for the afternoon session and had hardly gotten under way with an explanation of his statistics when his testimony was attacked by Judge Thacher. Lee contended the witness had no first-hand knowledge of the material he was discussing, having obtained it from trade publications such as Editor & Publisher, Standard Rate and Data and the Ayer Directory of Newspapers & Periodicals. Prof. Lee admitted his figures were based on information from these sources but contended he had made a long study of the press in this country and had supplemented this material with material from Editor & Publisher.

Judge Thacher, addressing Chairman Fly, said he didn't see how the Commission could take the testimony of an expert who knows nothing about the facts except what he has read. Chairman Fly didn't answer directly Judge Thacher's request that the testimony be left out of the record, merely suggesting that Prof. Lee might modify the title of his exhibit.

The Newspaper-Radio Committee counsel principally attacked the use of the words "allegedly competitive" and "monopoly" denoting the daily newspaper situation in various cities in Prof. Lee's exhibit. Judge Thacher contended the witness had no actual knowledge of conditions in the cities mentioned except what he had read.

Commissioner Craven sought to clarify what Prof. Lee meant by monopoly, pointing out that one of the tables submitted by the witness showed single newspapers holding a monopoly in Long Beach and Hollywood, Cal. The commissioner contended that, whereas there is only one paper in these cities, dailies from Los Angeles are in competition. The witness admitted his definition of monopoly in this connection meant there is only one paper in a particular city and did not take into consideration papers printed in nearby areas which might serve as competitors.

Sensationalism, Comics Called Competition Basis

In response to Mr. Lloyd, Prof. Lee said the number of daily newspapers had been declining since 1909 and a decline had been the long-term tendency in the daily newspaper field to the present, due to a multiplicity of factors. He said there are fewer daily newspapers but they are spread in more cities. At this point Prof. Lee read from one of two prepared statements he introduced which were intended to show that the press suffered from economic restrictions due to several factors. Among them he listed "news gathering combining which tended to promote monopoly, unionization of various employee groups, and increased production costs." These and others he said made newspaper publishing a "rich man's game!"

After paying tribute to the American press, Prof. Lee quoted an interview with William Randolph Hearst which appeared in an Editor & Publisher, in which the newspaper magnate said he believed the influence of the press was declining because of its ownership by large corporations and predatory interests with selfish aims. Prof. Lee closed his direct testimony by asserting that only in
large cities are daily newspapers competing on the politico-economic front. In other places they are competing, he said, on sensationalism and comics.

**Thatcher and Caldwell Question Material**

Prof. Lee's testimony was described as a "historical essay" by Judge Thatcher in taking up cross-examination. His request that the exhibits Mr. Lee had prepared be "marked for identification" and not admitted as evidence was authorized by Chairman Fly.

Judge Thatcher questioned the reliability of the statistics produced by Dr. Lee, pointing out that they were based on data gleaned from Standard Rate & Data, and from Editor & Publisher. Under examination Dr. Lee said he had also obtained some of the information from stories published in the news columns of Editor & Publisher.

Dr. Lee was asked to submit to the Commission the material he used in his compilations, after Judge Thatcher had observed that a "mere glance at these tables shows very serious inaccuracies." He said it appeared much of the data was predicated on "hearsay sources" and tended the data should not be admitted until the sources had been checked.

**WGN Counsel Caldwell, in cross-examining Dr. Lee, questioned the historical background to which he had referred on freedom of the press. The witness agreed that freedom of speech was a necessary corollary of freedom of the press, and that all modes of publications were included in this constitutional guarantee.**

**Sutton Introduces Data on Earnings**

Introduced as the Commission's final witness prior to adjournment from July 24 until July 31, DeQuincy V. Sutton, head broadcast accountant, identified a series of statistical exhibits dealing with newspaper revenues as contrasted to those of all other stations. All the data, he pointed out, were based on returns received by the FCC in response to its annual financial questionnaire for the calendar year 1940. He had not completed his testimony when the recess was called and presumably will return to the stand upon resumption of hearings Wednesday.

The initial exhibit identified by Mr. Sutton covered the combined broadcast service income statement of the three major network companies, five regional networks and 765 standard broadcast stations, which revealed total broadcast revenues for the calendar year 1940 of $134,000,000 with broadcast service revenue, representing the excess of revenue over expenses, of $33,300,000.

This table had been released by the FCC last May. Subsequent exhibits identified and explained by the witness were new, in that they compared the revenues of 293 newspaper-affiliated stations against network-managed and operated stations and against all other stations. Mr. Sutton explained that the disparity between the figure of 298 newspaper-affiliated stations used by the Commission at the outset of the hearings and his figure of 282 stations could be ascribed to stations actually in operation rather than those holding construction permits, accounted for in the higher figure.

While the purport of the exhibits was not explained at the outset, it was evident the Commission would use the exhibits to show that newspaper ownership of stations is conducive to higher earnings and more lucrative network affiliations.

The exhibits were not admitted as such, upon suggestion of Judge Thatcher, pending cross-examination, but were simply marked for identification.

The second exhibit identified by Mr. Sutton covered 765 standard broadcast stations and showed the combined statement of time sales,
revenues, expenses and broadcast service income of 282 newspaper-affiliated stations, 31 stations managed and operated by networks, and other stations for 1940.

The 282 newspaper-affiliated stations had total broadcast revenues of $38,288,096 and expenses of $39,144,453 with broadcast service income (excess of revenue over expense) of $8,754,231. This constituted 35.5% of the aggregate total broadcast revenue.

The 31 network managed and operated stations had total revenues of $16,948,398 and expenses of $12,167,359, or a broadcast service income of $5,556,039 represented 27.9% of the total.

The 452 "other stations" had total broadcast revenues of approximately $52,400,000, expenses of $42,000,000 and broadcast service income of $10,400,000, or 41.8% of the aggregate.

After Mr. Sutton had explained this table, Commissioner Craven developed that the 282 newspaper-affiliated stations constituted 38.5% of the aggregate of 165 stations covered in the tabulations, whereas this represented only 35.3% of the aggregate income.

A second table eliminated the 31 network-managed and owned stations. Utilizing the same figures, this table revealed that the 282 newspaper-owned stations still had the 35.3% ratio to the total and that the balance of the 483 stations had the same.

A third table excluded the 31 network-managed and operated stations and covered the 282 newspaper-affiliated and 452 "other stations". This revealed that the newspaper-affiliated station business amounted to a 45.8% ratio, while the "other station" business constituted 54.2%.

Income from Network Sale of Time Shown

In the final table of this compilation, covering time sale ratio, the Commissioner revealed that the 282 newspaper-affiliated stations realized 45% of their income from network sale of time and the 452 newspaper stations 55%. Non-network sales of time constituted 41.1% for newspaper-affiliated stations and 58.8% for non-newspaper stations.

In another tabulation, Mr. Sutton set forth time sales of newspaper-affiliated stations by classification. This showed, for example, that 92 regional stations with full-time did a total of $16,820,284 during 1940, constituting 47.9% of the aggregate of $33,274,724. Eight clear-channel stations with 50,000-watt full-time had total revenue of approximately $8,000,000, constituting 20% of the total.

Ranking third were 156 local channel full-time stations with $12,600,000, constituting 14.8%. Six other classifications, covering part-time clear, part-time regional and part-time local accounts for the balance.

This table revealed that network business of the 282 newspaper-affiliated stations aggregated $9,966,745, or 25.4% of the total, and non-network $29,306,892, or 76.4% of the total.

In this compilation there was a second table showing revenues of stations licensed to newspapers and newspaper-affiliated stations owned 50% or more by persons interested in newspapers; and a second table covering the same ground for newspaper-affiliated stations owned 50% by newspapers or persons.

Newspaper Station Income Compared

Another breakdown was devoted to the 31 stations managed and operated by networks, analyzing time sales as between network and non-network business for the 452 "other stations" and one covering all 765 standard broadcast stations. In the first table, network business represented 22.5% of the total and non-network time sales 77.5%. The over-all tables showed network business representing 25.5% and non-network 73.1%.

In another tabulation, Mr. Sutton was presenting an analysis of broadcast revenues, expenses and broadcast service income of the 282 newspaper stations, which was considerably that of the aggregate broadcast service income of $8,754,231, some 58% of the amount was earned by 30 stations.

Of the earnings of $2,511,334 of the eight clear-channel 50,000-watt unlimited time newspaper stations, 47% was earned by two stations.

In the regional managed and operated stations, including 92 unlimited time stations, which had broadcast service revenue of $4,585,818, about 58% was earned by 15 stations.

In the regional limited-time and daytime classification, covering 18 stations which showed a loss of $25,492, nine stations had aggregate income of approximately $10,000,000, with the remaining aggregate losses of approximately $125,000.

Similar detailed breakdowns for the Class B of newspaper-affiliated stations owned 50% or more by newspaper interests, and Class C stations owned less than 50% by newspaper interests, for the 31 managed and operated stations, for the 452 "other stations" and for the aggregate of 765 standard broadcast stations were also included in the record.

Analysis of Stations Operating at Loss

Also presented to the Commission but not covered in his testimony were three additional exhibits, which Mr. Sutton is expected to analyze upon his return to the stand Wednesday. One of these covered standard broadcast stations operating at a loss for 1940. This revealed a total of 187 stations, 119 were non-network and 68 newspaper. The total losses were $1,551,812, of which the non-newspaper stations lost $929,275 and the newspaper stations $622,537.

The average loss per station was given as $8,298, with the average for the newspaper stations $10,626 and for the non-newspaper stations $6,969.

Five of the stations were clear-channel outlets with 5,000 to 25,000 watts on major networks; 23 regional full-time stations on major networks; 7 were regional limited and daytime stations on major networks; 3 regional part-time stations on major networks, and 46 were fully managed and operated stations on major networks. Thus, the aggregate of 187 stations, 85 were major network outlets.

A combined statement of tangible property owned less and devoted exclusively to broadcast service, of the 765 stations, broken down into newspaper affiliations, network managed and operated, and "other stations", was covered in the final exhibit, supplemented by the detailed breakdown as between classes of stations in all categories.

In the tabulations, the 282 newspaper-affiliated stations had depreciated cost of tangible property of approximately $12,000,000, or 37.1% of the aggregate of $32,000,000 for all 765 stations. The depreciated cost of the 31 network-managed and operated stations was approximately $4,000,000, constituting 15.5% of the aggregate, and that of the 452 other stations approximately $16,000,000, or 50% of the aggregate.

Additional tables in this exhibit covered comparisons of newspaper stations against other stations, including the managed and operated outlets. A third table excluded the managed and operated stations.

When the hearings were recessed, no announcement was made where they would be resumed. The proceedings during the two days have been held in the Archives Bldg., but it is understood that the hearings would not be available when the hearings resume on Wednesday.
After Nearly Two Years of Negotiations AFRA and WKRC Dissolve Differences

WINDING UP nearly two years of conversations, negotiations and open conflict in a whirlwind finish, officials of WKRC, Cincinnati, and the American Federation of Radio Artistas affixed their signatures to a contract July 20, after a four-day session in the presence of Lillian L. Poses, representative of William H. Davis, chairman of the Defense Mediation Board, who had been asked by the parties to mediate their dispute.

Mrs. Poses flew to Cincinnati July 17 and after individual conversations with representatives of WKRC and of the national and local AFRA boards got the station and union to resume negotiations, resulting in the contract which was signed at 10 p.m. Sunday after an all-day session. The preliminary agreement between WKRC and AFRA which had ended the strike on the previous Monday [BROADCASTING, July 21] gave the mediator authority to act as an arbitrator and to impose a decision, Mrs. Poses said, but she explained that this was not necessary as she felt both sides willing to negotiate their differences.

A True Contract
She expressed approval of this attitude and also of the terms of the preliminary contract which, she said, sets up a pattern which is “workable for the employer and acceptable to the employee” for the solution of disputes without resorting to strikes. Final contract, she said, was now in order signed by her as mediator but a true contract arrived at by bargaining of the two parties and signed by them, a condition much more likely to result in harmonious relations from now on than if she had been forced to impose a solution as an arbitrator.

Final WKRC-AFRA contract was described by Emily Holt, national executive secretary of the union, as a standard AFRA contract, calling for an AFRA shop, a five-day, 40-hour week, minimum wages, etc. Contract was dated back to July 14, date of the preliminary agreement, and runs until Nov. 1, 1949, common expiration date of nearly all AFRA contracts.

Minimum wages for staff announcers were set at $42.50 a week, an increase of $7.50 over the previous minimum, with another increase to $45 to be given at the end of six months. For actors and singers employed on sustaining network programs, pay was set at $5 for a half-hour hour and a series of increases provided for which will raise this to $13.50 prior to the expiration of the contract.

Scale for network commercial programs will be the regular national scale as provided in the AFRA contract.

All staff actors, singers and announcers employed at WKRC have joined AFRA, Mrs. Holt said, including women’s commentators, news and sportscasters. Provision is made in the contract, she explained, that such specialists engaged at WKRC in the future will become AFRA members if they deliver personal commentary on the products or services of their sponsors during their broadcasts.

The agreement between AFRA and MBS prohibiting strikes against network programs as a result of a breakdown in negotiations between AFRA and any MBS affiliate station if the station agrees to submit the differences to arbitration. [BROADCASTING, July 21], may be followed by similar agreements between the union and the other networks, Mrs. Holt said, but AFRA has not yet approached them.

Queried about possible action on talent employed for television programs, Mrs. Holt said the triennial committee set up two years ago by AFRA, Actors Equity and the Screen Actors Guild to handle this matter would probably get together after the AFRA convention next month. An earlier meeting would be impossible, she said, as she will be too occupied with convention business to embark into a new series of negotiations before that time.

Wesson Test

George Case Joins WFCF
GEORGE T. CASE has been appointed program director of WCFL, Chicago, coming from WTMJ, East St. Louis, Ill. Formerly he was with WCKY and WCP0 Cincinnati; WIS, Columbus, S. C.; WINDC, Durham, N. C.; WRAL, Raleigh; WING, Dayton.

Watch Sutton
WHEN the FCC hearings on the newspaper-ownership issue recessed last Thursday, to be reconvened this Wednesday, the witness on the stand was declarant V. Sutton, head broadcast accountant. He had just introduced a series of some 10 exhibits comparing economics of newspaper-owned stations with those of non-newspaper outlets. It was recalled that Mr. Sutton’s statistical exhibits introduced during the chain-monopoly investigation of 1938-40 proved the basis for most of the regulations adopted by the Commission, now undergoing revision. So seasoned FCC observers are advising: “Watch Sutton!”

Foster-Milburn Spots
FOSTER-MILBURN Co., Buffalo (Doan’s Pills), the week of July 14 started transcribed spot announcement on KYW, Philadelphia, WBZ-WBQA Boston-Springfield and KDKA, Pittsburgh. Contracts are for 12 weeks. Street & Sinney, New York, handles the account.

Gimbel Back on Air
GIMBEL BROS, one of New York’s biggest department stores which in 1925 operated the old WGBS, returns to the air Aug. 4 for the first time since it gave up that station, sponsoring What’s New at 9, Monday through Saturday variety show, 9-9:30 a.m. on WMCA, New York. Program’s host is Ted Campbell, with Bob Harris handling news. Recordings will be supplemented by the selection from letter vote of a band leader or vocalist for entry in the “Gimbel Hall of Fame”.

IT WAS A SWELL IDEA...until they asked us
Just recently an agency had a swell idea. Just to be sure...they checked with us. Then it was “out”. We happened to know that the local Richmond conditions made it inadvisable.

WMBG—the Red Network Outlet—covers the Richmond trading area—at a fair rate and without waste. But WMBG offers more than radio time—it offers a close, intimate knowledge of Richmond outlets and merchandise situations. If you want to get the dope on Richmond—food, drug or other situations, ask WMBG.

WMBG offers you the Red Network audience—5000 watts day-time—1000 watts night and equal density of coverage at lower rates. Before you buy—get the WMBG story.

National Representative—John Blair Company
House Proposes Radio Tax Levy
(Continued from page 8)

$100,000 and less, 5% between $100,000 and $500,000, 10% between $500,000 and $1,000,000, 15% over $1,000,000.

In addition, excise rates on radio receiver and parts sales were boosted from 5% to 10%, and a new tax on telephones and radio leased wires was included in the bill. These levies were estimated to yield annual revenues of $9,400,000 and $27,600,000, respectively. [Broadcasting, July 7]

Although the proposition of levying a heavy tax on broadcast income has been in the public and critical eye for some time, the action of the Ways & Means Committee came as a surprise to industry circles, since only a week before it appeared definite that the Committee had decided against such a move [Broadcasting, July 21].

Takes Third of Profits

However, at the last minute the Committee rescinded proposed taxes on candy and chewing gum, cutlery and metal signs, presumably after representations of these interests made known their opposition. Faced with the necessity of raising more than $35,000,000 cut from the defense revenue schedule, the Committee then decided on the taxes on time sales and billboards, along with the graduated tax, ranging from $5 to $200, on yachts, and a rise in estate and gift taxes.

In general, it was believed the new tax would eat up almost a third of the total profits of $33,000,000 reported by the industry last year. In addition to the national networks, and big regional networks, the levy also would be made against at least 225 stations with net sales aggregating more than $100,000, FCC figures indicated. This group would include all 50 kw. stations and virtually all clear channel outlets, along with the more prosperous regional stations. Only a few—perhaps one or two—local stations in exceptionally good markets would be hit, it was thought.

Taxes in 1940

As between the 225 profitable stations, 175 in the $100,000 to $500,000 class would pay approximately $1,825,000 in new taxes under the plan, it was estimated. The 42 stations in the $500,000 to $1,000,000 class would pay an estimated $2,700,000, and the eight stations in the $1,000,000-plus class would pay about $2,000,000. The networks' taxes probably would make up the difference between this total and $10,000,000, it was thought.

Based on FCC figures for 1940, networks paid about $4,500,000 in Federal taxes on $14,000,000 net income, including M & O stations, and 734 independent stations paid an estimated $5,000,000 Federal tax on $19,100,000. With the industry showing a $39,000,000 profit for that year, without deducting taxes, this $9,500,000 in Federal taxes and an additional estimated $3,800,000 in State taxes would leave a profit of about $20,000,000.

According to Treasury estimates, the new tax will bring in a total of about $12,500,000. However, since this amount presumably would be deducted from taxable income for excess profits and cor- porate surtaxes, it was estimated that the tax would yield only some $4,800,000 over the present return from the broadcasting industry. Industry estimates run to about twice this figure.

One interpretation of the possible effect of the tax program was that it might tend to equalize the operation of one station, on a proportionate basis, since the bill really would be paid by 225 stations and the networks, and the remaining 540 commercial stations would be unaffected.

Although no official comment from the Treasury was made public, it is understood proponents of the radio tax based their action on the belief that the cost increase eventually can be passed on to advertisers, that even after paying a high tax broadcast time is bringing a high return on their investments, and that they should be willing to pay a high tax for a valuable franchise. All of these points have been consistently denied by broadcasters.

Botany Buys Video

BOTANY WORSTED MILLS, Pas- saco, N. J., is the first color advertiser on WBNJ, NBC television station in New York, sponsoring a daily weather and weather forecast fol- lowed by a visual presentation of one of the sponsor's products. Series, for which the starting date has not yet been determined, will be placed through Alfred J. Silberstein Inc., New York.

McCann Erickson, B-S-H
To Place Axton-Fisher

AXTON-FISHER TOBACCO CO., Louisville, has appointed Blacket- Sample-Hummert, Chicago, to di- rect advertising of Spud and Zephyr cigarettes. McCann-Erickson, New York, it has been reported, will receive the Twenty Grand account which it formerly handled. The present Axton-Fisher agency is Weiss & Geier, New York.

While no official announcement was made by the agencies or the company, it is understood the shift will be made about Sept. 1. The company is currently sponsoring on NBC's Blue Twenty Grand Sta- lutes Your Happy Birthday (Twenty Grand), which will be discontinued Sept. Time with Mary Small (Spud), and Danger In My Business (Zephyr) on NBC. Contract for the latter two programs runs through December.

The company underwent an ad- ministrative change late May when a large share of holdings were acquired by the Transamerican Corp., investment bank of San Francisco, and C. B. Robbins resigned as president of Commodity Credit Corp., was appointed to become president of Axton-Fisher.

"Vox Pop" Plans

EMERSON DRUG Co., Baltimore (Bromo-Seltzer), will sponsor Vox Pop, starring Parks Johnson and Wally Butterworth on both CBS and NBC-Blue. The show on CBS is now using Aug. 4, [Broad- casting, July 21], while that on the Blue Aug. 8 replaces Ben Ber- nie's Army Game on the same 8-10 p.m. Friday. Each broadcast will have a different origin point, with the first NBC edition scheduled from International House in New York and on CBS from the U. S. Mili- tary Academy at West Point. Agen- cy is Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York.

Durkee on 26


"Effery day I leesten to ze farm programs on WFDI. Zat way I get ze vegetables at ze beautiful prices, delivered at Fleent Meechegan."
MBS Seeks Unity In Baseball Pacts

Affiliates Given Suggestions On Play-by-Play Problem

In an attempt to establish a uniform practice on the part of MBS member and affiliate stations in regard to baseball broadcasting, Fred Weber, Mutual general manager, has sent out a memorandum to all Mutual stations, following discussion of the subject at a recent meeting of the MBS board of directors and operating board.

The memorandum brings up three principal problems faced by Mutual in signing 82-week contracts with advertisers with suggestions for local stations wishing to broadcast baseball games. In connection with daytime schedules, Mutual suggests that stations “agree to terminate play-by-play broadcasting of games at 5:30 local time, until possibly the first week in July,” thus accommodating most late afternoon network commercials.

In view of night games, MBS advertisers will not wish elimination or delayed transcription of regular broadcasts of regular commercials, the memo states. To avoid this, it recommends that stations contract with baseball sponsors to permit interruption of games or delay in scheduling until 10:15 p.m. local time or 10:30 p.m. when all network commercials are definitely over for the evening. For the Sunday afternoon problem, Mutual suggests that stations arrange to terminate the baseball programs at 5 p.m. (New York time) until at least the first Sunday in July, thus safeguarding regular broadcast of network commercials beginning early fall for 39 week periods.

The memo requests suggestions on the policy for Mutual affiliates with outlines of present methods used by the stations to avoid these problems.

Chow Mein Spots

GREAT CHINA FOODS Co., Chicago, during the first part of September will start a 13-week schedule of one-minute spot announcements on an undetermined number of stations in the Chicago and Milwaukee markets to promote a new packaged product, China Beauty Chow Mein Dinner. Agency is Martin A. Pokrass, Chicago.

Pierce’s Fall Plans

PIERCE’S PROPRIETARIES Buffalo, will place through H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago, one-minute spot announcements on approximately 35 stations for Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription, and on approximately 45 stations for Golden Medical Discovery. Contracts are effective after resumption of standard time around Oct. 1.

Kiex

The Voice of the Oregon Country

He’s a big, lusty fellow, this KEX, punching out 5,000 watts day and night to carry your broadcasting sales message to the farthest reaches of The Oregon Country.

Ever alert to serve the needs of this area, KEX is always “on-the-job” when anything “broadcastable” happens...sports...public events...special features of all kinds...in addition to a complete schedule of N.B.C. Blue network programs.

Let KEX “speak for” your product. The people of The Oregon Country are ready to listen, and able to buy.

Bulova Turns $500,000 In Signals to Defense

BULOVA WATCH Co., New York, largest buyer of radio time signals, has turned over about $500,000 worth of station-break time on 200 stations from coast-to-coast during the next year to the Treasury Department’s Defense Bond campaign. The time signals were donated to the Treasury Department by John H. Ballard, Bulova president.

Norton J. Snow, head of Bulova agency, is handling the campaign, which started in mid-July. All Bulova commercials are deleted from Operation and Defense Bond and Stamps copy substituted. The arrangement will continue for two weeks in August and one week of each month thereafter for a year.

Lever Suspends Serial

LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge (Lifebuoy Soap), will discontinue broadcasts of Meet Mr. Meek for a period of six weeks from Aug. 20 to Oct. 8. When it returns, the comedy series will retain its present time, Wednesdays 7:30-8, and will be on the same 60 CBS stations. The program, which started on CBS Oct. 10, 1940, is produced by Richard Marvin and directed by Don Bernard. William Esty & Co., New York, is the agency.

New Kraft Program

KRAFT CHEESE Co., Chicago, on Aug. 31 will start on about 40 NBC-Red stations The Great Gildersleeve, half-hour comedy sketch built around the character of Throckmorton P. Gildersleeve which was created on the NBC-Red Fibber McGee & Molly program.

The new series will be heard Sundays at 6:30 in the interests of Parkway Magazine. It will feature Harold Peary in the title role, be produced by Cecil Underwood, written by Len Levinson and with music under the direction of William Randolph. Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago, is agency.
**Decisions...**

**JULY 22**

NRC—CBS—Commission ordered postponement of effective date in Docket No. 4560, relating to Customers' use of broadcasting, to be placed on record.

NEW, WJIM Inc., Lansing, Mich.—Grant new CP site. Transmitter: 47.7 mi, 4,000 square miles.

KQAC, Tucumcari, N. Mex.—Granted modification of license to 124.0 kc untl., 250 w.

KUAN, Bluford, Ark.—Granted CP new transmitter, antenna, increase to 1 kw D 1200 kc.

KKTC, Tuscar, Ariz.—Granted transfer of control from John Merino and Carlton W. Blythe, Jr., to Robert D. Cook, Burridge D. Butler and Ralph W. Lilly; Carlton Morris to sell remaining holdings (30 shares or 15%) to Butler for $1,383 and assumption by Butler of Morris’ obligation of $2,000 to the corporation; Merino to sell one share to Butler, and Butler and Lilly to assume stock subscription obligations of Morris and pay $7,000.

**MICHELANGELO—**New, E. Anthony & Sons, New Bedford, Mass., placed in pending file under Order No. 4292 to withdraw CP station: WMFD, Frederick, Md., dismissed without prejudice petition for WA5S rehearing and order granting WSA5A application, also denied rehearing of CP modification to WSA52.

**SET FOR HEARING—WPRG, Fort Worth, Tex.—Granting petition to increase hours to untl. 50 kw; New, Air-Waves Inc., Frank and Enid B. Heidt, and Pan American Broadcasting System, to seek new facilities in Port Allen, La., joint hearing; NEW, WTHQ, Washington, D.C., a complaint of WA2X, Fl.; Superior-Radiogram, Inc., and Pan American Broadcasting System, to seek new facilities in Florida.

**Applications...**

**JULY 21**

WTNJ, Trenton, N. J.—Modification of license to add WCPX and WCPZ facilities.

WXBC, Newark Broadcasting Corp., Newark, N. J.—CP 620 kc 5 kw direction N. & W.

WNBX, New York.—Modification of license to add WNBX, Inc., 620 kc 5 kw.

WBYN, Brooklyn.—CP increase to 500 w.

WJZ, New York.—Modification of license to add WJZ, Inc., 500 kw.

WSIX, Nashville.—Modification of license to add WSIX, Inc., 1,250 kw.

**Applications...**

**JULY 24**

WCAM, Canoe, Ga.—WCAM, Inc., Ashbury Park, N. J.; WTNJ, Trenton, N. J.—Continued hearing until date to be fixed.

WING, Dayton, O.—Granted temp. auth. to WING, Dayton, O.—Granted temp. auth. to continue operation during aluminum drive.

**MICHELANGELO—**New, WBNX, New York, granted change FM permits to 410.3 and 406.0 from 30 kw, but denied renewal to remove from hearing docket; NEW, WNNR, Baby Barham, N. Y., granted a change application to 1,000 kw, 100,000 sq. miles, application removed from hearing docket; WNGM, Lockport, N. Y., motion for mandatory postponement of renewal hearing granted for 30 days; KMA, Shenandoah, Ia., same; WGST, Atlanta, hearing on renewal continued to date.

**Applications...**

**JULY 25**

WTNJ, Trenton, N. J.—Modification of license to add WCPX and WCPZ.

WXBC, Newark Broadcasting Corp., Newark, N. J.—CP 620 kc 5 kw direction N. & W.

WNBX, New York.—Modification of license to add WNBX, Inc., 620 kc 5 kw.

WBYN, Brooklyn.—CP increase to 500 w.

WJZ, New York.—Modification of license to add WJZ, Inc., 500 kw.

WSIX, Nashville.—Modification of license to add WSIX, Inc., 1,250 kw.

**Applications...**

**JULY 26**

WHKC, Columbus.—CP new antenna, transmitter site.

NEW, Peter J. Nesbitt, Alexandria, Va.—CP 740 kc 1 kw, amended 1,900 1 kw, 250 w & D and Captain Broadcasting, to seek new transmitter site.

**NEW, Independent Broadcasting Co.—Springfield, Mo.—CP 1,400 250 w untl. (inadvertently omitted by FCC from press release of 4-10-41).**

**NEW, WEST.—**Modification of license to untl. WING, Dayton, O.—CP change to 650 kc 5 kw D & E etc.

**Tentative Calendar...**

**NEW, Hawaiian Broadcasting System, Honolulu—CP 1,450 250 w (July 28).**

**NEW, West Aliis Broadcasting Co., West Aliis, Wis.—CP 1,400 250 w D (Aug. 28).**

**NEW, WMAA, Shenandoah, Ia.—Licence renewal (Aug. 27).**

**NEW, West Aliis Broadcasting Co., West Aliis, Wis.—Licence renewal (Aug. 27).**

**NEW, West Aliis Broadcasting Co., West Aliis, Wis.—Pending petition for CP modification to 1,250 kc 1-5 kw, directional N., (Aug. 22).**

**WING, Glenside, Pa.—License renewal (Aug. 21).**

**WIND, Augusta, Me.—License Renewal (Aug. 21).**

**WDJ, West Aliis, Wis.—Modification of license to 1,800 w.**

**WDAB, Philadelphia.—Modification of license to 1,250 kw 1-5 kw, directional N., (Aug. 21).**

**WSIU, Urbana, Ill.—Modification of license to 1,250 kw 1-5 kw, directional N., (Aug. 21).**

**WGST, Atlanta—License renewal (Sept. 8).**

**Point to Point Grant...**

A SPECIAL temporary dispensation was accorded WING, Dayton, by the FCC July 24 when it granted authority for point to point radio in connection with the local aluminum drive. Mayor Henneman and his committee were authorized to use WING to send out instructions to the Girl Scouts concerning point to point radio in the aluminum industry. Special interest for point to point radio was stated.

Mr. Croney’s Criticism of NAB Endorsed

DISCLAIMING any intention of launching a new organization of independent broadcasters to supplant the NAB, Ed Croney, operator of WLYL, Butler, and the National Broadcast Network, advised BROADCASTING last Thursday that he had received much reaction from broadcasters supporting the views he had expressed in his letter to broadcasters ten days ago.

Referring to the article published in BROADCASTING July 21 on his stand, Mr. Croney said the headline on the article was “misleading, as I have no ambition to start an organization of independent broadcasters.” He added the article “merely pointed out some boodogging.”

Mr. Croney stated that he had received many communications asking what he was doing on the “floor,” or stating “we are with you 100%; where can we meet?”

Must Have Authority

Mr. Croney added that evidently many broadcasters have seen the same errors he had observed. He said that independent non-network stations could not borrow the necessary funds for new equipment to meet their needs.

He explained the organization he had in mind would not meet with the approval of those who attend NAB conventions, but, in fact, would state the approval of some who have written me.”

“Such an organization,” Mr. Croney concluded, “would be one of active station executives who own enough interest in the station they represent to speak with authority for that station. Such a group probably would be fairly small, and would meet two or three times yearly to discuss and formulate their policy of broadcasting for the betterment of the community. I think the best guarantee we have for the continuity of the present American system of broadcasting.”

Army Games in Spanish Scheduled by WLW

WLW, Crosley Corp., shortwave outlet, will describe the coming Army maneuvers in Spanish for Latin American listeners, it was announced last week by James Shirley, vice-president, and charge of broadcasting for Cros- ley. The war games will cover 20,000 miles and will be equipped with portable transmitters and receivers. The WLW-WLW crew will be composed of Joseph Ries, radio- orna- ment, and Robert Wright, Spanish language announcer; Dave Conlon, engineer; Cecil Car- michael, assistant to Mr. Shouse.
Network Accounts

All time EST unless otherwise indicated.

New Business

HAYUK CIGARS Inc., Philadelphia (Phillies), on Aug. 4 starts Col. Pils- ney Stakes I and II on 74 MHS stations, Mon.-Wed. 8-8:15 p.m., and shifts Inside of Sports from 30 to 74 MHS stations, Thurs. through Sun., 7-7:45 p.m. Agency: Ivey & Elliott, Philadelphia.

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co., Toronto (Palomilove soap, shaving cream), on Sept. 1 start The Happy Hour on 33 Canadian Broadcasting Corp. stations, Mon. thru Fri., 1-1:30 p.m. EST. Agency: Lord & Thomas of Canada, Toronto.

GROVE LISTS, St. Louis (proprietary), on Oct. 5 resumes for 52 weeks Sherlock Holmes, every night, 8-9 p.m. EST. Agency: Ransell M. Sevold Co., Chicago.

Renewal Accounts

1. LORILLARD Co., New York (Beckworth cigarettes), on Aug. 9 will renew for 15 weeks Soldiery Quiz on 18 Colonial stations. Sat., 8-8:30 p.m. Agency: Leunau & Mitchell, N. Y.


Network Changes

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co., Jersey City (Colgate Dental Cream), on Aug. 2 replaces Colgate Spotlight with Gay Lombardo & His Orchestra on 90 CBS stations, Saturdays 8-8:30 p.m. Agency: Ted Bates Inc., N. Y.

R. R. REMLER, New Canaan, Conn. (Kendal Roir Tourie), on July 28 adds five MHS stations to Gabriel Hieter, making a total of 20 MHS stations. Mon.-Wed. 6-7 p.m. (EST). KSSO, KNYZ, WBCG, WLOL, and on Aug. 25 adds 50 stations, Agency: Erwin, Wenzel & Co., N. Y.

Shell Oil Grid Shows

SHELL OIL Co., St. Louis, has again purchased sponsorship of a 15-minute preview and review show before and after all U of Minnesota football games on KSTP, according to Ray C. Jenkins, St. Paul. Under Big Ten rules no sponsorship of the actual game is permitted. KSTP will key the programs to Minneapolis Network stations KFW, St. Paul, KYSM, Mankato, KROC, Rochester; WECB, Duluth.

Hearings Continued by Court
In Don Lee, Ragan Jones Case

Network Seeks Cancellation of KVOS-KPQ Pact
When Stations Refuse to Accept Some Shows

INJUNCTION proceedings in Superior Court in Tacoma, Wash., growing out of cancellation by the MBS-Don Lee-Pacifc network of its contract with the Ragan Jones stations—KVOS, Bellingham, and KPQ, Wenatchee—were continued until July 31 by the court last Thursday afternoon. The action followed nearly a week of hearings on the Jones' appeal for permanent injunction to replace the temporary order granted by the court to require continuance of network service.

Based on FCC Rules

Mr. Jones, interpreting the projected FCC network regulations on time options, had cancelled certain Mutual programs in favor of locally originated shows, leading to the break earlier this month with Pacific Broadcasting Co., Northwest segment of the MBS-Don Lee Network. The station, upon issuance of the temporary injunction, continued to receive network service, but the network on July 13 added KGA, Spokane, as a regular outlet. The injunction was continued last week upon a statement by counsel for all parties that a settlement was in process of negotiation. Pacific announced that its original offer, a part of the original cancellation notice, still stands upon condition that the Jones stations dismiss their suit and dissolve the injunction. and, it was reported, Mr. Jones has indicated complete acceptance of Pacific's proposition. The case was being heard before Judge Joseph Kendall, with John C. Kendall and Leo Tats representing Pacific and Andrew D. Haley, Washington attorney, representing Jones.

Based on New Rules

According to Carl E. Hammond, president and general manager of Pacific, Mr. Jones on behalf of KVOS and KPQ "without notice or warning notified Pacific of his refusal to take Mutual-Don Lee sustaining programs of all network programs, both commercial and sustaining, before 9 p.m. any day and all network commercials during the noon hour every day except Sunday, effective immediately."

"Justification for his refusal," Mr. Hammond advised BROADCASTING, "was his interpretation of the FCC's new network regulation 3.105 which he claimed was effective Aug. 2, and also a provision in his affiliate contract whereby his station was entitled to substitute a locally originated program of major public interest for a network program."

"Upon such refusal to continue to broadcast commercial network programs formerly broadcast by him without objection, and continuing such action as a breach of the existing contract, Pacific then notified Jones that the network affiliation contract would be cancelled effective July 12, and telephone lines furnished by Pacific would be withdrawn."

"As an alternative and for Jones' accommodation, Pacific offered to continue network service conditioned upon Jones paying the line charge from the nearest Mutual outlet, and Pacific would pay him for all commercials on a spot rate basis where his stations were sold in addition to regular network affiliates."

This alternative was accepted by Jones July 11, and Pacific withdrew the cancellation of telephone lines to his stations. Without any notice, Jones on July 12 filed action in Superior Court asking for a permanent injunction restraining Pacific from cancelling the original affiliate contract on grounds that the termination of the network service would cause his stations irreparable damage.

Affected Five Accounts

"Jones' refusal to accept network commercials affected five accounts involving 25 quarter-hour periods per week and 21 of these were news programs by well-known commentators and sponsored by national advertisers, including Los Angeles Soap Co., General Foods, Langendorf Bakery, Alka-Seltzer and American Home Products. These programs had been regularly released by Mutual affiliates, including the Jones stations, without objection."

"Reliably informed that Jones has substituted forrejected commercials local originated musical transcription and records on 17 of the quarter-hours and local news on the balance, none of which Pacific contends constitute local programs of major public interest, the case was carried to Superior Court in Tacoma."

"Pacific concedes that a licensee is entitled to exercise complete control of program content, and is entitled to substitute local originations for network commercials when the same are of major public interest and importance, but contends that the affiliate licensee must exercise discretion reasonably if he expects to continue as a network outlet. Jones' contention if sustained and carried to its logical conclusion will utterly destroy broadcasting network service. Jones by his action indicates his desire for continuation of present network service while reserving arbitrary right to reject any or all commercial programs."

In DON LEE, RAGAN JONES CASE
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Arnold Disclaims Any Intention to Hurt Advertising

Says Justice Dept. Oil Probe Is Merely Fact Finding

ACCOMPANIED by explanations that the move is merely a fact-finding survey, the Justice Department Anti-Trust Division, headed by Assistant Attorney General Thurman W. Arnold, has called upon the country's major oil companies to furnish data on their advertising activities through a comprehensive questionnaire.

First returns on the questionnaire were due last Monday, but time extensions were granted to companies unable to meet the early deadline.

He Favors Advertising

Justice Department officials indicated the questionnaires were issued for a two-fold purpose: To obtain information for discussions regarding which the department expects will terminate its anti-trust action against the 367 companies covered in the American Petroleum Institute, and to gather data for possible rationing or other control of petroleum products on the Eastern Seaboard.

Denying any intent to "ruin" advertising, Mr. Arnold declared Wednesday that the questionnaire survey is part of "an inquiry to see how far advertising is used to compel gasoline filling stations to deal in only one line of products—which I think is a monopolistic practice intended to crush competition".

The exhaustive questionnaire asked for the total amount spent and to whom paid for advertising on radio stations and newspapers, periodicals, billboards, direct promotion, and other advertising classifications. Names of media and advertising agencies, copies of advertising displays and radio scripts also were requested.

Some observers noted a parallel between Justice Department ideas on oil advertising and the Big Four cigarette indictment of last year. In that case it was maintained that cigarette companies, through their intensive and large-scale advertising, made their product appear so attractive to consumers that merchants were forced to stock the advertised brands as a customer convenience, although their profit was smaller than on other lines.

Holding that he favored stimulating rather than restricting advertising, Mr. Arnold commented that the more advertising there was, the better, from the anti-trust standpoint. Contending that big oil companies with many lines of product so attractive through advertising that filling station operators feel constrained to handle a much-advertised petroleum product as a practical matter, and finally agree to grant a marketing franchise under which the operator not only handles the principally advertised product, but also a full line of corollary products such as lubricating oil, batteries and tires, and agrees to handle no other line, Mr. Arnold commented on such "full line forcing": "I think every filling station ought to be allowed to carry and sell any or all brands of gasoline, just like the soft drink stands that sell the various cola drinks. There are Coca-Cola, Pepsi-Cola and Royal Crown Cola—all extensively advertised by the manufacturers. But I have not heard of any exclusive franchise arrangement in this field."

Possibility that Col. William J. (Bill) Donovan, recently appointed coordinator of information by President Roosevelt, will take over supervision of international broadcast operations from the national defense standpoint, was foreseen in Washington last week.

NAMED July 11 by President Roosevelt to the new national defense post, Col. Donovan has established offices in the State Department. He has retained as his chief assistant Robert E. Sherwood, playwright, and is understood to be making an exploratory study of the international broadcast operation preparatory to formulating concrete plans.

For several months international broadcast operations carried on by the half-dozen companies in the field have been coordinated, from the program-news standpoint, through Stanley P. Richardson, former foreign correspondent, with headquarters in New York. An industry budget was established for this purpose.

Mr. Richardson has been coordinating his activity with the State Department through the Division of Current Information, headed by Michael J. McDermott. Assigned to the State Department end, however, has been Robert T. Pell, assistant chief of the European Division and former secretary of the American Embassy in Paris. Likewise an ex-foreign correspondent, Mr. Pell has collaborated with Mr. Richardson in the development of program material, particularly pertaining to news of interest to Latin America.

What bearing Col. Donovan's proposed operation will have upon the present organization is not indicated. It is presumed, however, that Col. Donovan's office may absorb the current operations.

In announcing the appointment of Col. Donovan earlier this month, Mr. Roosevelt said he would "collect and assemble information and data bearing on national security" from Government agencies and analyze and collate it for the President.

Simultaneously, it became known that Congress may be called upon next week to sanction the inauguration of censorship of all United States outgoing and incoming international cable and radio communications. Whether this would embrace international broadcast operations also was not indicated, though it was thought this development would not come during the first phases of operation. International broadcasting, as an "external" communications operation, falls under the jurisdiction of the Navy in time of war.

It was reported that while President Roosevelt has approved the censorship move, Congressional sanction will be sought. It was considered likely that censorship would be imposed at the outset only on outgoing communications.

Indications on the Washington scene are that the proposal for legislation to authorize the communications censorship would be drafted in the near future and that immediately following enactment, the cost of approximately $800,000 for the censorship machinery will be appropriated by Congress. In Administration quarters, it was said that the censorship plan was purely a precautionary measure of the Army and Navy to become effective if and when certain eventualities take place.

Control of Foreign Broadcasts May Come Under Col. Donovan

Defense Coordinator of Information Studying Subject; Robert E. Sherwood Is Assistant

"Young Lady, Are You Connected With A Newspaper?"

NBC Talent Sale Near Completion

MCA Expected to Complete Negotiations This Week

NEGOTIATIONS between NBC and MCA Corp., of America and the latter's acquisition of the NBC artists Service are in their final stage, with the signing of contracts expected early this week. The man- sagreem agreed to now handled by NBC will be transferred to MCA under the terms of the agreement, except that the network has withdrawn from the deal all of its own package shows, which it will continue to handle directly.

Included in this category are such programs as "Vie & Sade, One Man's Family and others which are built and produced by NBC and sold by the network to sponsors for a sum which covers the entire cost of scripts, production, talent, etc.

Sroetz Rumors Denied

Price which MCA is paying for the artist service has not been disclosed, but it was learned that the contract will provide for deductions to be made if name artists now handled by the service do not approve of the change in management of other agents. MCA's recent acquisition of Columbia artists also provided for such defalcations. Mark Woods, vice-president and treasurer of MCA, and J. C. Stein, president of MCA, are conducting the negotiations.

Reports that Sidney N. Stroetz, NBC vice-president in charge of programming, was planning to leave this post to head a new company was formed for the purpose of taking over and managing the artist service were vehemently denied by Mr. Stroetz, who declared that such rumors had no basis of fact.

Emanating chiefly from Chicago, where he was formerly NBC vice-president in charge of NBC's central division and previously had headed Chicago Stadium Corp., these reports had linked his name with that of W. Biggie Levin, who has his own talent agency in Chicago, in the formation of the new company.

JOE KELLY, m.c. of Quiz Kids on XBC-Blue, and Freame Wicker, whose children are featured on NBC-Blue, will serve as judges in the Tenth Annual Children's National Talent Hour, Aug. 2 at Strotz 10, sponsored by the National Assn. of Dept. Store Studios, New York.

BROADCASTING • Broadcast Advertising
Map shows the estimated effective daytime coverage of the New WBAL. It includes all of Maryland and Delaware, Southern Pennsylvania and New Jersey, and parts of Virginia and West Virginia.

In this area live more than six million people who will spend in excess of two billion dollars in retail stores this year.

Diversified industry plus one of the richest diversified farm areas in the nation make all towns "boom" towns in the area served by the New WBAL.

There is but one way to reach this area effectively—economically—and that is through the basic advertising medium of the Central Atlantic States.

Use supplementaries, of course, in those parts of the area where you wish additional coverage. But let the New WBAL do the basic job for you.

ON OCTOBER 1
THE NEW WBAL
will become a basic member of
N B C RED

WBAL
50000 WATTS
Baltimore
ONE OF AMERICA'S GREAT RADIO STATIONS

National Representation  •  INTERNATIONAL RADIO SALES
RCA’s sudden success with its experiments for transmitting radiophotos from Moscow surprised the chief photo agencies. Believing radio transmission impossible, they had been rushing elaborate plans for getting pictures by plane. — Newsweek, July 21

RADIOPHOTOS HURLED ACROSS THE WORLD!

BUT it would have taken a plane traveling 21,300 miles an hour to match radio’s speed of delivery!

It takes only 13 minutes for a complete picture to flash across the 4,615-mile curve that has made an invisible picture chute of the Great Circle Route between Russia and New York. It bends over the spinning world across Finland, Sweden, Norway, Iceland, Labrador and on to the United States.

As a result, American newspaper readers have been looking at war photographs soon after they were snapped on the eastern battle fronts. The newspaper credit lines have read, “RCA test transmission radiophoto.” The pictures dated July 8 were the first America ever saw from Moscow by radio.

During the first World War there were weeks of delay before Americans saw pictures from the Russian sector. The radiophoto was but a dream of scientists. But they became master of the dream and in 1941, when Russia was ready to put pictures in the air, American apparatus developed by RCA Laboratories was ready on this side of the sea to receive them.

The Russian pictures enter the United States at the antennas of R.C.A. Communications, Inc., at “Radio Central,” Riverhead, Long Island. Automatically the impulses are relayed to the radiophoto machines at R.C.A. Communications’ headquarters, 66 Broad Street, New York.

That is the terminal of the 4,615-mile chute through space. How is it done? In Russia the picture is wrapped on a cylinder, which as it revolves enables a pinpoint of light to release the lights and shadows of the picture to actuate a short-wave radio transmitter. The radio impulses, therefore, correspond to the shadings of the picture. In New York a similar cylinder is turning, and around it is wrapped a sensitized paper or “negative.” It revolves in step with the Russian cylinder and as it does another needle of light, controlled by the incoming picture-carrying impulses, acts as a pen. It reconstructs or “paints” the picture line by line.

New York is the world-center of radiophoto reception, with the picture circuits now extending to London, Berlin, Tokyo, Buenos Aires and Moscow. It is RCA Laboratories apparatus at the headquarters of R.C.A. Communications, Inc., on the tip of Manhattan Island, that puts the pictures back on paper after they are etched electrically in space between the hemispheres.